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Comparison of mobile phone standards
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM, around 80–85 % market share) and IS-95 (around 10–15 %
market share[1] ) are the two most prevalent mobile communication technologies. Both technologies have to solve
the same problem: to divide the finite RF spectrum among multiple users.
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access—underlying technology used in GSM's 2G) does it by chopping up the
channel into sequential time slices. Each user of the channel takes turns to transmit and receive signals. In reality,
only one person is actually using the channel at a specific moment. This is analogous to time-sharing on a large
computer server.
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access Underlying technology used in GSM's 3G and IS-95's 2G) on the other
hand, uses a special type of digital modulation called spread spectrum which spreads the voice data over a very wide
channel in pseudorandom fashion. The receiver undoes the randomization to collect the bits together and produce the
sound.
For comparison, imagine a cocktail party, where couples are talking to each other in a single room. The room
represents the available bandwidth. In GSM, a speaker takes turns talking to a listener. The speaker talks for a short
time and then stops to let another pair talk. There is never more than one speaker talking in the room, no one has to
worry about two conversations mixing. In CDMA, any speaker can talk at any time; however each uses a different
language. Each listener can only understand the language of their partner. As more and more couples talk, the
background noise (representing the noise floor) gets louder, but because of the difference in languages, conversations
do not mix.

Comparison table
Feature

NMT

GSM

UMTS (3GSM)

IS-95 (CDMA
one)

CDMA 2000

Technology

FDMA

TDMA

W-CDMA

CDMA

CDMA

Generation

1G

2G

3G

2G

3G

Digital

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year of First Use

1981

1991

2001

1995

2000 / 2002

Worldwide market
share *Valid
non-biased source still
required

0%

72%

12%

0.6%

12%

Roaming

Scandinavia

Worldwide, 200+
countries

Worldwide

Limited

Limited

Handset
interoperability

None

SIM card

SIM card

None

RUIM (not
commonly
implemented)

Operator locking

Monopoly

Unlockable

Unlockable

ESN

ESN

Common Interference

None

Interferes with some
electronics, such as
amplifiers

None

None

None
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Signal
quality/coverage area

Good coverage
due to low
frequencies

Frequency
Very low density
utilization/Call density

Battery life

2
Good coverage indoors
on 850/900 MHz.
Repeaters possible.
35 km hard limit.

0.2 MHz = 8 timeslots.
Each timeslot can hold
up to 2 calls through
interleaving.

Low, due to high Very good due to simple
transmitter
protocol, good coverage
power (1 watt)
and mature,
power-efficient chipsets.

Smaller cells and lower
Unlimited cell
Unlimited cell size,
indoors coverage on
size, low
low transmitter power
2100 MHz; equivalent
transmitter power
permits large cells
coverage indoors and superior permits large cells
range to GSM on
850/900 MHz.
5 MHz = 2 Mbit/s. Each call
uses 1.8-12 kbit/s depending
on chosen quality and audio
complexity.

? Comparable to
UMTS

? Comparable to
UMTS

Lower due to high demands
of WCDMA power control
and young chipsets.

Lower due to high
demands of
CDMA power
control.

Lower due to high
demands of CDMA
power control and
young chipsets.

Handoff

Hard

Hard

Soft

Soft

Soft

Breathing

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Intellectual property

Scandinavian
telecom
operators

Concentrated among a
few manufacturers

Concentrated among a few
manufacturers

Qualcomm

Qualcomm

Advantages of 2G GSM
•
•
•
•
•

GSM is mature; this maturity means a more stable network with robust features.
Less signal deterioration inside buildings.
Ability to use repeaters.
Talktime is generally higher in GSM phones due to the pulse nature of transmission.
The availability of Subscriber Identity Modules allows users to switch networks and handsets at will, aside from a
subsidy lock.
• GSM covers virtually all parts of the world so international roaming is not a problem.
• The much bigger number of subscribers globally creates a better network effect for GSM handset makers, carriers
and end users.

Disadvantages of 2G GSM
• Pulse nature of TDMA transmission used in 2G interferes with some electronics, especially certain audio
amplifiers. 3G uses W-CDMA now.
• Intellectual property is concentrated among a few industry participants, creating barriers to entry for new entrants
and limiting competition among phone manufacturers.
• GSM has a fixed maximum cell site range of 35 km, which is imposed by technical limitations.[2]
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Advantages of IS-95
• Capacity is IS-95's biggest asset; it can accommodate more users per MHz of bandwidth than any other
technology.
• Has no built-in limit to the number of concurrent users.
• Uses precise clocks that do not limit the distance a tower can cover.[3]
• Consumes less power and covers large areas so cell size in IS-95 is larger.
• Able to produce a reasonable call with lower signal (cell phone reception) levels.
• Uses soft handoff, reducing the likelihood of dropped calls.
• IS-95's variable rate voice coders reduce the rate being transmitted when speaker is not talking, which allows the
channel to be packed more efficiently.
• Has a well-defined path to higher data rates.

Disadvantages of IS-95
• Most technologies are patented and must be licensed from Qualcomm.
• Breathing of base stations, where coverage area shrinks under load. As the number of subscribers using a
particular site goes up, the range of that site goes down.
• Because IS-95 towers interfere with each other, they are normally installed on much shorter towers. Because of
this, IS-95 may not perform well in hilly terrain.
• IS-95 covers a smaller portion of the world, and IS-95 phones are generally unable to roam internationally.
• Manufacturers are often hesitant to release IS-95 devices due to the smaller market, so features are sometimes late
in coming to IS-95 devices.
• Even barring subsidy locks, CDMA phones are linked by ESN to a specific network, thus phones are typically not
portable across providers.

Development of the Market Share of Mobile Standards
This graphic compares the market shares of the different mobile standards.

Cellphone subscribers by technology (left Y axis)
and total number of subscribers globally (right Y
axis)

In a fast growing market, GSM/3GSM (red) grows faster than the market and is gaining market share, the CDMA
family (blue) grows at about the same rate as the market, while other technologies (grey) are being phased out.
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Comparison of wireless Internet standards
As a reference, a comparison of mobile and non-mobile wireless Internet standards follows.

Comparison of Mobile Internet Access methods ( )
Standard

LTE

Family

Primary Use

Radio Tech

Downlink
(Mbit/s)

Uplink
(Mbit/s)

Notes

UMTS/4GSM General 4G

OFDMA/MIMO/SC-FDMA 100 (in
20MHz
bandwidth)

50 (in 20
MHz
bandwidth)

LTE-Advanced update expected
to offer peak rates of at least 1
Gbit/s fixed speeds and 100
Mbit/s to mobile users.

802.16

Mobile Internet

MIMO-SOFDMA

128 (in
20MHz
bandwidth)

56 (in
20MHz
bandwidth)

WiMAX update IEEE 802.16m
expected to offer peak rates of at
least 1 Gbit/s fixed speeds and
100Mbit/s to mobile users.

Flash-OFDM

Flash-OFDM

Mobile Internet
mobility up to
200mph
(350km/h)

Flash-OFDM

5.3
10.6
15.9

1.8
3.6
5.4

Mobile range 18miles (30km)
extended range 34 miles (55km)

HIPERMAN

HIPERMAN

Mobile Internet

OFDM

56.9

56.9

Wi-Fi

802.11
(11n)

Mobile Internet

OFDM/MIMO

iBurst

802.20

Mobile Internet

HC-SDMA/TDD/MIMO

95

36

Cell Radius: 3–12 km
Speed: 250kmph
Spectral Efficiency: 13
bits/s/Hz/cell
Spectrum Reuse Factor: "1"

Mobile Internet

TDMA/FDD

1.9

0.9

3GPP Release 7

CDMA/FDD
CDMA/FDD/MIMO

0.384
14.4
56

0.384
5.76
22

HSDPA widely deployed.
Typical downlink rates today 2
Mbit/s, ~200 kbit/s uplink;
HSPA+ downlink up to 56
Mbit/s.

UMTS/3GSM Mobile Internet

CDMA/TDD

16

16

Reported speeds according to
[6]
IPWireless
using 16QAM
modulation similar to
HSDPA+HSUPA

CDMA2000

CDMA

0.144

0.144

Succeeded by EV-DO for data
use, but still is used for voice and
as a failover for EV-DO

WiMAX

EDGE Evolution GSM

UMTS
UMTS/3GSM General 3G
W-CDMA
HSDPA+HSUPA
HSPA+

UMTS-TDD

1xRTT

Mobile phone

288.9*

Antenna, RF front end
enhancements and minor
protocol timer tweaks have
helped deploy long range P2P
networks compromising on
radial coverage, throughput
and/or spectra efficiency (310km
[4]
[5]
& 382km )
(*can support 600 when set at
40MHz channel width).
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EV-DO 1x Rev. 0 CDMA2000
EV-DO 1x Rev.A
EV-DO Rev.B

Mobile Internet

5
CDMA/FDD

2.45
3.1
4.9xN

0.15
1.8
1.8xN

Rev B note: N is the number of
1.25 MHz chunks of spectrum
used. EV-DO is not designed for
voice, and requires a fallback to
1xRTT when a voice call is
placed or received.

Notes: All speeds are theoretical maximums and will vary by a number of factors, including the use of external
antennae, distance from the tower and the ground speed (e.g. communications on a train may be poorer than when
standing still). Usually the bandwidth is shared between several terminals. The performance of each technology is
determined by a number of constraints, including the spectral efficiency of the technology, the cell sizes used, and
the amount of spectrum available. For more information, see Comparison of wireless data standards. See also
Comparison of mobile phone standards, Spectral efficiency comparison table and OFDM system comparison table.

See also
• Comparison of wireless data standards
• Spectral efficiency comparison table
• SMS - contain the content of its standardization
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3G
International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT — 2000), better known as 3G or 3rd Generation, is a
generation of standards for mobile phones and mobile telecommunications services fulfilling specifications by the
International Telecommunication Union.[1] Application services include wide-area wireless voice telephone, mobile
Internet access, video calls and mobile TV, all in a mobile environment. Compared to the older 2G and 2.5G
standards, a 3G system must allow simultaneous use of speech and data services, and provide peak data rates of at
least 200 kbit/s according to the IMT-2000 specification. Recent 3G releases, often denoted 3.5G and 3.75G, also
provide mobile broadband access of several Mbit/s to laptop computers and smartphones.
The following standards are typically branded 3G:
• the UMTS system, first offered in 2001, standardized by 3GPP, used primarily in Europe, Japan, China (however
with a different radio interface) and other regions predominated by GSM 2G system infrastructure. The cell
phones are typically UMTS and GSM hybrids. Several radio interfaces are offered, sharing the same
infrastructure:
• The original and most widespread radio interface is called W-CDMA.
• The TD-SCDMA radio interface, was commercialised in 2009 and is only offered in China.
• The latest UMTS release, HSPA+, can provide peak data rates up to 56 Mbit/s in the downlink in theory (28
Mbit/s in existing services) and 22 Mbit/s in the uplink.
• the CDMA2000 system, first offered in 2002, standardized by 3GPP2, used especially in North America and
South Korea, sharing infrastructure with the IS-95 2G standard. The cell phones are typically CDMA2000 and
IS-95 hybrids. The latest release EVDO Rev B offers peak rates of 14.7 Mbit/s downstreams.
The above systems and radio interfaces are based on kindred spread spectrum radio transmission technology. While
the GSM EDGE standard ("2.9G"), DECT cordless phones and Mobile WiMAX standards formally also fulfill the
IMT-2000 requirements and are approved as 3G standards by ITU, these are typically not branded 3G, and are based
on completely different technologies.
A new generation of cellular standards has appeared approximately every tenth year since 1G systems were
introduced in 1981/1982. Each generation is characterized by new frequency bands, higher data rates and non
backwards compatible transmission technology. The first release of the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard
does not completely fulfill the ITU 4G requirements called IMT-Advanced. First release LTE is not backwards
compatible with 3G, but is a pre-4G or 3.9G technology, however sometimes branded "4G" by the service providers.
WiMAX is another technology verging on or marketed as 4G.

Overview
The 3G (UMTS and CDMA2000) research and development projects started in 1992. In 1999, ITU approved five
radio interfaces for IMT-2000 as a part of the ITU-R M.1457 Recommendation; WiMAX was added in 2007.[2]
There are evolutionary standards that are backwards-compatible extensions to pre-existing 2G networks as well as
revolutionary standards that require all-new networks and frequency allocations.[3] The latter group is the UMTS
family, which consists of standards developed for IMT-2000, as well as the independently developed standards
DECT and WiMAX, which were included because they fit the IMT-2000 definition.
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Overview of 3G/IMT-2000 standards[4]
ITU IMT-2000

common name(s)

bandwidth
of data

pre-4G duplex

TDMA Single‑Carrier EDGE (UWC-136)
(IMT‑SC)

EDGE
Evolution

none

CDMA Multi‑Carrier CDMA2000
(IMT‑MC)

EV-DO

UMB

CDMA Direct Spread UMTS[7] W-CDMA[8]
(IMT‑DS)

HSPA

LTE

[6]

[9]

CDMA TDD (IMT‑TC)

FDD

channel

evolutionary
upgrade to
[5]
GSM/GPRS

worldwide,
except Japan and
South Korea

CDMA

evolutionary
upgrade to
cdmaOne (IS-95)

Americas, Asia,
some others

family of
revolutionary
standards.

worldwide

[10]

IP‑OFDMA

DECT

Europe
China

TD‑SCDMA
FDMA/TDMA
(IMT‑FT)

geographical
areas

TDMA

TDD

TD‑CDMA

description

none

FDMA/TDMA short-range;
standard for
cordless phones

Europe, USA

WiMAX (IEEE
802.16)

OFDMA

worldwide

[1] Clint Smith, Daniel Collins. "3G Wireless Networks", page 136. 2000.
[2] ITU. "ITU Radiocommunication Assembly approves new developments for its 3G standards" (http:/ / www. itu. int/ newsroom/
press_releases/ 2007/ 30. html). press release. . Retrieved 1 June 2009.
[3] ITU. "What really is a Third Generation (3G)(3G) Mobile Technology" (http:/ / www. itu. int/ ITU-D/ imt-2000/ DocumentsIMT2000/
What_really_3G. pdf) (PDF). . Retrieved 1 June 2009.
[4] ITU-D Study Group 2. "Guidelines on the smooth transition of existing mobile networks to IMT-2000 for developing countries (GST);
Report on Question 18/2" (http:/ / www. itu. int/ dms_pub/ itu-d/ opb/ stg/ D-STG-SG02. 18-1-2006-PDF-E. pdf). . Retrieved 1 June 2009.
[5] Can also be used as an upgrade to PDC or D-AMPS.
[6] development halted in favour of LTE. Qualcomm halts UMB project (http:/ / www. reuters. com/ article/ marketsNews/
idUSN1335969420081113?rpc=401& ), Reuters, 13 November 2008
[7] also known as FOMA;3GPP notes that “there currently existed many different names for the same system (eg FOMA, W-CDMA, UMTS,
etc)”; "Draft summary minutes, decisions and actions from 3GPP Organizational Partners Meeting#6, Tokyo, 9 October 2001" (http:/ / www.
3gpp. org/ ftp/ op/ OP_07/ DOCS/ pdf/ OP6_13r1. pdf) (PDF). p. 7. . UMTS is the common name for a standard that encompasses multiple air
interfaces.
[8] also known as UTRA-FDD; W-CDMA is sometimes used as a synonym for UMTS, ignoring the other air interface options.
[9] also known as UTRA-TDD 3.84 Mcps high chip rate (HCR)
[10] also known as UTRA-TDD 1.28 Mcps low chip rate (LCR)

While EDGE fulfills the 3G specifications, most GSM/UMTS phones report EDGE ("2.75G") and UMTS ("3G")
functionality.

History
The first pre-commercial 3G network was best launched by NTT DoCoMo in Japan branded FOMA, in May 2001
on a pre-release of W-CDMA technology.[1] The first commercial launch of 3G was also by NTT DoCoMo in Japan
on 1 October 2001, although it was initially somewhat limited in scope;[2] [3] broader availability was delayed by
apparent concerns over reliability.[4] The second network to go commercially live was by SK Telecom in South
Korea on the 1xEV-DO technology in January 2002. By May 2002 the second South Korean 3G network was by KT
on EV-DO and thus the Koreans were the first to see competition among 3G operators.
The first European pre-commercial network was at the Isle of Man by Manx Telecom, the operator then owned by
British Telecom, and the first commercial network in Europe was opened for business by Telenor in December 2001
with no commercial handsets and thus no paying customers. These were both on the W-CDMA technology.
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The first commercial United States 3G network was by Monet Mobile Networks, on CDMA2000 1x EV-DO
technology, but this network provider later shut down operations. The second 3G network operator in the USA was
Verizon Wireless in October 2003 also on CDMA2000 1x EV-DO. AT&T Mobility is also a true 3G network,
having completed its upgrade of the 3G network to HSUPA.
The first pre-commercial demonstration network in the southern hemisphere was built in Adelaide, South Australia
by m.Net Corporation in February 2002 using UMTS on 2100 MHz. This was a demonstration network for the 2002
IT World Congress. The first commercial 3G network was launched by Hutchison Telecommunications branded as
Three in March 2003.
Emtel Launched the first 3G network in Africa
By June 2007, the 200 millionth 3G subscriber had been connected. Out of 3 billion mobile phone subscriptions
worldwide this is only 6.7%. In the countries where 3G was launched first – Japan and South Korea – 3G
penetration is over 70%.[5] In Europe the leading country is Italy with a third of its subscribers migrated to 3G. Other
leading countries by 3G migration include UK, Austria, Australia and Singapore at the 20% migration level. A
confusing statistic is counting CDMA2000 1x RTT customers as if they were 3G customers. If using this definition,
then the total 3G subscriber base would be 475 million at June 2007 and 15.8% of all subscribers worldwide.
[[File:Example.jpg]]

Adoption
In December 2007, 190 3G networks were operating in 40 countries and 154 HSDPA networks were operating in 71
countries, according to the Global Mobile Suppliers Association (GSA). In Asia, Europe, Canada and the USA,
telecommunication companies use W-CDMA technology with the support of around 100 terminal designs to operate
3G mobile networks.
Roll-out of 3G networks was delayed in some countries by the enormous costs of additional spectrum licensing fees.
(See Telecoms crash.) In many countries, 3G networks do not use the same radio frequencies as 2G, so mobile
operators must build entirely new networks and license entirely new frequencies; an exception is the United States
where carriers operate 3G service in the same frequencies as other services. The license fees in some European
countries were particularly high, bolstered by government auctions of a limited number of licenses and sealed bid
auctions, and initial excitement over 3G's potential. Other delays were due to the expenses of upgrading equipment
for the new systems.

Europe
In Europe, mass market commercial 3G services were introduced starting in March 2003 by 3 (Part of Hutchison
Whampoa) in the UK and Italy. The European Union Council suggested that the 3G operators should cover 80% of
the European national populations by the end of 2005.

Canada
In Canada, Bell Mobility, SaskTel[6] and Telus launched a 3G EVDO network in 2005.[7] Rogers Wireless was the
first to implement UMTS technology, with HSDPA services in eastern Canada in late 2006.[8] Realizing they would
miss out on roaming revenue from the 2010 Winter Olympics, Bell and Telus formed a joint venture and rolled out a
shared HSDPA network using Nokia Siemens technology.
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Iraq
Mobitel Iraq is the first mobile 3G operator in Iraq. It was launched commercially on February 2007.

Philippines
3G services were made available in the Philippines on December 2008.[9]

Syria
MTN Syria is the first mobile 3G operator in Syria. It was launched commercially on May 2010.

China
China announced in May 2008, that the telecoms sector was re-organized and three 3G networks would be allocated
so that the largest mobile operator, China Mobile, would retain its GSM customer base. China Unicom would retain
its GSM customer base but relinquish its CDMA2000 customer base, and launch 3G on the globally leading
W-CDMA (UMTS) standard. The CDMA2000 customers of China Unicom would go to China Telecom, which
would then launch 3G on the CDMA2000 1x EV-DO standard. This meant that China would have all three main
cellular technology 3G standards in commercial use. Finally in January 2009, Ministry of industry and Information
Technology of China awarded licenses of all three standards: TD-SCDMA to China Mobile, W-CDMA to China
Unicom and CDMA2000 to China Telecom. The launch of 3G occurred on 1 October 2009, to coincide with the
60th Anniversary of the Founding of the People's Republic of China..

North Korea
North Korea has had a 3G network since 2008, which is called Koryolink, a joint venture between Egyptian
company Orascom Telecom Holding and the state-owned Korea Post and Telecommunications Corporation (KPTC)
is North Korea's only 3G Mobile operator, and one of only two mobile companies in the country. According to
Orascom quoted in BusinessWeek, the company had 125,661 subscribers in May 2010. The Egyptian company owns
75 percent of Koryolink, and is known to invest in infrastructure for mobile technology in developing nations. It
covers Pyongyang, and five additional cities and eight highways and railways. Its only competitor - SunNet, uses
GSM technology and suffers from poor call quality and disconnections.[10] Phone numbers on the network are
prefixed with +850 (0)192.[11]

Africa
The first African use of 3G technology was a 3G videocall made in Johannesburg on the Vodacom network in
November 2004. The first commercial launch was by Emtel-ltd in Mauritius in 2004. In late March 2006, a 3G
service was provided by the new company Wana in Morrocco.In East Africa (Tanzania) in 2007 a 3G service was
provided by Vodacom Tanzania.

India
In 2008, India entered the 3G arena with the launch of 3G enabled Mobile and Data services by Government owned
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd. (BSNL). Later, MTNL launched 3G in Delhi and Mumbai. Nationwide auction of 3G
wireless spectrum was announced in April 2010.
The first Private-sector service provider that launched 3G services is Tata Docomo, on November 5, 2010. And the
second is by Reliance Communications, December 13,2010. Other providers like Bharati Airtel,Vodafone, Idea and
Aircel are expected to launch 3G services by January 2011.(Nov 20 th 2010 Now peak level 3G technology
Spectrum)
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Features
Data rates
ITU has not provided a clear definition of the data rate users can expect from 3G equipment or providers. Thus users
sold 3G service may not be able to point to a standard and say that the rates it specifies are not being met. While
stating in commentary that "it is expected that IMT-2000 will provide higher transmission rates: a minimum data rate
of 2 Mbit/s for stationary or walking users, and 384 kbit/s in a moving vehicle,"[12] the ITU does not actually clearly
specify minimum or average rates or what modes of the interfaces qualify as 3G, so various rates are sold as 3G
intended to meet customers expectations of broadband data.

Security
3G networks offer greater security than their 2G predecessors. By allowing the UE (User Equipment) to authenticate
the network it is attaching to, the user can be sure the network is the intended one and not an impersonator. 3G
networks use the KASUMI block crypto instead of the older A5/1 stream cipher. However, a number of serious
weaknesses in the KASUMI cipher have been identified.[13]
In addition to the 3G network infrastructure security, end-to-end security is offered when application frameworks
such as IMS are accessed, although this is not strictly a 3G property.

Applications
The bandwidth and location information available to 3G devices gives rise to applications not previously available to
mobile phone users. Some of the applications are:
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile TV – a provider redirects a TV channel directly to the subscriber's phone where it can be watched.
Video on demand – a provider sends a movie to the subscriber's phone.
Video conferencing – subscribers can see as well as talk to each other.
Tele-medicine – a medical provider monitors or provides advice to the potentially isolated subscriber.
Location-based services – a provider sends localized weather or traffic conditions to the phone, or the phone
allows the subscriber to find nearby businesses or friends.

Evolution
Both 3GPP and 3GPP2 are currently working on extensions to 3G standard that are based on an all-IP network
infrastructure and using advanced wireless technologies such as MIMO, these specifications already display features
characteristic for IMT-Advanced (4G), the successor of 3G. However, falling short of the bandwidth requirements
for 4G (which is 1 Gbit/s for stationary and 100 Mbit/s for mobile operation), these standards are classified as 3.9G
or Pre-4G.
3GPP plans to meet the 4G goals with LTE Advanced, whereas Qualcomm has halted development of UMB in
favour of the LTE family.[]
On 14 December 2009, Telia Sonera announced in an official press release that "We are very proud to be the first
operator in the world to offer our customers 4G services."[14] With the launch of their LTE network, initially they are
offering pre-4G (or beyond 3G) services in Stockholm, Sweden and Oslo, Norway.
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CDMA2000
CDMA2000 (also known as IMT Multi‑Carrier (IMT‑MC)) is a
family of 3G[1] mobile technology standards, which use CDMA
channel access, to send voice, data, and signaling data between mobile
phones and cell sites. The set of standards includes: CDMA2000 1X,
CDMA2000 EV-DO Rev. 0, CDMA2000 EV-DO Rev. A, and
CDMA2000 EV-DO Rev. B[2] . All are approved radio interfaces for
the ITU's IMT-2000. CDMA2000 has a relatively long technical
history and is backward-compatible with its previous 2G iteration
IS-95 (cdmaOne). In the United States, CDMA2000 is a registered
trademark of the Telecommunications Industry Association
(TIA-USA)[3] . The successor to CDMA2000 is LTE, part of the
competing 3GPP family.[4]

Huawei CDMA2000 EVDO USB wireless
modem

1X
CDMA2000 1X (IS-2000), also known as 1x and 1xRTT, is the core CDMA2000 wireless air interface standard.
The designation "1x", meaning 1 times Radio Transmission Technology, indicates the same RF bandwidth as IS-95:
a duplex pair of 1.25 MHz radio channels. 1xRTT almost doubles the capacity of IS-95 by adding 64 more traffic
channels to the forward link, orthogonal to (in quadrature with) the original set of 64. The 1X standard supports
packet data speeds of up to 153 kbps with real world data transmission averaging 60–100 kbps in most commercial
applications.[5] IMT-2000 also made changes to the data link layer for the greater use of data services, including
medium and link access control protocols and QoS. The IS-95 data link layer only provided "best effort delivery" for
data and circuit switched channel for voice (i.e., a voice frame once every 20 ms).

CDMA2000

1xEV-DO
CDMA2000 1xEV-DO (Evolution-Data Optimized), often abbreviated as EV-DO or EV, is a telecommunications
standard for the wireless transmission of data through radio signals, typically for broadband Internet access. It uses
multiplexing techniques including code division multiple access (CDMA) as well as time division multiple access
(TDMA) to maximize both individual user's throughput and the overall system throughput. It is standardized by 3rd
Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) as part of the CDMA2000 family of standards and has been adopted by
many mobile phone service providers around the world – particularly those previously employing CDMA networks.
It is also used on the Globalstar satellite phone network.[6]

Networks
The CDMA Development Group states that, as of November 2009, there are 308 operators in 116 countries offering
CDMA2000 1X and 1xEV-DO service.[7]

History
The intended 4G successor to CDMA2000 was UMB (Ultra Mobile Broadband), however in November 2008,
Qualcomm announced it was ending development of the technology, favoring LTE instead.[8]
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3GPP Long Term Evolution
3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE), is the latest standard in the mobile network technology tree that produced the
GSM/EDGE and UMTS/HSDPA network technologies [1] ,[2] . It is a project of the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP), operating under a name trademarked by one of the associations within the partnership, the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute.
The current generation of mobile telecommunication networks are collectively known as 3G (for "third generation").
Although LTE is often marketed as 4G, first-release LTE does not fully comply with the IMT Advanced 4G
requirements. The pre-4G standard is a step toward LTE Advanced, a 4th generation standard (4G)[3] of radio
technologies designed to increase the capacity and speed of mobile telephone networks. LTE Advanced is backwards
compatible with LTE and uses the same frequency bands, while LTE is not backwards compatible with 3G systems.
MetroPCS, Verizon Wireless and AT&T Mobility in the United States and several worldwide carriers announced
plans, beginning in 2009, to convert their networks to LTE. The world's first publicly available LTE-service was
opened by TeliaSonera in the two Scandinavian capitals Stockholm and Oslo on the 14th of December 2009. LTE is
a set of enhancements to the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) which was introduced in 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 8. Much of 3GPP Release 8 focuses on adopting 4G mobile
communication's technology, including an all-IP flat networking architecture. On August 18, 2009, the European
Commission announced it will invest a total of €18 million into researching the deployment of LTE and the certified
4G system LTE Advanced.[4]
While it is commonly seen as a mobile telephone or common carrier development, LTE is also endorsed by public
safety agencies in the US[5] as the preferred technology for the new 700 MHz public-safety radio band. Agencies in
some areas have filed for waivers[6] hoping to use the 700 MHz[7] spectrum with other technologies in advance of
the adoption of a nationwide standard.

Overview
The LTE specification provides downlink peak rates of at least 100 Mbps, an uplink of at least 50 Mbps and RAN
round-trip times of less than 10 ms. LTE supports scalable carrier bandwidths, from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz and
supports both frequency division duplexing (FDD) and time division duplexing (TDD).
Part of the LTE standard is the System Architecture Evolution, a flat IP-based network architecture designed to
replace the GPRS Core Network and ensure support for, and mobility between, some legacy or non-3GPP systems,
for example GPRS and WiMax respectively.[8]
The main advantages with LTE are high throughput, low latency, plug and play, FDD and TDD in the same
platform, an improved end-user experience and a simple architecture resulting in low operating costs. LTE will also
support seamless passing to cell towers with older network technology such as GSM, cdmaOne, UMTS, and
CDMA2000. The next step for LTE evolution is LTE Advanced and is currently being standardized in 3GPP Release
10. A complete end-to-end description of Release 10 can be found at [9]
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Current state
Much of the standard addresses upgrading 3G UMTS to 4G mobile communications technology, which is essentially
a mobile broadband system with enhanced multimedia services built on top.
The standard includes:
• Peak download rates of 326.4 Mbit/s for 4x4 antennae, and 172.8 Mbit/s for 2x2 antennae (utilizing 20 MHz of
spectrum).[10]
• Peak upload rates of 86.4 Mbit/s for every 20 MHz of spectrum using a single antenna.[10]
• Five different terminal classes have been defined from a voice centric class up to a high end terminal that supports
the peak data rates. All terminals will be able to process 20 MHz bandwidth.
• At least 200 active users in every 5 MHz cell. (Specifically, 200 active data clients)
• Sub-5 ms latency for small IP packets
• Increased spectrum flexibility, with supported spectrum slices as small as 1.4 MHz and as large as 20 MHz
(W-CDMA requires 5 MHz slices, leading to some problems with roll-outs of the technology in countries where
5 MHz is a commonly allocated amount of spectrum, and is frequently already in use with legacy standards such
as 2G GSM and cdmaOne.) Limiting sizes to 5 MHz also limited the amount of bandwidth per handset
• In the 900 MHz frequency band to be used in rural areas, supporting an optimal cell size of 5 km, 30 km sizes
with reasonable performance, and up to 100 km cell sizes supported with acceptable performance. In city and
urban areas, higher frequency bands (such as 2.6 GHz in EU) are used to support high speed mobile broadband. In
this case, cell sizes may be 1 km or even less.
• Good support for mobility. High performance mobile data is possible at speeds of up to 350 km/h, or even up to
500 km/h, depending on the frequency band used.[11]
• Co-existence with legacy standards (users can transparently start a call or transfer of data in an area using an LTE
standard, and, should coverage be unavailable, continue the operation without any action on their part using
GSM/GPRS or W-CDMA-based UMTS or even 3GPP2 networks such as cdmaOne or CDMA2000)
• Support for MBSFN (Multicast Broadcast Single Frequency Network). This feature can deliver services such as
Mobile TV using the LTE infrastructure, and is a competitor for DVB-H-based TV broadcast.
A large amount of the work is aimed at simplifying the architecture of the system, as it transits from the existing
UMTS circuit + packet switching combined network, to an all-IP flat architecture system.

Timetable
• In early 2008, LTE test equipment began shipping from several vendors, and at the Mobile World Congress 2008
in Barcelona Ericsson demonstrated the world’s first end-to-end mobile call enabled by LTE on a small handheld
device.[12] Motorola demonstrated an LTE RAN standard compliant eNodeB and LTE chipset at the same event.
• In December 2008, the Rel-8 specification was frozen for new features, meaning only essential clarifications and
corrections were permitted.
• In January 2009, the ASN.1 code was frozen. The Rel-8 standard was complete enough that hardware designers
had been designing chipsets, test equipment, and base stations for some time. LTE standards development
continues with 3GPP Release 9, which was frozen in December 2009. Updates to all 3GPP specifications are
made every quarter and can be found at the 3GPP web site.
• On December 14, 2009, the world's first publicly available LTE service was opened by TeliaSonera in the two
Scandinavian capitals Stockholm and Oslo.
• On February 10, 2010, AT&T U.S. announced its rollout of LTE service in 2011.
• On May 11, 2010, TeliaSonera, Telenor, and TDC Network announced an LTE network expected to be online in
Denmark in 1Q 2011.
• On May 28, 2010, Russian operator Scartel announced the launch of an LTE network in Kazan by the end of the
2010.[13]
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• On June 1, 2010, Thailand's National Telecommunications Commission announced it will hold an auction for
LTE license to 3 mobile service providers in September 2010. LTE service will be online by 4Q 2010.
• On August 30, 2010, Scartel launched an LTE network in Kazan, but the LTE network was closed (shut down) on
the next day because of license absence.
• On August 31, 2010, Kenya's Safaricom announced plans to roll out LTE technology within two months.
• In August 2010, Alcatel-Lucent and Texas Energy Network, LLC (TEN), a new startup founded by Gregory M.
Casey, former Executive Vice President at Qwest Communications, successfully tested an LTE base station
working over a range of 12 km by simulating energy industry video and field operation activity. The tests were
conducted within the Permian Basin, in the Artesian area of southeastern New Mexico.
• On September 2010, Nepal's first privately owned GSM mobile operator, Ncell-part of TeliaSonera , announced
plans to rollout 4G service nation wide.
• On September 15, 2010, Bernie McMonagle, a Verizon Wireless Senior federal sales executive, announced that
Verizon plans to have their entire 3G footprint switched over to 4G, so all of their customers can take advantage
of the faster speeds, by the end of 2013.[14]
• On September 16, 2010, Verizon Wireless announced that its LTE network would roll out in 30 "National
Football League Cities" in the United States before the end of 2010.[15]
• On September 21, 2010, MetroPCS began to roll out its LTE network in Las Vegas, Nevada.[16]
• On September 29, 2010, MetroPCS rolled out LTE services in Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas.[17]
• On October 26, 2010, Ericsson Nikola Tesla in cooperation with T-Mobile Croatia started testing the LTE
network in Croatia.
On Desember 1,2010 Vodafone Germany started the commercial Sale of LTE products especially for residence in
the countryside.

An "All IP Network" (AIPN)
Next generation networks are based upon Internet Protocol (IP). See, for example, the Next Generation Mobile
Networks Alliance (NGMN).[18]
In 2004, 3GPP proposed IP as the future for next generation networks and began feasibility studies into All IP
Networks (AIPN). Proposals developed included recommendations for 3GPP Release 7 (2005),[19] which are the
foundation of higher level protocols such as LTE. These recommendations are part of the 3GPP System Architecture
Evolution (SAE). Some aspects of All-IP networks, however, were already defined as early as release 4.[20]

E-UTRAN Air Interface
E-UTRAN is the air interface of LTE. Its main features are:
• Peak download rates up to 292 Mbit/s and upload rates up to 71 Mbit/s depending on the user equipment
category.
• Low data transfer latencies (sub-5 ms latency for small IP packets in optimal conditions), lower latencies for
handover and connection setup time than with previous radio access technologies.
• Support for terminals moving at up to 350 km/h or 500 km/h depending on the frequency band.
• Support for both FDD and TDD duplexes as well as half-duplex FDD with the same radio access technology
• Support for all frequency bands currently used by IMT systems by ITU-R.
• Flexible bandwidth: 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 15 MHz and 20 MHz are standardized.
• Support for cell sizes from tens of metres radius (femto and picocells) up to 100 km radius macrocells
• Simplified architecture: The network side of EUTRAN is composed only by the enodeBs
• Support for inter-operation with other systems (e.g. GSM/EDGE, UMTS, CDMA2000, WiMAX...)
• Packet switched radio interface.
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Technology demonstrations
• In September 2006, Siemens Networks (today Nokia Siemens Networks) showed in collaboration with Nomor
Research the first live emulation of an LTE network to the media and investors. As live applications two users
streaming an HD-TV video in the downlink and playing an interactive game in the uplink have been
demonstrated.[21]
• The first presentation of an LTE demonstrator with HDTV streaming (>30 Mbit/s), video supervision and Mobile
IP-based handover between the LTE radio demonstrator and the commercially available HSDPA radio system
was shown during the ITU trade fair in Hong Kong in December 2006 by Siemens Communication Department.
• In February 2007, Ericsson demonstrated for the first time in the world LTE with bit rates up to 144 Mbit/s[22]
• In September 2007, NTT docomo demonstrated LTE data rates of 200 Mbit/s with power consumption below
100 mW during the test.[23]
• In November 2007, Infineon presented the world’s first RF transceiver named SMARTi LTE supporting LTE
functionality in a single-chip RF silicon processed in CMOS [24] [25]
• At the February 2008 Mobile World Congress:
• Huawei demonstrated Long Term Evolution ("LTE") applications by means of multiplex HDTV services and
mutual gaming that has transmission speeds of 100 Mbit/s.

•
•
•

•
•
•

• Motorola demonstrated how LTE can accelerate the delivery of personal media experience with HD video
demo streaming, HD video blogging, Online gaming and VoIP over LTE running a RAN standard compliant
LTE network & LTE chipset.[26]
• Ericsson EMP (now ST-Ericsson) demonstrated the world’s first end-to-end LTE call on handheld[12] Ericsson
demonstrated LTE FDD and TDD mode on the same base station platform.
• Freescale Semiconductor demonstrated streaming HD video with peak data rates of 96 Mbit/s downlink and 86
Mbit/s uplink.[27]
• NXP Semiconductors (now a part of ST-Ericsson) demonstrated a multi-mode LTE modem as the basis for a
software-defined radio system for use in cellphones.[28]
• picoChip and Mimoon demonstrated a base station reference design. This runs on a common hardware
platform (multi-mode / software defined radio) with their WiMAX architecture.[29]
In April 2008, Motorola demonstrated the first EV-DO to LTE hand-off - handing over a streaming video from
LTE to a commercial EV-DO network and back to LTE.[30]
In April 2008, LG Electronics and Nortel demonstrated LTE data rates of 50 Mbit/s while travelling at
110 km/h.[31]
In April 2008 Ericsson unveiled its M700 mobile platform, the world’s first commercially available LTE-capable
platform, with peak data rates of up to 100 Mbit/s in the downlink and up to 50 Mbit/s in the uplink. The first
products based on M700 will be data devices such as laptop modems, Expresscards and USB modems for
notebooks, as well other small-form modems suitable for consumer electronic devices. Commercial release is set
for 2009, with products based on the platform expected in 2010.
In November 2008 Motorola demonstrated industry first over-the-air LTE session in 700 MHz spectrum.[32]
Researchers at Nokia Siemens Networks and Heinrich Hertz Institut have demonstrated LTE with 100 Mbit/s
Uplink transfer speeds.[33]
At the February 2009 Mobile World Congress:
• Huawei demonstrated the world' s first unified frequency-division duplex and time-division duplex
(FDD/TDD) long-term evolution (LTE) solution.
• Aricent gave a demonstration of LTE eNodeB layer2 stacks.
• Setcom Streaming a Video [34]
• Infineon demonstrated a single-chip 65 nm CMOS RF transceiver providing 2G/3G/LTE functionality[35]
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•
•
•
•
•
•

• Launch of ng Connect program, a multi-industry consortium founded by Alcatel-Lucent to identify and
develop wireless broadband applications.[36]
• Motorola provided LTE drive tour on the streets of Barcelona to demonstrate LTE system performance in a
real-life metropolitan RF environment [37]
In May 2009 Setcom Streaming HD Video at GSMA MWC and LTE World Summit
In July 2009 Nujira demonstrated efficiencies of more than 60% for an 880 MHz LTE Power Amplifier[38]
In August 2009, Nortel and LG Electronics demonstrated the first successful handoff between CDMA and LTE
networks in a standards-compliant manner [39]
In August 2009, Alcatel-Lucent receives FCC certification for LTE base stations for the 700 MHz spectrum
band.[40]
In September 2009, Nokia Siemens Networks demonstrated world's first LTE call on standards-compliant
commercial software.[41]
In October 2009, Ericsson and Samsung demonstrated interoperability between the first ever commercial LTE
device and the live network in Stockholm, Sweden.[42]

• In October 2009, Alcatel-Lucent's Bell Labs, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, the Fraunhofer Heinrich-Hertz
Institut and antenna supplier Kathrein conducted live field tests of a technology called Coordinated Multipoint
Transmission (CoMP) aimed at increasing the data transmission speeds of Long Term Evolution (LTE) and 3G
networks.[43]
• In November 2009, Alcatel-Lucent completed first live LTE call using 800 MHz spectrum band set aside as part
of the European Digital Dividend (EDD).[44]
• In November 2009, Nokia Siemens Networks and LG completed first end-to-end interoperability testing of
LTE.[45]
• On December 14, 2009, the first commercial LTE deployment was in the Scandinavian capitals Stockholm and
Oslo by the Swedish-Finnish network operator TeliaSonera and its Norweigan brandname NetCom (Norway).
TeliaSonera incorrectly branded the network "4G". The modem devices on offer were manufactured by Samsung
(dongle GT-B3710), and the network infrastructure created by Huawei (in Oslo) and Ericsson (in Stockholm).
TeliaSonera plans to roll out nationwide LTE across Sweden, Norway and Finland.[46] TeliaSonera used spectral
bandwidth of 10 MHz (out of the maximum 20 MHz), and Single-Input and Single-Output transmission. The
deployment should have provided a physical layer net bitrates of up to 50 Mbit/s downlink and 25 Mbit/s in the
uplink. Introductory tests showed a TCP goodput of 42.8 Mbit/s downlink and 5.3 Mbit/s uplink in Stockholm.[47]
• In December 2009, ST-Ericsson and Ericsson first to achieve LTE and HSPA mobility with a multimode
device.[48]
• In January 2010, Alcatel-Lucent and LG complete a live handoff of an end-to-end data call between Long Term
Evolution (LTE) and CDMA networks.[49]
• In February 2010, Nokia Siemens Networks and Vodafone Italy complete the first LTE call in Italy. The test was
undertaken with commercial hardware and software. During the call a throughput of about 70 Mbit/s downlink
and 19 Mbit/s uplink have been reached.
• In February 2010, Nokia Siemens Networks and Movistar test the LTE in Mobile World Congress 2010 in
Barcelona, Spain, with both indoor and outdoor demonstrations.[50]
• In May 2010, Mobile TeleSystems (MTS) and Huawei showed an indoor LTE network at "Sviaz-Expocomm
2010" in Moscow, Russia.[51] MTS expects to start a trial LTE service in Moscow by the beginning of 2011.
Earlier, MTS has received a license to build an LTE network in Uzbekistan, and intends to commence a test LTE
network in Ukraine in partnership with Alcatel-Lucent.
• At the Shanghai Expo 2010 in May 2010, Motorola demonstrated a live LTE in conjunction with China Mobile.
This included video streams and a drive test system using TD-LTE.[52]
• As of 12/10/2010 DirecTV has teamed up with Verizon Wireless for a test of high-speed Long Term Evolution
(LTE) wireless technology in a few homes in Pennsylvania, designed to deliver an integrated Internet and TV
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bundle. Verizon Wireless said it launched LTE wireless services (for data, no voice) in 38 markets where more
than 110 million Americans live on Sunday, Dec. 5.[53]
• Indonesian cellular operator PT XL Axiata Tbk. held a first phase trial service LTE-4G with vendor partner
Ericsson at December 2010. Besides downloading a huge data, test are also conducted to support the activities of
broadcasting TV in the form of direct broadcast (live report), the first in Indonesia to use LTE-based devices.[54]

Carrier adoption
Most carriers supporting GSM or HSUPA networks can be expected to upgrade their networks to LTE at some stage.
A complete list of commercial contracts can be found at: [55]
• The world's first publicly available LTE-service was opened by TeliaSonera in the two Scandinavian capitals
Stockholm and Oslo on the 14th of December 2009
• In January 2009 TeliaSonera signed a contract for an LTE network with Huawei covering Oslo, Norway. Under
the agreement, Huawei will provide an end-to-end LTE solution including LTE base stations, core network and
OSS (Operating Support System). The Huawei contract was cancelled in January 2010 and a new contract was
signed with Ericsson.
• AT&T Mobility has stated that they intend to upgrade to LTE as their 4G technology in 2011, but will introduce
HSUPA and HSPA+ as bridge standards.[56]
• In January 2009 Ericsson and TeliaSonera announced the signing of a commercial LTE network. The roll-out of
the 4G mobile broadband network will offer the highest data rates ever realized, with the best interactivity and
quality. This network will cover Sweden’s capital Stockholm and the contract is Ericsson’s first for commercial
deployment of LTE.
• T-Mobile, Vodafone, France Télécom and Telecom Italia Mobile have also announced or talked publicly about
their commitment to LTE.
• In August 2009 Telefónica selected six countries to field-test LTE in the succeeding months: Spain, the United
Kingdom, Germany and the Czech Republic in Europe, and Brazil and Argentina in Latin America.[57]
• On November 24, 2009 Telecom Italia announced [58] the first outdoor pre-commercial experimentation in the
world, deployed in Torino and totally integrated into the 2G/3G network currently in service.
• The Dutch telecom provider KPN announced that it will use LTE for its 4G network.[59]
• AlMadar Aljadeed, the biggest Libyan mobile phone operator, has announced that it will be adopting the LTE
technology passing straight from 2G technology to 4G.[60]
• The Belgian telecom provider Telenet has announced that it will be testing LTE on specific locations.[61] The
Belgian telecom provider Belgacom will be preparing their network for LTE.[62]
• On March 18, 2010 Australian telecommunications carrier Telstra announced LTE trials lasting six months
involving Motorola, Nokia, Ericsson and Siemens beginning in May 2010 [63]
• On October 6, 2010 Canadian provider Rogers Communications Inc announced that Ottawa, Canada's national
capital, will be the site of LTE trials. Rogers said it will expand on this testing and move to a comprehensive
technical trial of LTE on both low- and high-band frequencies across the Ottawa area.[64]
Despite initial development of the rival UMB standard, which was designed as an upgrade path for CDMA networks,
most operators of networks based upon the latter system have also announced their intent to migrate to LTE,
resulting in discontinuation of UMB development.
• Verizon Wireless completed its first test LTE data calls in August 2009 and plans to deploy LTE beginning in
2010 with system-wide deployment completed in 2013.[65]
• Bell Mobility has stated their intention to use LTE as a future upgrade to their HSPA+ network.[66]
• Telus Mobility has announced that it will adopt LTE as its 4G wireless standard.[67]
• MetroPCS recently announced that it would be using LTE for its upcoming 4G network.[68]
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• The newly formed China Telecom/China Unicom[69] and Japan's KDDI[70] have announced they have chosen
LTE as their 4G network technology.
Some newcomers to the mobile phone market are or will be using LTE for their networks.
• Cox Communications has its first tower for wireless LTE network build-out.[71] Wireless services should launch
late 2009.
• The Irish telco Digiweb is currently operating a 4G service in the Dublin area. It shall be noted though that
Digiweb employs Flash-OFDM technology and not LTE.
• Zain KSA Telecom Company has announced its plans to "build the largest 4G network in the globe" when it
signed on Sunday Feb. 14 2010, at its HQ office, an agreement with three global giants in the provision of 4G
Long Term Evolution (LTE): Motorola, Ericsson and Huawei.The agreement covered the implementation of
phase one of the 4G LTE covering 4 major cities: Riyadh, Jeddah, Dammam and Al-Khobar.[72]
• Maxis Communications Malaysia is currently testing LTE with its technology partners, Alcatel-Lucent and
Huawei demonstrated an LTE connection with peak download speed of 60 and 104 Mbit/s, using both 10 MHz
and 20 MHz bandwidth channels.[73]
• Sprint Nextel On July 13, 2010 announced possibly constructing their own LTE network despite already using
WiMAX as their 4G standard.[74]
• On September 7, 2010 CenterNet and Mobyland, two Polish operators, have announced that they’ve launched a
first commercial LTE network using 20 MHz of spectrum on the 1800 MHz band.[75]
• Estonian Mobile phone operator EMT has opened 4G service for public use based on LTE standard on 16th of
December 2010. [76]

Frequency bands
The LTE standard can be used with many different frequency bands. There are planned 700 MHz deployments in
North America (Verizon); 900, 1800, 2600 MHz in Europe; 1800 and 2600 MHz in Asia; 1800 MHz in Australia.[77]
[78]

The situation is similar to the GSM standard that is deployed worldwide on many GSM frequency bands, from which
most popular are: 850, 900, 1800, 1900 MHz. That is why phones from one country often do not work in other
countries. For example, one needs at least a quad-band handset (850/900/1800/1900) to be sure their phone will work
in both North America and Europe. Consumers have the same problem with 3G technologies - the UMTS standard is
deployed worldwide on 14 different UMTS frequency bands. For this reason, even 3G-supporting phones will most
likely provide fast internet access in no more than one region, even when it is a GSM quad-band phone and voice
services will work, internet access will be slow.
Handsets and mobile modems stated to support 4G LTE will most likely support only a subset of LTE bands, so will
not work with the other.
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• “Growing momentum brings LTE closer to becoming a commercial reality” (http://www.ericsson.com/
broadband/facts_opinions/index_industry_news.shtml)
• 3GPP LTE - series of pages looking at different aspects of 3G LTE (http://www.radio-electronics.com/info/
cellulartelecomms/lte-long-term-evolution/3g-lte-basics.php)
• LTE technology introduction (http://www.rohde-schwarz.com/appnote/1MA111.pdf)
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• Coexistence Digital TV and LTE (http://www.rohde-schwarz.com/appnote/1MA176.pdf)
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• LTE in Doppler Effect condition, see: www.ofdma-manfred.com and www.hit.ac.il/staff/bank_m (http://www.
hit.ac.il/ac/files/bank_m/Articles/17 Las vegas doppler.pdf)
• The LTE / LTE-Advanced Guide (http://lteportal.com/LTE_Business_Guide/) A semi-annual publication on
LTE / LTE-Advanced - May and November 2010 publications are now available.]

Router
A router interconnects two or more computer networks, and
selectively interchanges packets of data between them. Each data
packet contains address information that a router can use to determine
if the source and destination are on the same network, or if the data
packet must be transferred from one network to another. When
multiple routers are used in a large collection of interconnected
networks, the routers exchange information about target system
addresses, so that each router can build up a table showing the
preferred paths between any two systems on the interconnected
networks.
A Cisco ASM/2-32EM router deployed at CERN
in 1987.

Application
When multiple routers are used in a large collection of interconnected
networks, the routers exchange information, so that each router can
build up a reference table showing the preferred paths between any two
systems on the interconnected networks.

A router can have many interface connections, for different physical
Juniper SRX210 service gateway router
types of network (such as copper cables, fiber optic, or wireless
transmission). It may contain firmware for different networking protocol standards. Each network interface device is
specialized to convert computer signals from one protocol standard to another.

Two small computer networks connected with
HUBS, these are not ROUTERS, but simply
connectors between computers. SWITCHES may
be used to connect HUBS together to help
transfer signals more efficently between groups
of users.

Routers can be used to connect two or more logical subnets, each
having a different network address. The subnets addresses in the router
do not necessarily map directly to the physical interfaces of the
router.[1] The term "layer 3 switching" is often used interchangeably
with the term "routing". The term switching is generally used to refer
to data forwarding between two network devices with the same
network address. This is also called layer 2 switching or LAN
switching.
Conceptually, a router operates in two operational planes (or
sub-systems):[2]
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• Control plane: where a router builds an address table (called routing
table) that records where a packet should be forwarded, and through
which physical interface.It does this by using either statically
configured statements (called static routes), or alternatively, by
exchanging information with other routers in the network through a
dynamical routing protocol.
How a switch makes a direct signal exchange

• Forwarding plane: The router actually forwards traffic, (called data
connection between only the two required
packets in Internet Protocol language) from incoming interfaces to
computers.
outgoing interfaces destination addresses that the packet header
contains. It performs this function by following rules derived from the routing table that has been recorded in the
control plane.
Routers may provide connectivity inside enterprises, between
enterprises and the Internet, and inside internet service providers
(ISPs). The largest routers (for example the Cisco CRS-1 or Juniper
T1600) interconnect ISPs, are used inside ISPs, or may be used in very
large enterprise networks. The smallest routers provide connectivity for
small and home offices.

Routers for Internet connectivity and internal use
Routers intended for ISP and major enterprise connectivity almost
invariably exchange routing information using the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP). RFC 4098[3] defines several types of BGP-speaking
routers according to the routers' functions:

A typical home router showing the ADSL
telephone line and ETHERNET network cable
connections.

• Edge router (ER): An ER is placed at the edge of an ISP network. The router speaks external BGP (EBGP) to a
BGP speaker in another provider or large enterprise Autonomous System(AS). This type of router is also called
PE (Provider Edge) routers.
• Subscriber edge router (SER): An SER is located at the edge of the subscriber's network, it speaks EBGP to its
provider's AS(s). It belongs to an end user (enterprise) organization. This type of router is also called CE
(Customer Edge) routers.
• Inter-provider border router: Interconnecting ISPs, this is a BGP-speaking router that maintains BGP sessions
with other BGP speaking routers in other providers' ASes.
• Core router: A core router is one that resides within an AS as back bone to carry traffic between edge routers.
Within an ISP: Internal to the provider's AS, such a router speaks internal BGP (IBGP) to that provider's
edge routers, other intra-provider core routers, or the provider's inter-provider border routers.
"Internet backbone:" The Internet does not have a clearly identifiable backbone, as did its predecessors.
See default-free zone (DFZ). Nevertheless, the major ISPs' routers make up what many would consider
the core. These ISPs operate all four types of the BGP-speaking routers described here. In ISP usage, a
"core" router is internal to an ISP, and used to interconnect its edge and border routers. Core routers may
also have specialized functions in virtual private networks based on a combination of BGP and
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS).[4]
Routers are also used for port forwarding for private servers.
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History
The very first device that had fundamentally the same functionality as
a router does today, i.e a packet switch, was the Interface Message
Processor (IMP); IMPs were the devices that made up the ARPANET,
the first packet switching network. The idea for a router (although they
were called "gateways" at the time) initially came about through an
international group of computer networking researchers called the
International Network Working Group (INWG). Set up in 1972 as an
informal group to consider the technical issues involved in connecting
different networks, later that year it became a subcommittee of the
International Federation for Information Processing.[5]
These devices were different from most previous packet switches in
two ways. First, they connected dissimilar kinds of networks, such as
serial lines and local area networks. Second, they were connectionless
devices, which had no role in assuring that traffic was delivered
reliably, leaving that entirely to the hosts (although this particular idea
had been previously pioneered in the CYCLADES network).

Leonard Kleinrock and the first IMP.

The idea was explored in more detail, with the intention to produce a
real prototype system, as part of two contemporaneous programs. One
was the initial DARPA-initiated program, which created the TCP/IP
architecture of today.[6] The other was a program at Xerox PARC to
explore new networking technologies, which produced the PARC
Universal Packet system, although due to corporate intellectual
property concerns it received little attention outside Xerox until years
later.[7]
The earliest Xerox routers came into operation sometime after early
1974. The first true IP router was developed by Virginia Strazisar at
BBN, as part of that DARPA-initiated effort, during 1975-1976. By the
end of 1976, three PDP-11-based routers were in service in the
experimental prototype Internet.[8]
The first multiprotocol routers were independently created by staff
researchers at MIT and Stanford in 1981; the Stanford router was done
by William Yeager, and the MIT one by Noel Chiappa; both were also
based on PDP-11s.[9] [10] [11] [12]

Avaya ERS 8600 (2010)

As virtually all networking now uses IP at the network layer, multiprotocol routers are largely obsolete, although
they were important in the early stages of the growth of computer networking, when several protocols other than
TCP/IP were in widespread use. Routers that handle both IPv4 and IPv6 arguably are multiprotocol, but in a far less
variable sense than a router that processed AppleTalk, DECnet, IP, and Xerox protocols.
In the original era of routing (from the mid-1970s through the 1980s), general-purpose mini-computers served as
routers. Although general-purpose computers can perform routing, modern high-speed routers are highly specialized
computers, generally with extra hardware added to accelerate both common routing functions, such as packet
forwarding and specialised functions such as IPsec encryption.
Still, there is substantial use of Linux and Unix machines, running open source routing code, for routing research and
other applications. While Cisco's operating system was independently designed, other major router operating
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systems, such as those from Juniper Networks and Extreme Networks, are extensively modified but still have Unix
ancestry.

Enterprise routers
All sizes of routers may be found inside enterprises. The most powerful routers tend to be found in ISPs and
academic & research facilities. Large businesses may also need powerful routers.
A three-layer model is in common use, not all of which need be present in smaller networks.[13]
Access
Access routers, including 'small office/home office' (SOHO) models,
are located at customer sites such as branch offices that do not need
hierarchical routing of their own. Typically, they are optimized for low
cost. Some SOHO routers are capable of running alternative free
Linux-based firmwares like OpenWrt.
Distribution
Distribution routers aggregate traffic from multiple access routers,
either at the same site, or to collect the data streams from multiple sites
to a major enterprise location. Distribution routers often are
responsible for enforcing quality of service across a WAN, so they
may have considerable memory, multiple WAN interfaces, and
substantial processing intelligence.

Linksys by Cisco WRT54GL SoHo Router

They may also provide connectivity to groups of servers or to external
networks. In the latter application, the router's functionality must be
carefully considered as part of the overall security architecture.
Separate from the router may be a firewall or VPN concentrator, or the
router may include these and other security functions.
Core

A screenshot of the LuCI web interface used by
OpenWrt. Here it is being used to configure
Dynamic DNS.

In enterprises, a core router may provide a "collapsed backbone"
interconnecting the distribution tier routers from multiple buildings of a campus, or large enterprise locations. They
tend to be optimized for high bandwidth.

Forwarding plane (a.k.a. data plane)
For pure Internet Protocol (IP) forwarding function, a router is designed to minimize the state information on
individual packets. The main purpose of a router is to connect multiple networks and forward packets destined either
for its own networks or other networks. A router is considered a Layer 3 device because its primary forwarding
decision is based on the information in the Layer 3 IP packet, specifically the destination IP address. This process is
known as routing. When each router receives a packet, it searches its routing table to find the best match between the
destination IP address of the packet and one of the network addresses in the routing table. Once a match is found, the
packet is encapsulated in the layer 2 data link frame for that outgoing interface. A router does not look into the actual
data contents that the packet carries, but only at the layer 3 addresses to make a forwarding decision, plus optionally
other information in the header for hint on, for example, QoS. Once a packet is forwarded, the router does not retain
any historical information about the packet, but the forwarding action can be collected into the statistical data, if so
configured.

Router
Forwarding decisions can involve decisions at layers other than the IP internetwork layer or OSI layer 3. A function
that forwards based on data link layer, or OSI layer 2, information, is properly called a bridge or switch. This
function is referred to as layer 2 switching, as the addresses it uses to forward the traffic are layer 2 addresses in the
OSI layer model.
Besides making decision as which interface a packet is forwarded to, which is handled primarily via the routing
table, a router also has to manage congestion, when packets arrive at a rate higher than the router can process. Three
policies commonly used in the Internet are tail drop, random early detection, and weighted random early detection.
Tail drop is the simplest and most easily implemented; the router simply drops packets once the length of the queue
exceeds the size of the buffers in the router. Random early detection (RED) probabilistically drops datagrams early
when the queue is exceeds a pre-configured size of the queue until a pre-configured max when it becomes tail drop.
Weighted random early detection requires a weight on the average queue size to act upon when the traffic is about to
exceed the pre-configured size, so that short bursts will not trigger random drops.
Another function a router performs is to decide which packet should be processed first when multiple queues exist.
This is managed through Quality of service (QoS), which is critical when VoIP (Voice over IP) is deployed, so that
delays between packets do not exceed 150ms to maintain the quality of voice conversations.
Yet another function a router performs is called "policy based routing" where special rules are constructed to
override the rules derived from the routing table when a packet forwarding decision is made.
These functions may be performed through the same internal paths that the packets travel inside the router. Some of
the functions may be performed through an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) to avoid overhead caused
by multiple CPU cycles, and others may have to be performed through the CPU as these packets need special
attention that cannot be handled by an ASIC.
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External links
• Internet Engineering Task Force, the Routing Area (http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/wg-dir.html#Routing
Area)
• Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (http://www.icann.org/)
• North American Network Operators Group (http://www.nanog.org/)
• Réseaux IP Européens (European IP Networks) (http://www.ripe.net/)
• American Registry for Internet Numbers (http://www.arin.net/)
• Router Default IP and Username Database (http://www.routeripaddress.com/)
• Asia-Pacific Network Information Center (http://www.apnic.net/)
• Latin American Network Information Center (http://www.lacnic.net/)
• African Region Internet Registry (http://www.afrinic.net/)
• Wireless Network Switching Subsystem (http://www.entryboot.com/wireless-network--switching-subsystem.
php)

Machine-to-Machine
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) refers to technologies that allow both wireless and wired systems to communicate
with other devices of the same ability.[1] [2] As defined by Numerex,[3] M2M uses a device (such as a sensor or
meter) to capture an event (such as temperature, inventory level, etc.), which is relayed through a network (wireless,
wired or hybrid) to an application (software program), that translates the captured event into meaningful information
(for example, items need to be restocked). This is accomplished through the use of telemetry, the language machines
use when in communication with each other. Such communication was originally accomplished by having a remote
network of machines relay information back to a central hub for analysis, which would then be rerouted into a
system like a personal computer.[4]
However, modern M2M communication has expanded beyond a one-to-one connection and changed into a system of
networks that transmits data to personal appliances. The expansion of wireless networks across the world has made it
far easier for M2M communication to take place and has lessened the amount of power and time necessary for
information to be communicated between machines.[5] These networks also allow an array of new business
opportunities and connections between consumers and producers in terms of the products being sold.[6]
In recent years, SMS has become an increasingly important transmission mechanism for M2M communication,[7]
with the ubiquity of GSM and the relatively low cost of SMS being cited as advantages. Concerns have been raised
over the reliability of SMS as an M2M channel,[8] however the rise of direct Signaling System 7 (SS7) connected
SMS gateways, which can offer increased reliability and the ability to confirm delivery, have allayed many of these
fears.

History
The origin of M2M communications is cloudy because of the many different possibilities of its inception. It began
around the year 2000, possibly earlier, when cellular technology first began to learn to connect directly to other
computer systems. An example of an early use is OnStar's system of communication.[9]
The year 2009 was important to the development of M2M technology, both in the U.S., and in Europe. In the United
States, AT&T and Jasper Wireless entered into an agreement to both support the creation of M2M devices jointly. In
conjunction, they have stated that they will be trying to further connections between consumer electronics and M2M
wireless networks, which would create a boost in speed, connectivity, and overall power of such devices.[10]
In Europe, the Norwegian incumbent Telenor concluded ten years of M2M research by setting up two entities
serving the upper (services) and lower (connectivity) parts of the value-chain. Telenor Connexion[11] in Sweden
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draws on Vodafone's former research capabilities in subsidy Europolitan and is a market leader in Europe's market
for services across such typical markets as logistics, fleet management, car safety, healthcare, and smart metering of
electricity consumption.[12] Telenor Objects has a similar role supplying connectivity to M2M networks across
Europe. In December, 2009, Spanish Telefonica announced that they are also setting up a M2M entity in Madrid.[13]
In early 2010 in the U.S., AT&T, KPN, Rogers, Telcel / America Movil, Jasper Wireless began to work together in
the creation of a M2M site, which will serve as a hub for developers in the field of M2M communication
electronics.[14] In February 2010, Vodafone, Verizon Wireless and nPhase (a joint partnership of Qualcomm and
Verizon) announced their strategic alliance to provide global M2M solutions that would offer their customers an
easy way to roll out M2M solutions across Europe and the US.[15] In March 2010, Sprint and Axeda Corporation
announced their strategic alliance for global M2M solutions.[16] Partnerships like these make it easier, faster and
more cost-efficient for businesses to use M2M. In June 2010, mobile messaging operator tyntec announced the
availability of its high-reliability SMS services for M2M applications.
According to the independent wireless analyst firm Berg Insight, the number of cellular network connections
worldwide used for M2M communication was 47.7 million in 2008. The company forecasts that the number of M2M
connections will grow to 187 million by 2014.[17]
A research study from the E-Plus Group[18] shows that in 2010 2.3 million M2M SIM-cards will be in the German
market. According to the study, this figure will rise in 2013 to over 5 million SIM-cards. The main growth driver is
segment “tracking and tracing” with an expected average growth rate of 30 percent. The fastest growing M2M
segment in Germany, with an average annual growth of 47 percent, will be the consumer electronics segment.

Applications
Wireless networks that are all interconnected can serve to improve production and efficiency in various areas,
including machinery that works on building cars and on letting the developers of products know when certain
products need to be taken in for maintenance and for what. Such information serves to streamline products that
consumers buy and works to keep them all working at highest efficiency.[6]
Another application is to use wireless technology to monitor systems, such as utility meters. This would allow the
owner of the meter to know if certain elements have been tampered with, which serves as a quality method to stop
fraud.[19]
A third application is to use wireless networks to update digital billboards. This allows advertisers to display
different messages based on time of day or day-of-week, and allows quick global changes for messages, such as
pricing changes for gasoline.

Open M2M initiatives
• BITXML [20] (protocol)
• M2MXML [21] (protocol)
• COOS Project [22] (connectivity initiative)
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Input/output
In computing, input/output, or I/O, refers to the communication between an information processing system (such as
a computer), and the outside world, possibly a human, or another information processing system. Inputs are the
signals or data received by the system, and outputs are the signals or data sent from it. The term can also be used as
part of an action; to "perform I/O" is to perform an input or output operation. I/O devices are used by a person (or
other system) to communicate with a computer. For instance, a keyboard or a mouse may be an input device for a
computer, while monitors and printers are considered output devices for a computer. Devices for communication
between computers, such as modems and network cards, typically serve for both input and output.
Note that the designation of a device as either input or output depends on the perspective. Mouse and keyboards take
as input physical movement that the human user outputs and convert it into signals that a computer can understand.
The output from these devices is input for the computer. Similarly, printers and monitors take as input signals that a
computer outputs. They then convert these signals into representations that human users can see or read. For a
human user the process of reading or seeing these representations is receiving input. These interactions between
computers and humans is studied in a field called human–computer interaction.
In computer architecture, the combination of the CPU and main memory (i.e. memory that the CPU can read and
write to directly, with individual instructions) is considered the brain of a computer, and from that point of view any
transfer of information from or to that combination, for example to or from a disk drive, is considered I/O. The CPU
and its supporting circuitry provide memory-mapped I/O that is used in low-level computer programming in the
implementation of device drivers. An I/O algorithm is one designed to exploit locality and perform efficiently when
data reside on secondary storage, such as a disk drive.

Interface
I/O Interface is required whenever the I/O device is driven by the processor. The interface must have necessary logic
to interpret the device address generated by the processor. Handshaking should be implemented by the interface
using appropriate commands like (BUSY,READY,WAIT), and the processor can communicate with I/O device
through the interface. If different data formats are being exchanged, the interface must be able to convert serial data
to parallel form and vice-versa. There must be provision for generating interrupts and the corresponding type
numbers for further processing by the processor if required
A computer that uses memory-mapped I/O accesses hardware by reading and writing to specific memory locations,
using the same assembler language instructions that computer would normally use to access memory.

Higher-level implementation
Higher-level operating system and programming facilities employ separate, more abstract I/O concepts and
primitives. For example, most operating systems provide application programs with the concept of files. The C and
C++ programming languages, and operating systems in the Unix family, traditionally abstract files and devices as
streams, which can be read or written, or sometimes both. The C standard library provides functions for
manipulating streams for input and output.
In the context of the ALGOL 68 programming language, the input and output facilities are collectively referred to as
transput. The ALGOL 68 transput library recognizes the following standard files/devices: stand in, stand out, stand
errors and stand back.
An alternative to special primitive functions is the I/O monad, which permits programs to just describe I/O, and the
actions are carried out outside the program. This is notable because the I/O functions would introduce side-effects to
any programming language, but now purely functional programming is practical.
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Addressing mode
There are many ways through which data can be read or stored in the memory. Each method is an addressing mode,
and has its own advantages and limitations.
There are many type of addressing modes such as direct addressing, indirect addressing, immediate addressing,
index addressing, based addressing, based-index addressing, implied addressing, etc.

Direct address
In this type of address of the data is a part of the instructions itself. When the processor decodes the instruction, it
gets the memory address from where it can be read/store the required information.
Mov Reg. [Addr]
Here the Addr operand points to a memory location which holds the data and copies it into the specified Register.

Indirect address
Here the address can be stored in a register. The instructions will have the register which has the address. So to fetch
the data, the instruction must be decoded appropriate register selected. The contents of the register will be treated as
the address using this address appropriate memory location is selected and data is read/written.

Port-mapped I/O
Port-mapped I/O usually requires the use of instructions which are specifically designed to perform I/O operations.

RS-232
In telecommunications, RS-232 (Recommended Standard 232) is a standard for serial binary single-ended data and
control signals connecting between a DTE (Data Terminal Equipment) and a DCE (Data Circuit-terminating
Equipment). It is commonly used in computer serial ports. The standard defines the electrical characteristics and
timing of signals, the meaning of signals, and the physical size and pinout of connectors.

Scope of the standard
The Electronics Industries Association (EIA) standard RS-232-C[1] as of 1969 defines:
• Electrical signal characteristics such as voltage levels, signaling rate, timing and slew-rate of signals, voltage
withstand level, short-circuit behavior, and maximum load capacitance.
• Interface mechanical characteristics, pluggable connectors and pin identification.
• Functions of each circuit in the interface connector.
• Standard subsets of interface circuits for selected telecom applications.
The standard does not define such elements as
•
•
•
•

character encoding (for example, ASCII, Baudot code or EBCDIC)
the framing of characters in the data stream (bits per character, start/stop bits, parity)
protocols for error detection or algorithms for data compression
bit rates for transmission, although the standard says it is intended for bit rates lower than 20,000 bits per second.
Many modern devices support speeds of 115,200 bit/s and above
• power supply to external devices.
Details of character format and transmission bit rate are controlled by the serial port hardware, often a single
integrated circuit called a UART that converts data from parallel to asynchronous start-stop serial form. Details of
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voltage levels, slew rate, and short-circuit behavior are typically controlled by a line driver that converts from the
UART's logic levels to RS-232 compatible signal levels, and a receiver that converts from RS-232 compatible signal
levels to the UART's logic levels.

History
RS-232 was first introduced in 1962.[2] The original DTEs were electromechanical teletypewriters and the original
DCEs were (usually) modems. When electronic terminals (smart and dumb) began to be used, they were often
designed to be interchangeable with teletypes, and so supported RS-232. The C revision of the standard was issued
in 1969 in part to accommodate the electrical characteristics of these devices.
Since application to devices such as computers, printers, test instruments, and so on was not considered by the
standard, designers implementing an RS-232 compatible interface on their equipment often interpreted the
requirements idiosyncratically. Common problems were non-standard pin assignment of circuits on connectors, and
incorrect or missing control signals. The lack of adherence to the standards produced a thriving industry of breakout
boxes, patch boxes, test equipment, books, and other aids for the connection of disparate equipment. A common
deviation from the standard was to drive the signals at a reduced voltage: the standard requires the transmitter to use
+12 V and −12 V, but requires the receiver to distinguish voltages as low as +3 V and -3 V. Some manufacturers
therefore built transmitters that supplied +5 V and -5 V and labeled them as "RS-232 compatible."
Later personal computers (and other devices) started to make use of the standard so that they could connect to
existing equipment. For many years, an RS-232-compatible port was a standard feature for serial communications,
such as modem connections, on many computers. It remained in widespread use into the late 1990s. In personal
computer peripherals it has largely been supplanted by other interface standards, such as USB. RS-232 is still used to
connect older designs of peripherals, industrial equipment (such as PLCs), console ports and special purpose
equipment such as a cash drawer for a cash register.
The standard has been renamed several times during its history as the sponsoring organization changed its name, and
has been variously known as EIA RS-232, EIA 232, and most recently as TIA 232. The standard continued to be
revised and updated by the Electronic Industries Alliance and since 1988 by the Telecommunications Industry
Association (TIA).[3] Revision C was issued in a document dated August 1969. Revision D was issued in 1986. The
current revision is TIA-232-F Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment and Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment
Employing Serial Binary Data Interchange, issued in 1997. Changes since Revision C have been in timing and
details intended to improve harmonization with the CCITT standard V.24, but equipment built to the current
standard will interoperate with older versions.
Related ITU-T standards include V.24 (circuit identification) and V.28 (signal voltage and timing characteristics).

Limitations of the standard
Because the application of RS-232 has extended far beyond the original purpose of interconnecting a terminal with a
modem, successor standards have been developed to address the limitations. Issues with the RS-232 standard
include:[4]
• The large voltage swings and requirement for positive and negative supplies increases power consumption of the
interface and complicates power supply design. The voltage swing requirement also limits the upper speed of a
compatible interface.
• Single-ended signaling referred to a common signal ground limits the noise immunity and transmission distance.
• Multi-drop connection among more than two devices is not defined. While multi-drop "work-arounds" have been
devised, they have limitations in speed and compatibility.
• Asymmetrical definitions of the two ends of the link make the assignment of the role of a newly developed device
problematic; the designer must decide on either a DTE-like or DCE-like interface and which connector pin
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assignments to use.
• The handshaking and control lines of the interface are intended for the setup and takedown of a dial-up
communication circuit; in particular, the use of handshake lines for flow control is not reliably implemented in
many devices.
• No method is specified for sending power to a device. While a small amount of current can be extracted from the
DTR and RTS lines, this is only suitable for low power devices such as mice.
• The 25-way connector recommended in the standard is large compared to current practice.

Role in modern personal computers
In the book PC 97 Hardware Design Guide,[5] Microsoft deprecated
support for the RS-232 compatible serial port of the original IBM PC
design. Today, RS-232 has mostly been replaced in personal computers by
USB for local communications. Compared with RS-232, USB is faster,
uses lower voltages, and has connectors that are simpler to connect and use.
Both standards have software support in popular operating systems. USB is
designed to make it easy for device drivers to communicate with hardware.
However, there is no direct analog to the terminal programs used to let
users communicate directly with serial ports. USB is more complex than
the RS-232 standard because it includes a protocol for transferring data to
PCI Express x1 card with one RS-232 port
devices. This requires more software to support the protocol used. RS-232
only standardizes the voltage of signals and the functions of the physical
interface pins. Serial ports of personal computers are also sometimes used to directly control various hardware
devices, such as relays or lamps, since the control lines of the interface can be easily manipulated by software. This
isn't feasible with USB, which requires some form of receiver to decode the serial data.
As an alternative, USB docking ports are available which can provide connectors for a keyboard, mouse, one or
more serial ports, and one or more parallel ports. Corresponding device drivers are required for each USB-connected
device to allow programs to access these USB-connected devices as if they were the original directly-connected
peripherals. Devices that convert USB to RS-232 may not work with all software on all personal computers and may
cause a reduction in bandwidth along with higher latency.
Personal computers may use a serial port to interface to devices such as uninterruptible power supplies. In some
cases, serial data is not exchanged, but the control lines are used to signal conditions such as loss of power or low
battery alarms.
Many fields (for example, laboratory automation, surveying) provide a continued demand for RS-232 I/O due to
sustained use of very expensive but aging equipment. It is often far cheaper to continue to use RS-232 than it is to
replace the equipment. Additionally, modern industrial automation equipment, such as PLCs, VFDs, servo drives,
and CNC equipment are programmable via RS-232. Some manufacturers have responded to this demand: Toshiba
re-introduced the DE-9M connector on the Tecra laptop.

Standard details
In RS-232, user data is sent as a time-series of bits. Both synchronous and asynchronous transmissions are supported
by the standard. In addition to the data circuits, the standard defines a number of control circuits used to manage the
connection between the DTE and DCE. Each data or control circuit only operates in one direction, that is, signaling
from a DTE to the attached DCE or the reverse. Since transmit data and receive data are separate circuits, the
interface can operate in a full duplex manner, supporting concurrent data flow in both directions. The standard does
not define character framing within the data stream, or character encoding.
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Voltage levels
The RS-232 standard defines the voltage levels that correspond to logical
one and logical zero levels for the data transmission and the control signal
lines. Valid signals are plus or minus 3 to 15 volts; the ±3 V range near
zero volts is not a valid RS-232 level. The standard specifies a maximum
open-circuit voltage of 25 volts: signal levels of ±5 V, ±10 V, ±12 V, and
±15 V are all commonly seen depending on the power supplies available
within a device. RS-232 drivers and receivers must be able to withstand
indefinite short circuit to ground or to any voltage level up to ±25 volts.
The slew rate, or how fast the signal changes between levels, is also
controlled.

Diagrammatic oscilloscope trace of voltage
levels for an uppercase ASCII "K" character
(0x4b) with 1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

For data transmission lines (TxD, RxD and their secondary channel equivalents) logic one is defined as a negative
voltage, the signal condition is called marking, and has the functional significance. Logic zero is positive and the
signal condition is termed spacing. Control signals are logically inverted with respect to what one sees on the data
transmission lines. When one of these signals is active, the voltage on the line will be between +3 to +15 volts. The
inactive state for these signals is the opposite voltage condition, between −3 and −15 volts. Examples of control lines
include request to send (RTS), clear to send (CTS), data terminal ready (DTR), and data set ready (DSR).
Because the voltage levels are higher than logic levels typically used by integrated circuits, special intervening driver
circuits are required to translate logic levels. These also protect the device's internal circuitry from short circuits or
transients that may appear on the RS-232 interface, and provide sufficient current to comply with the slew rate
requirements for data transmission.
Because both ends of the RS-232 circuit depend on the ground pin being zero volts, problems will occur when
connecting machinery and computers where the voltage between the ground pin on one end, and the ground pin on
the other is not zero. This may also cause a hazardous ground loop. Use of a common ground limits RS-232 to
applications with relatively short cables. If the two devices are far enough apart or on separate power systems, the
local ground connections at either end of the cable will have differing voltages; this difference will reduce the noise
margin of the signals. Balanced, differential, serial connections such as USB, RS-422 and RS-485 can tolerate larger
ground voltage differences because of the differential signaling.[6]
Unused interface signals terminated to ground will have an undefined logic state. Where it is necessary to
permanently set a control signal to a defined state, it must be connected to a voltage source that asserts the logic 1 or
logic 0 level. Some devices provide test voltages on their interface connectors for this purpose.

Connectors
RS-232 devices may be classified as Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) or Data Communication Equipment (DCE);
this defines at each device which wires will be sending and receiving each signal. The standard recommended but
did not make mandatory the D-subminiature 25 pin connector. In general and according to the standard, terminals
and computers have male connectors with DTE pin functions, and modems have female connectors with DCE pin
functions. Other devices may have any combination of connector gender and pin definitions. Many terminals were
manufactured with female terminals but were sold with a cable with male connectors at each end; the terminal with
its cable satisfied the recommendations in the standard.
Presence of a 25 pin D-sub connector does not necessarily indicate an RS-232-C compliant interface. For example,
on the original IBM PC, a male D-sub was an RS-232-C DTE port (with a non-standard current loop interface on
reserved pins), but the female D-sub connector was used for a parallel Centronics printer port. Some personal
computers put non-standard voltages or signals on some pins of their serial ports.
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The standard specifies 20 different signal connections. Since most devices use only a few signals, smaller connectors
can often be used.

Pinouts
The following table lists commonly-used RS-232 signals and pin assignments.[7] For variations see Serial port.
Signal
Name

Origin

Typical purpose

Abbreviation

DTE

●

DCE

DB-25
pin

Data Terminal
Ready

OOB control signal: Tells DCE that DTE is ready to be connected.

DTR

20

Data Carrier Detect

OOB control signal: Tells DTE that DCE is connected to telephone line.

DCD

●

8

Data Set Ready

OOB control signal: Tells DTE that DCE is ready to receive commands or data.

DSR

●

6

Ring Indicator

OOB control signal: Tells DTE that DCE has detected a ring signal on the
telephone line.

RI

●

22

Request To Send

OOB control signal: Tells DCE to prepare to accept data from DTE.

RTS

Clear To Send

OOB control signal: Acknowledges RTS and allows DTE to transmit.

CTS

Transmitted Data

Data signal: Carries data from DTE to DCE.

TxD

Received Data

Data signal: Carries data from DCE to DTE.

RxD

●

3

Common Ground

GND

common

7

Protective Ground

PG

common

1

●

4
●

●

5
2

The signals are named from the standpoint of the DTE. The ground signal is a common return for the other
connections. The DB-25 connector includes a second "protective ground" on pin 1. Connecting this to pin 7 (signal
reference ground) is a common practice but not essential.
Data can be sent over a secondary channel (when implemented by the DTE and DCE devices), which is equivalent to
the primary channel. Pin assignments are described in following table:
Signal

Pin

Common Ground

7 (same as primary)

Secondary Transmitted Data (STD)

14

Secondary Received Data (SRD)

16

Secondary Request To Send (SRTS) 19
Secondary Clear To Send (SCTS)

13

Secondary Carrier Detect (SDCD)

12

Cables
The standard does not define a maximum cable length but instead defines the maximum capacitance that a compliant
drive circuit must tolerate. A widely-used rule-of-thumb indicates that cables more than 50 feet (15 metres) long will
have too much capacitance, unless special cables are used. By using low-capacitance cables, full speed
communication can be maintained over larger distances up to about 1,000 feet.[8] For longer distances, other signal
standards are better suited to maintain high speed.
Since the standard definitions are not always correctly applied, it is often necessary to consult documentation, test
connections with a breakout box, or use trial and error to find a cable that works when interconnecting two devices.

RS-232
Connecting a fully-standard-compliant DCE device and DTE device would use a cable that connects identical pin
numbers in each connector (a so-called "straight cable"). "Gender changers" are available to solve gender
mismatches between cables and connectors. Connecting devices with different types of connectors requires a cable
that connects the corresponding pins according to the table above. Cables with 9 pins on one end and 25 on the other
are common. Manufacturers of equipment with 8P8C connectors usually provide a cable with either a DB-25 or
DE-9 connector (or sometimes interchangeable connectors so they can work with multiple devices). Poor-quality
cables can cause false signals by crosstalk between data and control lines (such as Ring Indicator). If a given cable
will not allow a data connection, especially if a Gender changer is in use, a Null modem may be necessary.

Conventions
For functional communication through a serial port interface, conventions of bit rate, character framing,
communications protocol, character encoding, data compression, and error detection, not defined in RS 232, must be
agreed to by both sending and receiving equipment. For example, consider the serial ports of the original IBM PC.
This implementation used an 8250 UART using asynchronous start-stop character formatting with 7 or 8 data bits
per frame, usually ASCII character coding, and data rates programmable between 75 bits per second and 115,200
bits per second. Data rates above 20,000 bits per second are out of the scope of the standard, although higher data
rates are sometimes used by commercially manufactured equipment. In the particular case of the IBM PC, baud rates
were programmable with arbitrary values, so that a PC could be connected to, for example, MIDI music controllers
(31,250 bits per second) or other devices not using the rates typically used with modems. Since most devices do not
have automatic baud rate detection, users must manually set the baud rate (and all other parameters) at both ends of
the RS-232 connection.

RTS/CTS handshaking
In older versions of the specification, RS-232's use of the RTS and CTS lines is asymmetric: The DTE asserts RTS
to indicate a desire to transmit to the DCE, and the DCE asserts CTS in response to grant permission. This allows for
half-duplex modems that disable their transmitters when not required, and must transmit a synchronization preamble
to the receiver when they are re-enabled. This scheme is also employed on present-day RS-232 to RS-485
converters, where the RS-232's RTS signal is used to ask the converter to take control of the RS-485 bus - a concept
that doesn't otherwise exist in RS-232. There is no way for the DTE to indicate that it is unable to accept data from
the DCE.
A non-standard symmetric alternative, commonly called "RTS/CTS handshaking," was developed by various
equipment manufacturers: CTS indicates permission from the DCE for the DTE to send data to the DCE (and is
controlled by the DCE independent of RTS), and RTS indicates permission from the DTE for the DCE to send data
to the DTE. This was eventually codified in version RS-232-E (actually TIA-232-E by that time) by defining a new
signal, "RTR (Ready to Receive)," which is CCITT V.24 circuit 133. TIA-232-E and the corresponding international
standards were updated to show that circuit 133, when implemented, shares the same pin as RTS (Request to Send),
and that when 133 is in use, RTS is assumed by the DCE to be ON at all times.[9]
Thus, with this alternative usage, one can think of RTS asserted (positive voltage, logic 0) meaning that the DTE is
indicating it is "ready to receive" from the DCE, rather than requesting permission from the DCE to send characters
to the DCE.
Note that equipment using this protocol must be prepared to buffer some extra data, since a transmission may have
begun just before the control line state change.
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3-wire and 5-wire RS-232
A minimal "3-wire" RS-232 connection consisting only of transmit data, receive data, and ground, is commonly used
when the full facilities of RS-232 are not required. Even a two-wire connection (data and ground) can be used if the
data flow is one way (for example, a digital postal scale that periodically sends a weight reading, or a GPS receiver
that periodically sends position, if no configuration via RS-232 is necessary). When only hardware flow control is
required in addition to two-way data, the RTS and CTS lines are added in a 5-wire version.

Seldom used features
The EIA-232 standard specifies connections for several features that are not used in most implementations. Their use
requires the 25-pin connectors and cables, and of course both the DTE and DCE must support them.

Signal rate selection
The DTE or DCE can specify use of a "high" or "low" signaling rate. The rates as well as which device will select
the rate must be configured in both the DTE and DCE. The prearranged device selects the high rate by setting pin 23
to ON.

Loopback testing
Many DCE devices have a loopback capability used for testing. When enabled, signals are echoed back to the sender
rather than being sent on to the receiver. If supported, the DTE can signal the local DCE (the one it is connected to)
to enter loopback mode by setting pin 18 to ON, or the remote DCE (the one the local DCE is connected to) to enter
loopback mode by setting pin 21 to ON. The latter tests the communications link as well as both DCE's. When the
DCE is in test mode it signals the DTE by setting pin 25 to ON.
A commonly used version of loopback testing doesn't involve any special capability of either end. A hardware
loopback is simply a wire connecting complementary pins together in the same connector (see loopback).
Loopback testing is often performed with a specialized DTE called a bit error rate tester (or BERT).

Timing signals
Some synchronous devices provide a clock signal to synchronize data transmission, especially at higher data rates.
Two timing signals are provided by the DCE on pins 15 and 17. Pin 15 is the transmitter clock, or send timing (ST);
the DTE puts the next bit on the data line (pin 2) when this clock transitions from OFF to ON (so it is stable during
the ON to OFF transition when the DCE registers the bit). Pin 17 is the receiver clock, or receive timing (RT); the
DTE reads the next bit from the data line (pin 3) when this clock transitions from ON to OFF.
Alternatively, the DTE can provide a clock signal, called transmitter timing (TT), on pin 24 for transmitted data.
Again, data is changed when the clock transitions from OFF to ON and read during the ON to OFF transition. TT
can be used to overcome the issue where ST must traverse a cable of unknown length and delay, clock a bit out of
the DTE after another unknown delay, and return it to the DCE over the same unknown cable delay. Since the
relation between the transmitted bit and TT can be fixed in the DTE design, and since both signals traverse the same
cable length, using TT eliminates the issue. TT may be generated by looping ST back with an appropriate phase
change to align it with the transmitted data. ST loop back to TT lets the DTE use the DCE as the frequency
reference, and correct the clock to data timing.
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Related standards
Other serial signaling standards may not interoperate with standard-compliant RS-232 ports. For example, using the
TTL levels of near +5 and 0 V puts the mark level in the undefined area of the standard. Such levels are sometimes
used with NMEA 0183-compliant GPS receivers and depth finders.
A 20 mA current loop uses the absence of 20 mA current for high, and the presence of current in the loop for low;
this signaling method is often used for long-distance and optically isolated links. Connection of a current-loop device
to a compliant RS-232 port requires a level translator. Current-loop devices can supply voltages in excess of the
withstand voltage limits of a compliant device. The original IBM PC serial port card implemented a 20 mA
current-loop interface, which was never emulated by other suppliers of plug-compatible equipment.
Other serial interfaces similar to RS-232:
• RS-422 (a high-speed system similar to RS-232 but with differential signaling)
• RS-423 (a high-speed system similar to RS-422 but with unbalanced signaling)
• RS-449 (a functional and mechanical interface that used RS-422 and RS-423 signals - it never caught on like
RS-232 and was withdrawn by the EIA)
• RS-485 (a descendant of RS-422 that can be used as a bus in multidrop configurations)
• MIL-STD-188 (a system like RS-232 but with better impedance and rise time control)
• EIA-530 (a high-speed system using RS-422 or RS-423 electrical properties in an EIA-232 pinout configuration,
thus combining the best of both; supersedes RS-449)
• EIA/TIA-561 8 Position Non-Synchronous Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment and Data Circuit
Terminating Equipment Employing Serial Binary Data Interchange
• EIA/TIA-562 Electrical Characteristics for an Unbalanced Digital Interface (low-voltage version of
EIA/TIA-232)
• TIA-574 (standardizes the 9-pin D-subminiature connector pinout for use with EIA-232 electrical signalling, as
originated on the IBM PC/AT)
• SpaceWire (high-speed serial system designed for use on board spacecraft)

Development tools
When developing and/or troubleshooting RS-232, close examination of hardware signals can be very important to
find problems. A serial line analyzer is a device similar to a logic analyzer but specialized for RS-232's voltage
levels, connectors, and, where used, clock signals. The serial line analyzer can collect, store, and display the data and
control signals, allowing developers to view them in detail. Some simply display the signals as waveforms; more
elaborate versions include the ability to decode characters in ASCII or other common codes and to interpret common
protocols used over RS-232 such as SDLC, HDLC, DDCMP, and X.25. Serial line analyzers are available as
standalone units, as software and interface cables for general-purpose logic analyzers, and as programs that run in
common personal computers.
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RS-422
RS422
Standard

EIA RS-422

Physical Media

Twisted Pair

Network Topology

Point-to-point, Multi-dropped

Maximum Devices

10 (1 driver & 10 receivers)

Maximum Distance

1200 metres (4000 feet)

Mode of Operation

Differential

Maximum Baud Rate

100Kbps - 10Mbps

Voltage Levels

-6V to +6V (maximum Voltage)

Mark(1)

Negative Voltages

Space(0)

Positive voltages

Available Signals

Tx+, Tx-, Rx+, Rx- (Full Duplex)

Connector types

Not specified, Commonly Screw terminals

RS-422 is a common short form and former official title of American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard
ANSI/TIA/EIA-422-B and its international equivalent ITU-T Recommendation T-REC-V.11,[1] also known as
X.27. These technical standards specify the electrical characteristics of the balanced voltage digital interface
circuit[2] . RS-422 provides for data transmission, using balanced or differential signaling, with
unidirectional/non-reversible, terminated or non-terminated transmission lines, point to point, or multi-drop. In
contrast to EIA-485 (which is multi-point instead of multi-drop), EIA-422/V.11 does not allow multiple drivers but
only multiple receivers.
The current title of the ANSI standard is TIA-422 Electrical Characteristics of Balanced Voltage Differential
Interface Circuits and is now in revision B, published in May 1994, and was reaffirmed by the Telecommunications
Industry Association in 2005.
Several key advantages offered by this standard include the differential receiver, a differential driver and data rates
as high as 10 megabaud at 12 metres (40 ft). The specification itself does not set an upper limit on data rate, but
rather shows how signal rate degrades with cable length. The figure plotting this stops at 10 Mbit/s.
EIA-422 only specifies the electrical signaling characteristics of a single balanced signal. Protocols and pin
assignments are defined in other specifications. The mechanical connections for this interface are specified by
EIA-530 (DB-25 connector) or EIA-449 (DC-37 connector), however devices exist which have 4 screw-posts to
implement the transmit and receive pair only. The maximum cable length is 1200 m. Maximum data rates are 10
Mbit/s at 12 m or 100 kbit/s at 1200 m. EIA-422 cannot implement a truly multi-point communications network
(such as with EIA-485), however one driver can be connected to up to ten receivers.
A common use of EIA-422 is for RS-232 extenders. In video editing studios it is used to link control signals for all
video and audio players/recorders to a central control board. Also, an RS-232-compatible variant of RS-422 using a
mini-DIN-8 connector was widely used on Macintosh hardware until it was replaced by Intel's Universal Serial Bus
on the iMac in 1998.
EIA-422 can interoperate with interfaces designed to MIL-STD-188-114B, but they are not identical. EIA-422 uses a
nominal 0 to 5 volt signal while MIL-STD-188-114B uses a signal symmetric about 0 V. However the tolerance for
common mode voltage in both specifications allows them to interoperate. Care must be taken with the termination
network.

RS-422
EIA-423 is a similar specification for unbalanced signaling.
When used in relation to communications wiring, RS-422 wiring refers to cable made of 2 sets of twisted pair, often
with each pair being shielded, and a ground wire. While a double pair cable may be practical for many RS-422
applications, the RS-422 specification only defines one signal path and does not assign any function to it. Any
complete cable assembly (i.e. with connectors) should be labeled with the specification that defined the signal
function and mechanical layout of the connector, such as RS-449.
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EIA-485
RS-485
Standard

EIA RS-485

Physical Media

Twisted Pair

Network Topology

Point-to-point, Multi-dropped, Multi-point

Maximum Devices

32 (32 drivers and 32 receivers)

Maximum Distance

1200 metres (4000 feet)

Mode of Operation

Differential

Maximum Baud Rate

100 kbit/s - 10 Mbit/s

Voltage Levels

-5 V to +5 V (max)

Mark(1)

Positive Voltages (B-A > +200 mV)

Space(0)

negative voltages (B-A < -200 mV)

Available Signals

Tx+/Rx+, Tx-/Rx- (Half Duplex)
Tx+, Tx-, Rx+, Rx- (Full Duplex)

Connector types

Not specified.

EIA-485, also known as TIA/EIA-485 or RS-485, is a standard defining the electrical characteristics of drivers and
receivers for use in balanced digital multipoint systems. The standard is published by the ANSI Telecommunications
Industry Association/Electronic Industries Alliance (TIA/EIA). Digital communications networks implementing the
EIA-485 standard can be used effectively over long distances and in electrically noisy environments. Multiple
receivers may be connected to such a network in a linear, multi-drop configuration. These characteristics make such
networks useful in industrial environments and similar applications.

Overview
EIA-485 only specifies electrical characteristics of the driver and the receiver. It does not specify or recommend any
communications protocol. EIA-485 enables the configuration of inexpensive local networks and multidrop
communications links. It offers high data transmission speeds (35 Mbit/s up to 10 m and 100 kbit/s at 1200 m). Since
it uses a differential balanced line over twisted pair (like EIA-422), it can span relatively large distances (up to
4000 feet or just over 1200 meters).
In contrast to EIA-422, which has a single driver circuit which cannot be switched off, EIA-485 drivers need to be
put in transmit mode explicitly by asserting a signal to the driver. This allows EIA-485 to implement linear
topologies using only two wires. The equipment located along a set of EIA-485 wires are interchangeably called
nodes, stations and devices. [1]
The recommended arrangement of the wires is as a connected series of point-to-point (multidropped) nodes, a line or
bus, not a star, ring, or multiply-connected network. Ideally, the two ends of the cable will have a termination
resistor connected across the two wires. Without termination resistors, reflections of fast driver edges can cause
multiple data edges that can cause data corruption. Termination resistors also reduce electrical noise sensitivity due
to the lower impedance, and bias resistors (see below) are required. The value of each termination resistor should be
equal to the cable impedance (typically, 120 ohms for twisted pairs).
Star and ring topologies are not recommended because of signal reflections or excessively low or high termination
impedance. But if a star configuration is unavoidable, such as when controlling multiple pan-tilt-zoom video cameras
from a central video surveillance hub, special EIA-485 star/hub repeaters are available which bidirectionally listen
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for data on each span and then retransmit the data onto all other spans.
Somewhere along the set of wires, pull up or pull down resistors are established to Fail-safe bias each data line/wire
when the lines are not being driven by any device. This way, the lines will be biased to known voltages and nodes
will not interpret the noise from undriven lines as actual data; without biasing resistors, the data lines float in such a
way that electrical noise sensitivity is greatest when all device stations are silent or unpowered.[2]

Master-slave arrangement
Often in a master-slave arrangement when one device dubbed "the master" initiates all communication activity, the
master device itself provides the bias and not the slave devices. In this configuration, the master device is typically
centrally located along the set of EIA-485 wires, so it would be two slave devices located at the physical end of the
wires that would provide the termination. The master device itself would provide termination if it were located at a
physical end of the wires, but that is often a bad design[3] as the master would be better located at a halfway point
between the slave devices. Note that it is not a good idea to apply the bias at multiple node locations, because, by
doing so, the effective bias resistance is lowered, which could possibly cause a violation of the EIA-485 specification
and cause communications to malfunction. By keeping the biasing with the master, slave device design is simplified
and this situation is avoided.

Three-wire connection
Even though the data is transmitted over a 2-wire twisted pair bus, all
EIA-485 transceivers interpret the voltage levels of the differential signals
with respect to a third common voltage. Without this common reference, a
set of transceivers may interpret the differential signals incorrectly. In a
typical setup, this third voltage is implied in the power supply
common/ground connection. However, fundamentally speaking, there is
nothing requiring this common voltage to be the same as the power supply.
In fact, certain MS/TP (Master Slave / Token Passing) wiring requires full
isolation between the various EIA-485 devices and have to run the third
wire for the common connection.[4]
RS-485 3 wire connection

Full duplex operation
EIA-485, like EIA-422 can be made full-duplex by using four wires. Since EIA-485 is a multi-point specification,
however, this is not necessary in many cases. EIA-485 and EIA-422 can interoperate with certain restrictions.
Converters between EIA-485 and other formats are available to allow a personal computer to communicate with
remote devices. By using "Repeaters" and "Multi-Repeaters" very large RS-485 networks can be formed. The
Application Guidelines for TIA/EIA-485-A has one diagram called "Star Configuration. Not recommended." Using
an RS-485 "Multi-Repeater" can allow for "Star Configurations" with "Home Runs" (or multi-drop) connections
similar to Ethernet Hub/Star implementations (with greater distances). Hub/Star systems (with "Multi-Repeaters")
allow for very maintainable systems, without violating any of the RS-485 specifications. Repeaters can also be used
to extend the distance or number of nodes on a network.

EIA-485

Applications
EIA-485 signals are used in a wide range of computer and automation systems. In a computer system, SCSI-2 and
SCSI-3 may use this specification to implement the physical layer for data transmission between a controller and a
disk drive. EIA-485 is used for low-speed data communications in commercial aircraft cabins vehicle bus. It requires
minimal wiring, and can share the wiring among several seats, reducing weight.
EIA-485 is used as the physical layer underlying many standard and proprietary automation protocols used to
implement Industrial Control Systems, including the most common versions of Modbus and Profibus. These are used
in programmable logic controllers and on factory floors. Since it is differential, it resists electromagnetic interference
from motors and welding equipment.
In theatre and performance venues EIA-485 networks are used to control lighting and other systems using the
DMX512 protocol.
EIA-485 is also used in building automation as the simple bus wiring and long cable length is ideal for joining
remote devices. It may be used to control video surveillance systems or to interconnect security control panels and
devices such as access control card readers.
Although many applications use EIA-485 signal levels, the speed, format, and protocol of the data transmission is
not specified by EIA-485. Interoperation even of similar devices from different manufacturers is not assured by
compliance with the signal levels alone.

Connectors
EIA-485 does not specify any connector or pinout. Circuits may be terminated on screw terminals, D-subminiature
connectors, or other types of connectors.

Signs of common mistakes
From a software engineer's perspective, miswired RS-485 can lead to spurious characters because a spurious mark
bit is seen. A bus without good pull up and pull down resistors will be noise-sensitive. These can be system-wide
(albeit trivial) problems that require looking beyond just the CPU that is being programmed.

Pin labeling
The EIA-485 differential line consists of two pins:
• A aka '−' aka TxD-/RxD- aka inverting pin
• B aka '+' aka TxD+/RxD+ aka non-inverting pin
• SC aka G aka reference pin
The SC line is the optional voltage reference connection. This is the reference potential used by the transceiver to
measure the A and B voltages.
The B line is positive (compared to A) when the line is idle (i.e., data is 1).
In addition to the A and B connections, the EIA standard also specifies a third interconnection point called C, which
is the common signal reference ground.
These names are all in use on various equipment, but the actual standard released by EIA only uses the names A and
B. However, despite the unambiguous standard, there is much confusion about which is which:
The EIA-485 signaling specification states that signal A is the inverting or '-' pin and signal B is the non-inverting
or '+' pin.[5]
This is in conflict with the A/B naming used by a number of differential transceiver manufacturers, including, among
others:
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• Texas Instruments, as seen in their application handbook on EIA-422/485 communications (A=non-inverting,
B=inverting)
• Intersil, as seen in their data sheet for the ISL4489 transceiver[6]
• Maxim, as seen in their data sheet for the MAX483 transceiver[7]
These manufacturers are incorrect, but their practice is in widespread use.
Therefore, care must be taken when using A/B naming.
The standard does not discuss cable shielding, but makes some recommendations on preferred methods of
interconnecting the signal reference common and equipment case grounds.

Waveform example
The graph below shows potentials of the '+' and '−' pins of an EIA-485 line during transmission of one byte (0xD3,
least significant bit first) of data using an asynchronous start-stop method.

References
[1] Engineering Department, Electronic Industries Association, EIA Standard RS-485 Electrical Characteristics of Generators and Receivers for
Use in Balanced Multipoint Systems, reprinted in Telebyte Technology "Data Communication Library" Greenlawn NY, 1985, no ISBN, no
Library of Congress card number
[2] http:/ / www. national. com/ an/ AN/ AN-847. pdf
[3] http:/ / www. ccontrols. com. cn/ pdf/ Extv9n2. pdf
[4] http:/ / www. chipkin. com/ articles/ rs485-cables-why-you-need-3-wires-for-2-two-wire-rs485
[5] http:/ / www. bb-europe. com/ tech_articles/ polarities_for_differential_pair_signals. asp
[6] http:/ / www. intersil. com/ data/ fn/ fn6074. pdf
[7] http:/ / datasheets. maxim-ic. com/ en/ ds/ MAX1487-MAX491. pdf

External links
• Guidelines for Proper Wiring of an RS-485 (TIA/EIA-485-A) Network (http://www.maxim-ic.com/appnotes.
cfm?appnote_number=763&CMP=WP-1)
• Technical library of RS-485 articles and application notes (http://www.bb-elec.com/technical_library.asp)
• RS232 to RS485 cable scheme (http://pinouts.ru/SerialPortsCables/rs485_cable_pinout.shtml)
• Practical information about implementing RS485 (http://www.lammertbies.nl/comm/info/RS-485.html)
• Implementation of RS485 standard in the Linux OS (http://retis.sssup.it/~scordino/code/rs485.html)
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Modbus
Modbus is a serial communications protocol published by Modicon in 1979 for use with its programmable logic
controllers (PLCs). It has become a de facto standard communications protocol in industry, and is now the most
commonly available means of connecting industrial electronic devices.[1] The main reasons for the extensive use of
Modbus over other communications protocols are:
1. It is openly published and royalty-free
2. Relatively easy industrial network to deploy
3. It moves raw bits or words without placing many restrictions on vendors
Modbus allows for communication between many devices connected to the same network, for example a system that
measures temperature and humidity and communicates the results to a computer. Modbus is often used to connect a
supervisory computer with a remote terminal unit (RTU) in supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systems.
Suppliers large and small, system integrators, end users, open source developers, educators and other interested
parties can become Modbus organization members. Some of the prominent members are SoftDEL Systems,
Precision Digital Corporation, Motor Protection Electronics, FieldServer Technologies and many more[2]

Protocol versions
Versions of the Modbus protocol exist for serial port and for Ethernet and other networks that support the Internet
protocol suite. Most Modbus devices communicate over a serial EIA-485 physical layer [3]. There are many variants
of Modbus protocols
• Modbus RTU — This is used in serial communication & makes use of a compact, binary representation of the
data for protocol communication. The RTU format follows the commands/data with a cyclic redundancy check
checksum as an error check mechanism to ensure the reliability of data. Modbus RTU is the most common
implementation available for Modbus. A Modbus RTU message must be transmitted continuously without
inter-character hesitations. Modbus messages are framed (separated) by idle (silent) periods.
• Modbus ASCII — This is used in serial communication & makes use of ASCII characters for protocol
communication. The ASCII format uses a longitudinal redundancy check checksum. Modbus ASCII messages are
framed by leading colon (':') and trailing newline (CR/LF).
• Modbus TCP/IP or Modbus TCP — This is a modbus variant used for communications over TCP/IP networks. It
does not require a checksum calculation as lower layer takes care of the same.
• Modbus over TCP/IP or Modbus over TCP — This is a modbus variant that differs from Modbus TCP in that a
checksum is included in the payload as with Modbus RTU.
• Modbus Plus (Modbus+, MB+ or MBP) — An extended version, Modbus Plus (Modbus+ or MB+), also exists,
but remains proprietary to SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC. It requires a dedicated co-processor to handle fast
HDLC-like token rotation. It uses twisted pair at 1 Mbit/s and includes transformer isolation at each node, which
makes it transition/edge triggered instead of voltage/level triggered. Special interfaces are required to connect
Modbus Plus to a computer, typically a card made for the ISA (SA85), PCI or PCMCIA bus.
Data model and function calls are identical for the first 4 variants of protocols; only the encapsulation is different.
However the variants are not interoperable as the frame formats are different.
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Communication and devices
Each device intended to communicate using Modbus is given a unique address. In serial and MB+ networks only the
node assigned as the Master may initiate a command, but on Ethernet, any device can send out a Modbus command,
although usually only one master device does so. A Modbus command contains the Modbus address of the device it
is intended for. Only the intended device will act on the command, even though other devices might receive it (an
exception is specific broadcastable commands sent to node 0 which are acted on but not acknowledged). All Modbus
commands contain checking information, ensuring that a command arrives undamaged. The basic Modbus
commands can instruct an RTU to change a value in one of its registers, control or read an I/O port, as well as
commanding the device to send back one or more values contained in its registers.
There are many modems and gateways that support Modbus, as it is a very simple protocol and often copied. Some
of them were specifically designed for this protocol. Different implementations use wireline, wireless
communication and even SMS or GPRS. Typical problems the designers have to overcome include high latency and
timing problems.

Frame Format
All modbus variants choose different frame formats [1] .
Modbus RTU Frame Format
Name

Length

Function

Start

3.5c idle

at least 3-1/2 character times of silence (MARK condition)

Address

8 bits

Station Address

Function

8 bits

Indicates the function codes like read coils / inputs

Data

n * 8 bits Data + length will be filled depending on the message type

CRC Check 16 bits

Error checks

End

at least 3-1/2 character times of silence between frames

3.5c idle

Modbus ASCII Frame Format
Name

Length

Function

Start

1 char

starts with colon ( : ) (ASCII value is 3A hex)

Address

2 chars

Station Address

Function

2 chars

Indicates the function codes like read coils / inputs

Data

n chars

Data +length will be filled depending on the message type

LRC Check 2 chars

Error checks

End

carriage return – line feed(CRLF) pair (ASCII values of 0D & 0A hex)

2 chars

Modbus
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Modbus TCP Frame Format
Name

Length

Function

Transaction Identifier 2 bytes

For synchronization between messages of server & client

Protocol Identifier

2 bytes

Zero for MODBUS/TCP

Length Field

2 bytes

Number of remaining bytes in this frame

Unit Identifier

1 byte

Slave Address (255 if not used)

Function code

1 byte

Function codes as in other variants

Data bytes

n bytes

Data as response or commands

Unit identifier is used with MODBUS/TCP devices that are composites of several MODBUS devices, e.g. on
MODBUS/TCP to MODBUS RTU gateways. In such case, the unit identifier tells the Slave Address of the device
behind the gateway. Natively MODBUS/TCP-capable devices usually ignore the Unit Identifier.

Supported Function Codes
Modbus function codes / data types includes the following types [4] Most commonly used are given in italics.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01 Read Coil Status
02 Read Input Status
03 Read Holding Registers
04 Read Input Registers
05 Force Single Coil
06 Preset Single Register
07 Read Exception Status
08 Diagnostics
09 Program 484
10 Poll 484
11 Fetch Communication Event Counter
12 Fetch Communication Event Log
13 Program Controller
14 Poll Controller
15 Force Multiple Coils
16 Preset Multiple Registers
17 Report Slave ID
18 Program 884/M84
19 Reset Comm. Link
20 Read General Reference
21 Write General Reference
22 Mask Write 4X Register
23 Read/Write 4X Registers
24 Read FIFO Queue

Modbus
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Implementations
Almost all implementations have variations from the official standard. Different varieties might not communicate
correctly between equipment of different suppliers. Some of the most common variations are:
• Data types
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floating point IEEE
32-bit integer
8-bit data
Mixed data types
Bit fields in integers
Multipliers to change data to/from integer. 10, 100, 1000, 256 ...

• Protocol extensions
• 16-bit slave addresses
• 32-bit data size (1 address = 32 bits of data returned.)
• Word swapped data

Limitations
• Since Modbus was designed in the late 1970s to communicate to programmable logic controllers, the number of
data types is limited to those understood by PLCs at the time. Large binary objects are not supported.
• No standard way exists for a node to find the description of a data object, for example, to determine if a register
value represents a temperature between 30 and 175 degrees.
• Since Modbus is a master/slave protocol, there is no way for a field device to "report by exception" (except over
Ethernet TCP/IP, called open-mbus)- the master node must routinely poll each field device, and look for changes
in the data. This consumes bandwidth and network time in applications where bandwidth may be expensive, such
as over a low-bit-rate radio link.
• Modbus is restricted to addressing 247 devices on one data link, which limits the number of field devices that may
be connected to a master station (once again Ethernet TCP/IP proving the exception).
• Modbus transmissions must be contiguous which limits the types of remote communications devices to those that
can buffer data to avoid gaps in the transmission.
• Modbus protocol provides no security against unauthorized commands or interception of data. [5]

Trade group
The Modbus organization is a trade association for the promotion and development of Modbus protocol.

References
[1] Bill Drury, Control Techniques Drives and Controls Handbook (2nd Edition) . 2009, Institution of Engineering and Technology, Online
version available at: http:/ / knovel. com/ web/ portal/ browse/ display?_EXT_KNOVEL_DISPLAY_bookid=2995& VerticalID=0, page 508
and following
[2] "Modbus members list" (http:/ / www. modbus. com/ about. php)
[3] http:/ / www. obvius. com/ documentation/ faq/ modbus. html
[4] Gordon Clarke, Deon Reynders Practical Modern Scada Protocols: Dnp3, 60870.5 and Related Systems ,Newnes, 2004 ISBN 0750657995
pages 47-51
[5] Charles Palmer, Sujeet Shenoi (ed) Critical Infrastructure Protection III: Third IFIP WG 11. 10 International Conference, Hanover, New
Hampshire, USA, March 23-25, 2009, Revised Selected Papers Springer, 2009 ISBN 3642047971, page 87
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External links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(http://www.modbus.org/docs/PI_MBUS_300.pdf)
Detailed Protocol Description (http://www.modbus.org/specs.php)
Modbus Organization site (http://www.modbus.org)
Protocol explanation for Java developers (http://jamod.sourceforge.net/kbase/protocol.html)
A basic explanation on how modbus works (http://www.simplymodbus.ca/FAQ.htm)
Industrial Ethernet Blog (http://www.industrial-ethernet.org)
Free Modbus Master Simulator software (http://en.radzio.dxp.pl/modbus-master-simulator/)
Free Modbus Device Testing Software (http://www.globalmultimedia.in/modnet.htm)

Open-source software
• An Open Source Modbus library in C for GNU/Linux, Mac OS X, FreeBSD, and QNX (http://copyleft.free.fr/
wordpress/index.php/libmodbus)
• QModBus (http://qmodbus.sourceforge.net/) is a graphical Modbus master application for Linux and
Windows.
• Free Modbus ASCII/RTU and TCP for microcontrollers (http://freemodbus.berlios.de). In C. New site location
is http://www.freemodbus.org (http://www.freemodbus.org/). A commercially supported version is available
at http://www.embedded-solutions.at (http://www.embedded-solutions.at/).
• Protocol::Modbus in Perl (http://search.cpan.org/~cosimo/Protocol-Modbus-0.05/lib/Protocol/Modbus.pm)
• Modbus::Client in Perl (http://search.cpan.org/~dvklein/Modbus-Client-1.03/lib/Modbus/Client.pm)
• Modbus master in Ruby (http://www.messen-und-deuten.de/modbus.html). Public domain sample code, can
easily be re-implemented in other scripting languages.
• rmodbus (http://rmodbus.heroku.com). Free implementation of ModBus protocol in pure Ruby.
• jamod (http://jamod.sourceforge.net/). Implementation of ModBus protocol in Java.
• Modbus4J (http://sourceforge.net/projects/modbus4j/). Implementation of the ModBus protocol in Java. Part
of the Mango M2M project.
• ModBus-Droid (http://www.bencatlin.com/sofware-projects/modbus-droid/). Modbus Scanner for Android
based on a modified version of the Modbus4J library.
• node-modbus-stack (https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-modbus-stack). Open-source implementation of the
Modbus protocol, written in JavaScript for NodeJS.
• pymodbus (http://code.google.com/p/pymodbus/). Free implementation of ModBus protocol in Python.
• modbus-tk (http://code.google.com/p/modbus-tk/). Another implementation of Modbus Protocol in Python
• MBLogic - Free implementation of Modbus/TCP in Python (http://mblogic.sourceforge.net)
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Virtual private network
A virtual private network (VPN) is a computer
network that uses a public telecommunication
infrastructure such as the Internet to provide
remote offices or individual users with secure
access to their organization's network. It aims to
avoid an expensive system of owned or leased
lines that can be used by only one organization.
It encapsulates data transfers between two or more
networked devices which are not on the same
private network so as to keep the transferred data
private from other devices on one or more
intervening local or wide area networks. There are
many different classifications, implementations,
and uses for VPNs.

VPN Connectivity overview

History
Until the end of the 1990s networked computers were connected through expensive leased lines and/or dial-up phone
lines.
Virtual Private Networks reduce network costs because they avoid a need for many leased lines that individually
connect to the Internet. Users can exchange private data securely, making the expensive leased lines unnecessary.[1]
VPN technologies have myriad protocols, terminologies and marketing influences that define them. For example,
VPN technologies can differ in:
•
•
•
•
•

The protocols they use to tunnel the traffic
The tunnel's termination point, i.e., customer edge or network provider edge
Whether they offer site-to-site or remote access connectivity
The levels of security provided
The OSI layer they present to the connecting network, such as Layer 2 circuits or Layer 3 network connectivity

Some classification schemes are discussed in the following sections.

Security Mechanisms
Secure VPNs use cryptographic tunneling protocols to provide confidentiality by blocking intercepts and packet
sniffing, allowing sender authentication to block identity spoofing, and provide message integrity by preventing
message alteration.
Secure VPN protocols include the following:
• IPsec (Internet Protocol Security) was originally developed for IPv6, which requires it. This standards-based
security protocol is also widely used with IPv4. L2TP frequently runs over IPsec.
• Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) can tunnel an entire network's traffic, as it does in the OpenVPN project, or
secure an individual connection. A number of vendors provide remote access VPN capabilities through SSL. An
SSL VPN can connect from locations where IPsec runs into trouble with Network Address Translation and
firewall rules.
• Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS), is used in Cisco's next-generation VPN product, Cisco AnyConnect
VPN, to solve the issues SSL/TLS has with tunneling over TCP.

Virtual private network
• Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption (MPPE) works with their PPTP and in several compatible implementations
on other platforms.
• Microsoft introduced Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol (SSTP) in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista
Service Pack 1. SSTP tunnels Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) or L2TP traffic through an SSL 3.0 channel.
• MPVPN (Multi Path Virtual Private Network). Ragula Systems Development Company owns the registered
trademark "MPVPN".[2]
• Secure Shell (SSH) VPN -- OpenSSH offers VPN tunneling to secure remote connections to a network or
inter-network links. This should not be confused with port forwarding. OpenSSH server provides limited number
of concurrent tunnels and the VPN feature itself does not support personal authentication.[3] [4] [5]

Authentication
Tunnel endpoints must authenticate before secure VPN tunnels can establish.
User-created remote access VPNs may use passwords, biometrics, two-factor authentication or other cryptographic
methods.
Network-to-network tunnels often use passwords or digital certificates, as they permanently store the key to allow
the tunnel to establish automatically and without intervention.

Routing
Tunneling protocols can be used in a point-to-point topology that would theoretically not be considered a VPN,
because a VPN by definition is expected to support arbitrary and changing sets of network nodes. But since most
router implementations support a software-defined tunnel interface, customer-provisioned VPNs often are simply
defined tunnels running conventional routing protocols.
On the other hand provider-provided VPNs (PPVPNs) need to support coexisting multiple VPNs, hidden from one
another, but operated by the same service provider.

PPVPN Building blocks
Depending on whether the PPVPN runs in layer 2 or layer 3, the building blocks described below may be L2 only,
L3 only, or combine them both. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) functionality blurs the L2-L3 identity.
RFC 4026 generalized the following terms to cover L2 and L3 VPNs, but they were introduced in RFC 2547.[6]
Customer edge device. (CE)
a device at the customer premises, that provides access to the PPVPN. Sometimes it's just a demarcation point
between provider and customer responsibility. Other providers allow customers to configure it.
Provider edge device (PE)
A PE is a device, or set of devices, at the edge of the provider network, that presents the provider's view of the
customer site. PEs are aware of the VPNs that connect through them, and maintain VPN state.
Provider device (P)
A P device operates inside the provider's core network, and does not directly interface to any customer endpoint. It
might, for example, provide routing for many provider-operated tunnels that belong to different customers' PPVPNs.
While the P device is a key part of implementing PPVPNs, it is not itself VPN-aware and does not maintain VPN
state. Its principal role is allowing the service provider to scale its PPVPN offerings, as, for example, by acting as an
aggregation point for multiple PEs. P-to-P connections, in such a role, often are high-capacity optical links between
major locations of provider.
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User-visible PPVPN services
This section deals with the types of VPN considered in the IETF; some historical names were replaced by these
terms.

OSI Layer 1 services
Virtual private wire and private line services (VPWS and VPLS)
In both of these services, the service provider does not offer a full routed or bridged network, but provides
components to build customer-administered networks. VPWS are point-to-point while VPLS can be
point-to-multipoint. They can be Layer 1 emulated circuits with no data link structure.
The customer determines the overall customer VPN service, which also can involve routing, bridging, or host
network elements.
An unfortunate acronym confusion can occur between Virtual Private Line Service and Virtual Private LAN Service;
the context should make it clear whether "VPLS" means the layer 1 virtual private line or the layer 2 virtual private
LAN.

OSI Layer 2 services
Virtual LAN
A Layer 2 technique that allows for the coexistence of multiple LAN broadcast domains, interconnected via trunks
using the IEEE 802.1Q trunking protocol. Other trunking protocols have been used but have become obsolete,
including Inter-Switch Link (ISL), IEEE 802.10 (originally a security protocol but a subset was introduced for
trunking), and ATM LAN Emulation (LANE).
Virtual private LAN service (VPLS)
Developed by IEEE, VLANs allow multiple tagged LANs to share common trunking. VLANs frequently comprise
only customer-owned facilities. The former is a layer 1 technology that supports emulation of both point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint topologies. The method discussed here extends Layer 2 technologies such as 802.1d and 802.1q
LAN trunking to run over transports such as Metro Ethernet.
As used in this context, a VPLS is a Layer 2 PPVPN, rather than a private line, emulating the full functionality of a
traditional local area network (LAN). From a user standpoint, a VPLS makes it possible to interconnect several LAN
segments over a packet-switched, or optical, provider core; a core transparent to the user, making the remote LAN
segments behave as one single LAN.[7]
In a VPLS, the provider network emulates a learning bridge, which optionally may include VLAN service.
Pseudo wire (PW)
PW is similar to VPWS, but it can provide different L2 protocols at both ends. Typically, its interface is a WAN
protocol such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode or Frame Relay. In contrast, when aiming to provide the appearance
of a LAN contiguous between two or more locations, the Virtual Private LAN service or IPLS would be appropriate.
IP-only LAN-like service (IPLS)
A subset of VPLS, the CE devices must have L3 capabilities; the IPLS presents packets rather than frames. It may
support IPv4 or IPv6.
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OSI Layer 3 PPVPN architectures
This section discusses the main architectures for PPVPNs, one where the PE disambiguates duplicate addresses in a
single routing instance, and the other, virtual router, in which the PE contains a virtual router instance per VPN. The
former approach, and its variants, have gained the most attention.
One of the challenges of PPVPNs involves different customers using the same address space, especially the IPv4
private address space.[8] The provider must be able to disambiguate overlapping addresses in the multiple customers'
PPVPNs.
BGP/MPLS PPVPN
In the method defined by RFC 2547, BGP extensions advertise routes in the IPv4 VPN address family, which are of
the form of 12-byte strings, beginning with an 8-byte Route Distinguisher (RD) and ending with a 4-byte IPv4
address. RDs disambiguate otherwise duplicate addresses in the same PE.
PEs understand the topology of each VPN, which are interconnected with MPLS tunnels, either directly or via P
routers. In MPLS terminology, the P routers are Label Switch Routers without awareness of VPNs.
Virtual router PPVPN
The Virtual Router architecture,[9] [10] as opposed to BGP/MPLS techniques, requires no modification to existing
routing protocols such as BGP. By the provisioning of logically independent routing domains, the customer
operating a VPN is completely responsible for the address space. In the various MPLS tunnels, the different PPVPNs
are disambiguated by their label, but do not need routing distinguishers.
Virtual router architectures do not need to disambiguate addresses, because rather than a PE router having awareness
of all the PPVPNs, the PE contains multiple virtual router instances, which belong to one and only one VPN.

Plaintext Tunnels
Some virtual networks may not use encryption to protect the data contents. While VPNs often provide security, an
unencrypted overlay network does not neatly fit within the secure or trusted categorization. For example a tunnel set
up between two hosts that used Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) would in fact be a virtual private network, but
neither secure nor trusted.
Besides the GRE example above, native plaintext tunneling protocols include Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)
when it is set up without IPsec and Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) or Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption
(MPPE).

Trusted delivery networks
Trusted VPNs do not use cryptographic tunneling, and instead rely on the security of a single provider's network to
protect the traffic.
• Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is often used to overlay VPNs, often with quality-of-service control over
a trusted delivery network.
• Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)[11] which is a standards-based replacement, and a compromise taking the
good features from each, for two proprietary VPN protocols: Cisco's Layer 2 Forwarding (L2F)[12] (obsolete as of
2009) and Microsoft's Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP).[13]
From the security standpoint, VPNs either trust the underlying delivery network, or must enforce security with
mechanisms in the VPN itself. Unless the trusted delivery network runs among physically secure sites only, both
trusted and secure models need an authentication mechanism for users to gain access to the VPN.
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VPNs in mobile environments
Mobile VPNs are used in a setting where an endpoint of the VPN is not fixed to a single IP address, but instead
roams across various networks such as data networks from cellular carriers or between multiple Wi-Fi access
points.[14] Mobile VPNs have been widely used in public safety, where they give law enforcement officers access to
mission-critical applications, such as computer-assisted dispatch and criminal databases, as they travel between
different subnets of a mobile network.[15] They are also used in field service management and by healthcare
organizations,[16] among other industries.
Increasingly, mobile VPNs are being adopted by mobile professionals and white-collar workers who need reliable
connections.[16] They allow users to roam seamlessly across networks and in and out of wireless-coverage areas
without losing application sessions or dropping the secure VPN session. A conventional VPN cannot survive such
events because the network tunnel is disrupted, causing applications to disconnect, time out,[14] or fail, or even cause
the computing device itself to crash.[16]
Instead of logically tying the endpoint of the network tunnel to the physical IP address, each tunnel is bound to a
permanently associated IP address at the device. The mobile VPN software handles the necessary network
authentication and maintains the network sessions in a manner transparent to the application and the user.[14] The
Host Identity Protocol (HIP), under study by the Internet Engineering Task Force, is designed to support mobility of
hosts by separating the role of IP addresses for host identification from their locator functionality in an IP network.
With HIP a mobile host maintains its logical connections established via the host identity identifier while associating
with different IP addresses when roaming between access networks.
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External links
• JANET UK "Different Flavours of VPN: Technology and Applications" (http://www.ja.net/documents/
development/vpn/different-flavours-of-vpn-web.pdf)
• Virtual Private Network Consortium - a trade association for VPN vendors (http://www.vpnc.org/)
• CShip VPN-Wiki/List (http://en.cship.org/wiki/Virtual_Private_Network)
• Virtual Private Networks (http://www.microsoft.com/vpn) on Microsoft TechNet
• Creating VPNs with IPsec and SSL/TLS (http://www.linuxjournal.com/article/9916) Linux Journal article by
Rami Rosen
• Setting up vpn with PPTP (http://techtalk.pipitlabs.com/configure-linux-as-pptp-gateway)
• Setting up vpn with IPSEC/L2TP (http://techtalk.pipitlabs.com/configure-l2tpdipsec-vpn-in-linux)
• QuickTun (http://wiki.ucis.nl/QuickTun) Simple VPN software based on D.J. Bernstein's NaCl cryptography
library

Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol
In computer networking, Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) is a tunneling protocol used to support virtual private
networks (VPNs). It does not provide any encryption or confidentiality by itself; it relies on an encryption protocol
that it passes within the tunnel to provide privacy.[1]
Although L2TP acts like a Data Link Layer protocol in the OSI model, L2TP is in fact a Session Layer protocol,[2]
and uses the registered UDP port 1701. (see List of TCP and UDP port numbers).

History and future
Published in 1999 as proposed standard RFC 2661, L2TP has its origins primarily in two older tunneling protocols
for PPP: Cisco's Layer 2 Forwarding Protocol (L2F) and Microsoft's Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP). A
new version of this protocol, L2TPv3, was published as proposed standard RFC 3931 in 2005. L2TPv3 provides
additional security features, improved encapsulation, and the ability to carry data links other than simply PPP over an
IP network (e.g., Frame Relay, Ethernet, ATM, etc).

Description
The entire L2TP packet, including payload and L2TP header, is sent within a UDP datagram. It is common to carry
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) sessions within an L2TP tunnel. L2TP does not provide confidentiality or strong
authentication by itself. IPsec is often used to secure L2TP packets by providing confidentiality, authentication and
integrity. The combination of these two protocols is generally known as L2TP/IPsec (discussed below).
The two endpoints of an L2TP tunnel are called the LAC (L2TP Access Concentrator) and the LNS (L2TP Network
Server). The LAC is the initiator of the tunnel while the LNS is the server, which waits for new tunnels. Once a
tunnel is established, the network traffic between the peers is bidirectional. To be useful for networking, higher-level
protocols are then run through the L2TP tunnel. To facilitate this, an L2TP session (or call) is established within the
tunnel for each higher-level protocol such as PPP. Either the LAC or LNS may initiate sessions. The traffic for each
session is isolated by L2TP, so it is possible to set up multiple virtual networks across a single tunnel. MTU should
be considered when implementing L2TP.
The packets exchanged within an L2TP tunnel are categorised as either control packets or data packets. L2TP
provides reliability features for the control packets, but no reliability for data packets. Reliability, if desired, must be
provided by the nested protocols running within each session of the L2TP tunnel.
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Tunneling models
An L2TP tunnel can extend across an entire PPP session or only across one segment of a two-segment session. This
can be represented by four different tunneling models, namely [3] [4] [5]
•
•
•
•

voluntary tunnel
compulsory tunnel — incoming call
compulsory tunnel — remote dial
L2TP multi-hop connection

L2TP packet structure
An L2TP packet consists of :
Bits 0–15

Bits 16–31

Flags and Version Info

Length (opt)

Tunnel ID

Session ID

Ns (opt)

Nr (opt)

Offset Size (opt)

Offset Pad (opt)......

Payload data

Field meanings:
Flags and version
control flags indicating data/control packet and presence of length, sequence, and offset fields.
Length (optional)
Total length of the message in bytes, present only when length flag is set.
Tunnel ID
Indicates the identifier for the control connection.
Session ID
Indicates the identifier for a session within a tunnel.
Ns (optional)
sequence number for this data or control message, beginning at zero and incrementing by one (modulo 216) for
each message sent. Present only when sequence flag set.
Nr (optional)
sequence number for expected message to be received. Nr is set to the Ns of the last in-order message received
plus one (modulo 216). In data messages, Nr is reserved and, if present (as indicated by the S bit), MUST be
ignored upon receipt..
Offset Size (optional)
Specifies where payload data is located past the L2TP header. If the offset field is present, the L2TP header
ends after the last byte of the offset padding. This field exists if the offset flag is set.
Offset Pad (optional)
Variable length, as specified by the offset size. Contents of this field are undefined.
Payload data
Variable length (Max payload size = Max size of UDP packet − size of L2TP header)
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L2TP packet exchange
At the time of setup of L2TP connection, many control packets are exchanged between server and client to establish
tunnel and session for each direction. One peer requests the other peer to assign a specific tunnel and session id
through these control packets. Then using this tunnel and session id, data packets are exchanged with the compressed
PPP frames as payload.
The list of L2TP Control messages exchanged between LAC and LNS, for handshaking before establishing a tunnel
and session in voluntary tunneling method are

L2TP/IPsec
Because of the lack of confidentiality inherent in the L2TP protocol, it is often implemented along with IPsec. This is
referred to as L2TP/IPsec, and is standardized in IETF RFC 3193. The process of setting up an L2TP/IPsec VPN is
as follows:
1. Negotiation of IPsec security association (SA), typically through Internet key exchange (IKE). This is carried
out over UDP port 500, and commonly uses either a shared password (so-called "pre-shared keys"), public
keys, or X.509 certificates on both ends, although other keying methods exist.
2. Establishment of Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) communication in transport mode. The IP protocol
number for ESP is 50 (compare TCP's 6 and UDP's 17). At this point, a secure channel has been established,
but no tunneling is taking place.
3. Negotiation and establishment of L2TP tunnel between the SA endpoints. The actual negotiation of parameters
takes place over the SA's secure channel, within the IPsec encryption. L2TP uses UDP port 1701.
When the process is complete, L2TP packets between the endpoints are encapsulated by IPsec. Since the L2TP
packet itself is wrapped and hidden within the IPsec packet, no information about the internal private network can be
garnered from the encrypted packet. Also, it is not necessary to open UDP port 1701 on firewalls between the
endpoints, since the inner packets are not acted upon until after IPsec data has been decrypted and stripped, which
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only takes place at the endpoints.
A potential point of confusion in L2TP/IPsec is the use of the terms 'tunnel' and 'secure channel'. The term 'tunnel'
refers to a channel which allows untouched packets of one network to be transported over another network. In the
case of L2TP/PPP, it allows L2TP/PPP packets to be transported over IP. A 'secure channel' refers to a connection
within which the confidentiality of all data is guaranteed. In L2TP/IPsec, first IPsec provides a secure channel, then
L2TP provides a tunnel.

Windows implementation
Windows Vista provides two new configuration utilities that attempt to make using L2TP without IPsec easier, both
described in sections that follow below:
• an MMC snap-in called "Windows Firewall with Advanced Security" (WFwAS), located in Control Panel →
Administrative Tools
• the "netsh advfirewall" command-line tool
Both these configuration utilities are not without their difficulties, and unfortunately, there is very little
documentation about both "netsh advfirewall" and the IPsec client in WFwAS. One of the aforementioned
difficulties is that it is not compatible with NAT. Another problem is that servers must be specified only by IP
address in the new Vista configuration utilities; the hostname of the server cannot be used, so if the IP address of the
IPsec server changes, all clients will have to be informed of this new IP address (which also rules out servers that
addressed by utilities such as DynDNS).

L2TP in ADSL networks
L2TP is often used as a tunneling mechanism to resell ADSL endpoint connectivity at layer 2. An L2TP tunnel
would sit between the user and the ISP the connection would be resold to, so the reselling ISP would not appear as
doing the transport.

L2TP in cable networks
L2TP is used by the cable Internet provider as a tunnelling mechanism to sell endpoint connectivity. The L2TP
tunnel sits between the user and the ISP. Again, the reselling cable provider doesn't appear as doing the transport.

References
[1] IETF (1999), RFC 2661, Layer Two Tunneling Protocol "L2TP"
[2] Cisco Systems, Inc., Cisco Active Network Abstraction Technology Support and Information Model Reference Manual, Version 3.6, Chapter
9 (http:/ / www. cisco. com/ en/ US/ docs/ net_mgmt/ active_network_abstraction/ 3. 6/ master_tech/ 9l2tp. pdf), Layer 2 Tunnel Protocol
“L2TP”
[3] http:/ / publib. boulder. ibm. com/ infocenter/ iseries/ v5r3/ index. jsp?topic=/ rzaiy/ rzaiymultihop. htm
[4] http:/ / www. cisco. com/ en/ US/ tech/ tk827/ tk369/ tk388/ tsd_technology_support_sub-protocol_home. html
[5] http:/ / technet2. microsoft. com/ WindowsServer/ en/ library/ 04bd5817-0e41-46b7-9dda-d6340fce514f1033. mspx

External links
Implementations
• Cisco: Cisco L2TP documentation (http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/ios/12_0t/12_0t1/feature/guide/
l2tpT.html), also read Technology brief from Cisco (http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/cc/pd/iosw/tech/
l2pro_tc.htm)
• Open source and Linux: xl2tpd (http://www.xelerance.com/software/xl2tpd/), Linux RP-L2TP (http://
sourceforge.net/projects/rp-l2tp/), OpenL2TP (http://sourceforge.net/projects/openl2tp/), l2tpns (http://
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l2tpns.sourceforge.net/), l2tpd (http://sourceforge.net/projects/l2tpd/) (inactive), Linux L2TP/IPsec server
(http://www.zeroshell.net/eng/vpndetails/), FreeBSD multi-link PPP daemon (http://mpd.sourceforge.net/)
• Microsoft: built-in client included with Windows 2000 and higher; Microsoft L2TP/IPsec VPN Client (http://
www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/windows2000serv/support/vpnclientag.mspx) for Windows
98/Windows Me/Windows NT 4.0
• Apple: built-in client included with Mac OS X 10.3 and higher.
• Setting up IPSEC/L2TP in Linux (http://techtalk.pipitlabs.com/configure-l2tpdipsec-vpn-in-linux)

Internet standards and extensions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RFC 2341 Cisco Layer Two Forwarding (Protocol) "L2F" (a predecessor to L2TP)
RFC 2637 Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) (a predecessor to L2TP)
RFC 2661 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol "L2TP"
RFC 2809 Implementation of L2TP Compulsory Tunneling via RADIUS
RFC 2888 Secure Remote Access with L2TP
RFC 3070 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) over Frame Relay
RFC 3145 L2TP Disconnect Cause Information
RFC 3193 Securing L2TP using IPsec

•
•
•
•
•
•

RFC 3301 Layer Two Tunnelling Protocol (L2TP): ATM access network
RFC 3308 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) Differentiated Services
RFC 3355 Layer Two Tunnelling Protocol (L2TP) Over ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5)
RFC 3371 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol "L2TP" Management Information Base
RFC 3437 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol Extensions for PPP Link Control Protocol Negotiation
RFC 3438 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) Internet Assigned Numbers: Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA) Considerations Update
RFC 3573 Signaling of Modem-On-Hold status in Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)
RFC 3817 Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) Active Discovery Relay for PPP over Ethernet (PPPoE)
RFC 3931 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol - Version 3 (L2TPv3)
RFC 4045 Extensions to Support Efficient Carrying of Multicast Traffic in Layer-2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)
RFC 4951 Fail Over Extensions for Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) "failover"

•
•
•
•
•

Other
• IANA assigned numbers for L2TP (http://www.iana.org/assignments/l2tp-parameters)
• L2TP Extensions Working Group (l2tpext) (http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/l2tpext-charter.html) - (where
future standardization work is being coordinated)
• Using Linux as an L2TP/IPsec VPN client (http://www.jacco2.dds.nl/networking/linux-l2tp.html)
• Configuring L2TP VPN in Windows (http://alivevpn.com/l2tp_vpn_account_settings)
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Network address translation
In computer networking, network address translation (NAT) is the process of modifying network address
information in datagram (IP) packet headers while in transit across a traffic routing device for the purpose of
remapping one IP address space into another.
Most often today, NAT is used in conjunction with network masquerading (or IP masquerading) which is a
technique that hides an entire IP address space, usually consisting of private network IP addresses (RFC 1918),
behind a single IP address in another, often public address space. This mechanism is implemented in a routing device
that uses stateful translation tables to map the "hidden" addresses into a single IP address and readdresses the
outgoing Internet Protocol (IP) packets on exit so that they appear to originate from the router. In the reverse
communications path, responses are mapped back to the originating IP address using the rules ("state") stored in the
translation tables. The translation table rules established in this fashion are flushed after a short period unless new
traffic refreshes their state.
As described, the method enables communication through the router only when the conversation originates in the
masqueraded network, since this establishes the translation tables. For example, a web browser in the masqueraded
network can browse a website outside, but a web browser outside could not browse a web site in the masqueraded
network. However, most NAT devices today allow the network administrator to configure translation table entries
for permanent use. This feature is often referred to as "static NAT" or port forwarding and allows traffic originating
in the "outside" network to reach designated hosts in the masqueraded network.
Because of the popularity of this technique (see below), the term NAT has become virtually synonymous with the
method of IP masquerading.
Network address translation has serious consequences, both drawbacks and benefits, on the quality of Internet
connectivity and requires careful attention to the details of its implementation. As a result, many methods have been
devised to alleviate the issues encountered. See the article on NAT traversal.

Overview
In the mid-1990s NAT became a popular tool for alleviating the consequences of IPv4 address exhaustion. It has
become a standard, indispensable feature in routers for home and small-office Internet connections.
Most systems using NAT do so in order to enable multiple hosts on a private network to access the Internet using a
single public IP address (see gateway). However, NAT breaks the originally envisioned model of IP end-to-end
connectivity across the Internet, introduces complications in communication between hosts, and affects performance.
NAT obscures an internal network's structure: all traffic appears to outside parties as if it originated from the
gateway machine.
Network address translation involves over-writing the source or destination IP address and usually also the
TCP/UDP port numbers of IP packets as they pass through the router. Checksums (both IP and TCP/UDP) must also
be rewritten as a result of these changes.
In a typical configuration, a local network uses one of the designated "private" IP address subnets (RFC 1918).
Private Network Addresses are 192.168.x.x, 172.16.x.x through 172.31.x.x, and 10.x.x.x (or using CIDR notation,
192.168/16, 172.16/12, and 10/8), and a router on that network has a private address (such as 192.168.0.1) in that
address space. The router is also connected to the Internet with a single "public" address (known as "overloaded"
NAT) or multiple "public" addresses assigned by an ISP. As traffic passes from the local network to the Internet, the
source address in each packet is translated on the fly from the private addresses to the public address(es). The router
tracks basic data about each active connection (particularly the destination address and port). When a reply returns to
the router, it uses the connection tracking data it stored during the outbound phase to determine where on the internal
network to forward the reply; the TCP or UDP client port numbers are used to demultiplex the packets in the case of
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overloaded NAT, or IP address and port number when multiple public addresses are available, on packet return.

Basic NAT and PAT
There are two levels of network address translation.
• Basic NAT. This involves IP address translation only, not port mapping.
• PAT (Port Address Translation). Also called simply "NAT" or "Network Address Port Translation, NAPT".
This involves the translation of both IP addresses and port numbers.
All Internet packets have a source IP address and a destination IP address. Both or either of the source and
destination addresses may be translated.
Some Internet packets do not have port numbers: for example, ICMP packets. However, the vast bulk of Internet
traffic is TCP and UDP packets, which do have port numbers. Packets which do have port numbers have both a
source port number and a destination port number. Both or either of the source and destination ports may be
translated.
NAT which involves translation of the source IP address and/or source port is called source NAT or SNAT. This
re-writes the IP address and/or port number of the computer which originated the packet.
NAT which involves translation of the destination IP address and/or destination port number is called destination
NAT or DNAT. This re-writes the IP address and/or port number corresponding to the destination computer.
SNAT and DNAT may be applied simultaneously to Internet packets.

Types of NAT
Network address translation is implemented in a variety of schemes of translating addresses and port numbers, each
affecting application communication protocols differently. In some application protocols that use IP address
information, the application running on a node in the masqueraded network needs to determine the external address
of the NAT, i.e., the address that its communication peers detect, and, furthermore, often needs to examine and
categorize the type of mapping in use. For this purpose, the Simple traversal of UDP over NATs (STUN) protocol
was developed (RFC 3489, March 2003). It classified NAT implementation as full cone NAT, (address) restricted
cone NAT, port restricted cone NAT or symmetric NAT and proposed a methodology for testing a device accordingly.
However, these procedures have since been deprecated from standards status, as the methods have proven faulty and
inadequate to correctly assess many devices. New methods have been standardized in RFC 5389 (October 2008) and
the STUN acronym now represents the new title of the specification: Session Traversal Utilities for NAT.
Full-cone NAT, also known as one-to-one NAT
•

•

Once an internal address (iAddr:iPort) is mapped to an external
address (eAddr:ePort), any packets from iAddr:iPort will be
sent through eAddr:ePort.
Any external host can send packets to iAddr:iPort by sending
packets to eAddr:ePort.
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(Address) restricted cone NAT
•

•

Once an internal address (iAddr:iPort) is mapped to an external
address (eAddr:ePort), any packets from iAddr:iPort will be
sent through eAddr:ePort.
An external host (hAddr:any) can send packets to iAddr:iPort
by sending packets to eAddr:ePort only if iAddr:iPort has
previously sent a packet to hAddr:any. "Any" means the port
number doesn't matter.

Port-restricted cone NAT
Like an address restricted cone NAT, but the restriction includes
port numbers.
•

•

Once an internal address (iAddr:iPort) is mapped to an external
address (eAddr:ePort), any packets from iAddr:iPort will be
sent through eAddr:ePort.
An external host (hAddr:hPort) can send packets to
iAddr:iPort by sending packets to eAddr:ePort only if
iAddr:iPort has previously sent a packet to hAddr:hPort.

Symmetric NAT
•

•

Requests from internal IP address and port combinations to
different external IP address and port pairs are mapped to the
external NAT address on a unique port. This also applies to all
requests from the same host to different destinations.
Only an external host that receives a packet from an internal
host can send a packet back.

This terminology has been the source of much confusion, as it has proven inadequate at describing real-life NAT
behavior.[1] Many NAT implementations combine these types, and it is therefore better to refer to specific individual
NAT behaviors instead of using the Cone/Symmetric terminology. Especially, most NAT translators combine
symmetric NAT for outgoing connections with static port mapping, where incoming packets to the external address
and port are redirected to a specific internal address and port. Some products can redirect packets to several internal
hosts, e.g. to divide the load between a few servers. However, this introduces problems with more sophisticated
communications that have many interconnected packets, and thus is rarely used.
Many NAT implementations follow the port preservation design especially for TCP, which is to say that they use the
same values as internal and external port numbers. NAT port preservation for outgoing TCP connections is
especially important for TCP NAT traversal, because programs usually bind distinct TCP sockets to ephemeral ports
for distinct TCP connections, rendering NAT port prediction impossible for TCP. On the other hand, for UDP, NATs
do not need to have port preservation because applications usually reuse the same UDP socket to send packets to
distinct hosts, making port prediction straightforward, as it is the same source port for each packet. Furthermore, port
preservation in NAT for TCP allows P2P protocols to offer less complexity and less latency because there is no need
to use a third party to discover the NAT port since the application already knows the NAT port. [2] .However, if two
internal hosts attempt to communicate with the same external host using the same port number, the external port
number used by the second host will be chosen at random. Such NAT will be sometimes perceived as (address)
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restricted cone NAT and other times as symmetric NAT.
Recent studies have shown that roughly 70% of clients in P2P networks employ some form of NAT.[3]

NAT and TCP/UDP
"Pure NAT", operating on IP alone, may or may not correctly parse protocols that are totally concerned with IP
information, such as ICMP, depending on whether the payload is interpreted by a host on the "inside" or "outside" of
translation. As soon as the protocol stack is climbed, even with such basic protocols as TCP and UDP, the protocols
will break unless NAT takes action beyond the network layer.
IP has a checksum in each packet header, which provides error detection only for the header. IP datagrams may
become fragmented and it is necessary for a NAT to reassemble these fragments to allow correct recalculation of
higher-level checksums and correct tracking of which packets belong to which connection.
The major transport layer protocols, TCP and UDP, have a checksum that covers all the data they carry, as well as
the TCP/UDP header, plus a "pseudo-header" that contains the source and destination IP addresses of the packet
carrying the TCP/UDP header. For an originating NAT to successfully pass TCP or UDP, it must recompute the
TCP/UDP header checksum based on the translated IP addresses, not the original ones, and put that checksum into
the TCP/UDP header of the first packet of the fragmented set of packets. The receiving NAT must recompute the IP
checksum on every packet it passes to the destination host, and also recognize and recompute the TCP/UDP header
using the retranslated addresses and pseudo-header. This is not a completely solved problem. One solution is for the
receiving NAT to reassemble the entire segment and then recompute a checksum calculated across all packets.
Originating host may perform Maximum transmission unit (MTU) path discovery (RFC 1191) to determine the
packet size that can be transmitted without fragmentation, and then set the "don't fragment" bit in the appropriate
packet header field.

Destination network address translation (DNAT)
DNAT is a technique for transparently changing the destination IP address of an en-route packet and performing the
inverse function for any replies. Any router situated between two endpoints can perform this transformation of the
packet.
DNAT is commonly used to publish a service located in a private network on a publicly accessible IP address. This
use of DNAT is also called port forwarding.

SNAT
The meaning of the term SNAT varies by vendor. Many vendors have proprietary definitions for SNAT. A common
expansion is Source NAT, the counterpart of Destination NAT (DNAT). Microsoft uses the acronym for Secure NAT,
in regard to the ISA Server extension discussed below. For Cisco Systems, SNAT means Stateful NAT.
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) defines SNAT as Softwires Network Address Translation. This type of
NAT is named after the Softwires working group that is charged with the standardization of discovery, control and
encapsulation methods for connecting IPv4 networks across IPv6 networks and IPv6 networks across IPv4 networks.
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Dynamic network address translation
Dynamic NAT, just like static NAT, is not common in smaller networks but is found within larger corporations with
complex networks. The way dynamic NAT differs from static NAT is that where static NAT provides a one-to-one
internal to public static IP address mapping, dynamic NAT doesn't make the mapping to the public IP address static
and usually uses a group of available public IP addresses.

Applications affected by NAT
Some Application Layer protocols (such as FTP and SIP) send explicit network addresses within their application
data. FTP in active mode, for example, uses separate connections for control traffic (commands) and for data traffic
(file contents). When requesting a file transfer, the host making the request identifies the corresponding data
connection by its network layer and transport layer addresses. If the host making the request lies behind a simple
NAT firewall, the translation of the IP address and/or TCP port number makes the information received by the server
invalid. The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) controls Voice over IP (VoIP) and suffers the same problem. SIP may
use multiple ports to set up a connection and transmit voice stream via RTP. IP addresses and port numbers are
encoded in the payload data and must be known prior to the traversal of NATs. Without special techniques, such as
STUN, NAT behavior is unpredictable and communications may fail.
Application Layer Gateway (ALG) software or hardware may correct these problems. An ALG software module
running on a NAT firewall device updates any payload data made invalid by address translation. ALGs obviously
need to understand the higher-layer protocol that they need to fix, and so each protocol with this problem requires a
separate ALG.
Another possible solution to this problem is to use NAT traversal techniques using protocols such as STUN or ICE,
or proprietary approaches in a session border controller. NAT traversal is possible in both TCP- and UDP-based
applications, but the UDP-based technique is simpler, more widely understood, and more compatible with legacy
NATs. In either case, the high level protocol must be designed with NAT traversal in mind, and it does not work
reliably across symmetric NATs or other poorly-behaved legacy NATs.
Other possibilities are UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) or NAT-PMP (NAT Port Mapping Protocol), but these
require the cooperation of the NAT device.
Most traditional client-server protocols (FTP being the main exception), however, do not send layer 3 contact
information and therefore do not require any special treatment by NATs. In fact, avoiding NAT complications is
practically a requirement when designing new higher-layer protocols today.
NATs can also cause problems where IPsec encryption is applied and in cases where multiple devices such as SIP
phones are located behind a NAT. Phones which encrypt their signaling with IPsec encapsulate the port information
within the IPsec packet meaning that NA(P)T devices cannot access and translate the port. In these cases the NA(P)T
devices revert to simple NAT operation. This means that all traffic returning to the NAT will be mapped onto one
client causing the service to fail. There are a couple of solutions to this problem: one is to use TLS, which operates at
level 4 in the OSI Reference Model and therefore does not mask the port number; another is to Encapsulate the IPsec
within UDP - the latter being the solution chosen by TISPAN to achieve secure NAT traversal.
The DNS protocol vulnerability announced by Dan Kaminsky on 2008 July 8 is indirectly affected by NAT port
mapping. To avoid DNS server cache poisoning, it is highly desirable to not translate UDP source port numbers of
outgoing DNS requests from a DNS server which is behind a firewall which implements NAT. The recommended
work-around for the DNS vulnerability is to make all caching DNS servers use randomized UDP source ports. If the
NAT function de-randomizes the UDP source ports, the DNS server will be made vulnerable.
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Drawbacks
Hosts behind NAT-enabled routers do not have end-to-end connectivity and cannot participate in some Internet
protocols. Services that require the initiation of TCP connections from the outside network, or stateless protocols
such as those using UDP, can be disrupted. Unless the NAT router makes a specific effort to support such protocols,
incoming packets cannot reach their destination. Some protocols can accommodate one instance of NAT between
participating hosts ("passive mode" FTP, for example), sometimes with the assistance of an application-level
gateway (see below), but fail when both systems are separated from the Internet by NAT. Use of NAT also
complicates tunneling protocols such as IPsec because NAT modifies values in the headers which interfere with the
integrity checks done by IPsec and other tunneling protocols.
End-to-end connectivity has been a core principle of the Internet, supported for example by the Internet Architecture
Board. Current Internet architectural documents observe that NAT is a violation of the End-to-End Principle, but that
NAT does have a valid role in careful design.[4] There is considerably more concern with the use of IPv6 NAT, and
many IPv6 architects believe IPv6 was intended to remove the need for NAT.[5]
Because of the short-lived nature of the stateful translation tables in NAT routers, devices on the internal network
lose IP connectivity typically within a very short period of time unless they implement NAT keep-alive mechanisms
by frequently accessing outside hosts. This dramatically shortens the power reserves on battery-operated hand-held
devices and has thwarted more widespread deployment of such IP-native Internet-enabled devices.
Some Internet service providers (ISPs), especially in Russia, Asia and other "developing" regions provide their
customers only with "local" IP addresses, due to a limited number of external IP addresses allocated to those entities.
Thus, these customers must access services external to the ISP's network through NAT. As a result, the customers
cannot achieve true end-to-end connectivity, in violation of the core principles of the Internet as laid out by the
Internet Architecture Board.

Benefits
The primary benefit of IP-masquerading NAT is that it has been a practical solution to the impending exhaustion of
IPv4 address space. Even large networks can be connected to the Internet with as little as a single IP address. The
more common arrangement is having machines that require end-to-end connectivity supplied with a routable IP
address, while having machines that do not provide services to outside users behind NAT with only a few IP
addresses used to enable Internet access.
Some[6] have also called this exact benefit a major drawback, since it delays the need for the implementation of
IPv6, :
"[…] it is possible that its [NAT's] widespread use will significantly delay the need to deploy IPv6. […]
It is probably safe to say that networks would be better off without NAT […]"

Examples of NAT software
•
•
•
•
•
•

iptables: the Linux packet filter and NAT (interface for NetFilter)
IPFilter: Solaris, NetBSD, FreeBSD, xMach.
PF (firewall): The OpenBSD Packet Filter.
Netfilter Linux packet filter framework
Internet Connection Sharing (ICS): Windows NAT+DHCP since W98SE
WinGate: like ICS plus lots of control
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Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi (pronounced /ˈwaɪfaɪ/) is a trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance. A
Wi-Fi enabled device such as a personal computer, video game
console, smartphone or digital audio player can connect to the Internet
when within range of a wireless network connected to the Internet. The
coverage of one or more (interconnected) access points — called
hotspots — generally comprises an area the size of a few rooms but
may be expanded to cover many square miles, depending on the
number of access points with overlapping coverage.

Wi-Fi logo

'Wi-Fi' is not a technical term. However, the Alliance has generally
enforced its use to describe only a narrow range of connectivity technologies including wireless local area network
(WLAN) based on the IEEE 802.11 standards, device to device connectivity [such as Wi-Fi Peer to Peer AKA Wi-Fi
Direct], and a range of technologies that support PAN, LAN and even WAN connections. Derivative terms, such as
Super Wi-Fi, coined by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to describe proposed networking in
the former UHF TV band in the US, may or may not be sanctioned by the alliance. As of November 2010 this was
very unclear.
The technical term "IEEE 802.11" has been used interchangeably with Wi-Fi, but over the past few years Wi-Fi has
become a superset of IEEE 802.11. Wi-Fi is used by over 700 million people, there are over 750,000 hotspots (places
with Wi-Fi Internet connectivity) around the world, and about 800 million new Wi-Fi devices every year. Wi-Fi
products that complete the Wi-Fi Alliance interoperability certification testing successfully can use the Wi-Fi
CERTIFIED designation and trademark.
Not every Wi-Fi device is submitted for certification to the Wi-Fi Alliance. The lack of Wi-Fi certification does not
necessarily imply a device is incompatible with Wi-Fi devices/protocols. If it is compliant or partly compatible, the
Wi-Fi Alliance may not object to its description as a Wi-Fi device though technically only the CERTIFIED
designation carries their approval.
Wi-Fi certified and compliant devices are installed in many personal computers, video game consoles, MP3 players,
smartphones, printers, digital cameras, and laptop computers.
This article focuses on the certification and approvals process and the general growth of wireless networking under
the protocols certified by the Wi-Fi Alliance. For more on the technologies, see the appropriate articles with IEEE,
ANSI, IETF, W3 and ITU prefixes (acronyms for the accredited standards organizations that have created formal
technology standards for the protocols by which devices communicate). Non-Wi-Fi-Alliance wireless technologies
intended for fixed points such as Motorola Canopy are usually described as fixed wireless. Non-Wi-Fi-Alliance
wireless technologies intended for mobile use are usually described as 3G, 4G or 5G, reflecting their origins and
promotion by telephone or cellphone companies.

Wi-Fi certification
Wi-Fi technology builds on IEEE 802.11 standards. The IEEE develops and publishes some of these standards, but
does not test equipment for compliance with them. The non-profit Wi-Fi Alliance formed in 1999 to fill this void —
to establish and enforce standards for interoperability and backward compatibility, and to promote wireless
local-area-network technology. As of 2010 the Wi-Fi Alliance consisted of more than 375 companies from around
the world.[1] [2] Manufacturers with membership in the Wi-Fi Alliance, whose products pass the certification process,
gain the right to mark those products with the Wi-Fi logo.

Wi-Fi
Specifically, the certification process requires conformance to the IEEE 802.11 radio standards, the WPA and WPA2
security standards, and the EAP authentication standard. Certification may optionally include tests of IEEE 802.11
draft standards, interaction with cellular-phone technology in converged devices, and features relating to security
set-up, multimedia, and power-saving.[3]
Most recently, a new security standard, Wi-Fi Protected Setup, allows embedded devices with limited graphical user
interface to connect to the Internet with ease. Wi-Fi Protected Setup has 2 configurations: The Push Button
configuration and the PIN configuration. These embedded devices are also called The Internet of Things and are
low-power, battery-operated embedded systems. A number of Wi-Fi manufacturers design chips and modules for
embedded Wi-Fi, such as GainSpan.[4]

The name Wi-Fi
The term Wi-Fi suggests Wireless Fidelity, resembling the long-established audio-equipment classification term high
fidelity (in use since the 1930s[5] ) or Hi-Fi (used since 1950[5] ). Even the Wi-Fi Alliance itself has often used the
phrase Wireless Fidelity in its press releases[6] [7] and documents;[8] [9] the term also appears in a white paper on
Wi-Fi from ITAA.[10] However, based on Phil Belanger's[11] statement, the term Wi-Fi was never supposed to mean
anything at all.[12] [13]
The term Wi-Fi, first used commercially in August 1999,[14] was coined by a brand-consulting firm called Interbrand
Corporation that the Alliance had hired to determine a name that was "a little catchier than 'IEEE 802.11b Direct
Sequence'".[12] [13] [15] Belanger also stated that Interbrand invented Wi-Fi as a play on words with Hi-Fi, and also
created the yin-yang-style Wi-Fi logo.
The Wi-Fi Alliance initially used an advertising slogan for Wi-Fi, "The Standard for Wireless Fidelity",[12] but later
removed the phrase from their marketing. Despite this, some documents from the Alliance dated 2003 and 2004 still
contain the term Wireless Fidelity.[8] [9] There was no official statement related to the dropping of the term.
The yin-yang logo indicates the certification of a product for interoperability.[8]

Uses
Internet access
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A Wi-Fi enabled device such as a personal computer, video game
console, smartphone or digital audio player can connect to the Internet
when within range of a wireless network connected to the Internet. The
coverage of one or more (interconnected) access points — called
hotspots — can comprise an area as small as a few rooms or as large as
many square miles. Coverage in the larger area may depend on a group
of access points with overlapping coverage. Wi-Fi technology has been
used in wireless mesh networks, for example, in London, UK.[16]
In addition to private use in homes and offices, Wi-Fi can provide
public access at Wi-Fi hotspots provided either free-of-charge or to
subscribers to various commercial services. Organizations and
businesses - such as those running airports, hotels and restaurants often provide free-use hotspots to attract or assist clients. Enthusiasts
or authorities who wish to provide services or even to promote
business in selected areas sometimes provide free Wi-Fi access. As of
2008 more than 300 metropolitan-wide Wi-Fi (Muni-Fi) projects had
started.[17] As of 2010 the Czech Republic had 1150 Wi-Fi based
wireless Internet service providers.[18] [19]

A roof-mounted Wi-Fi antenna

Routers that incorporate a digital subscriber line modem or a cable modem and a Wi-Fi access point, often set up in
homes and other premises, can provide Internet access and internetworking to all devices connected (wirelessly or by
cable) to them. With the emergence of MiFi and WiBro (a portable Wi-Fi router) people can easily create their own
Wi-Fi hotspots that connect to Internet via cellular networks. Now many mobile phones can also create wireless
connections via tethering on iPhone, Android, Symbian, and WinMo.[20]
One can also connect Wi-Fi devices in ad-hoc mode for client-to-client connections without a router. Wi-Fi also
connects places that would traditionally not have network access, for example bathrooms, kitchens and garden sheds.
City-wide Wi-Fi
In the early 2000s, many cities around the world announced plans for
city-wide Wi-Fi networks. This proved to be much more difficult than
their promoters initially envisioned with the result that most of these
projects were either canceled or placed on indefinite hold. A few were
successful, for example in 2005, Sunnyvale, California became the first
city in the United States to offer city-wide free Wi-Fi,[21] and
Minneapolis has generated $1.2 million profit annually for their
provider.[22]
In May, 2010, London, UK Mayor Boris Johnson pledged
London-wide Wi-Fi by 2012.[23] Both the City of London, UK[24] and
Islington[25] already have extensive outdoor Wi-Fi coverage.

An outdoor Wi-Fi access point in Minneapolis

Campus-wide Wi-Fi
Carnegie Mellon University built the first wireless Internet network in the world at their Pittsburgh campus in
1994,[26] long before Wi-Fi branding originated in 1999. Many traditional college campuses provide at least partial
wireless Wi-Fi Internet coverage.
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Drexel University in Philadelphia made history by becoming the
United State's first major university to offer completely wireless
Internet access across the entire campus in 2000.[27]

An outdoor Wi-Fi access point in Toronto

Direct computer-to-computer communications
Wi-Fi also allows communications directly from one computer to another without the involvement of an access
point. This is called the ad-hoc mode of Wi-Fi transmission. This wireless ad-hoc network mode has proven popular
with multiplayer handheld game consoles, such as the Nintendo DS, digital cameras, and other consumer electronics
devices.
Similarly, the Wi-Fi Alliance promotes a pending specification called Wi-Fi Direct for file transfers and media
sharing through a new discovery- and security-methodology.[28]

Future directions
As of 2010 Wi-Fi technology has spread widely within business and industrial sites. In business environments, just
like other environments, increasing the number of Wi-Fi access points provides network redundancy, support for fast
roaming and increased overall network-capacity by using more channels or by defining smaller cells. Wi-Fi enables
wireless voice-applications (VoWLAN or WVOIP). Over the years, Wi-Fi implementations have moved toward
"thin" access points, with more of the network intelligence housed in a centralized network appliance, relegating
individual access points to the role of "dumb" transceivers. Outdoor applications may utilize mesh topologies.

Advantages and challenges
Operational advantages
Wi-Fi allows the deployment of local area networks (LANs) without
wires for client devices, typically reducing the costs of network
deployment and expansion. Spaces where cables cannot be run, such as
outdoor areas and historical buildings, can host wireless LANs.
As of 2010 manufacturers are building wireless network adapters into
most laptops. The price of chipsets for Wi-Fi continues to drop,
making it an economical networking option included in even more
devices. Wi-Fi has become widespread in corporate infrastructures.

A keychain-size Wi-Fi detector

Different competitive brands of access points and client network-interfaces can inter-operate at a basic level of
service. Products designated as "Wi-Fi Certified" by the Wi-Fi Alliance are backwards compatible. "Wi-Fi"
designates a globally operative set of standards: unlike mobile phones, any standard Wi-Fi device will work
anywhere in the world.

Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi operates in more than 220,000 public hotspots and in tens of millions of homes and corporate and university
campuses worldwide.[29] The current version of Wi-Fi Protected Access encryption (WPA2) as of 2010 is considered
secure, provided users employ a strong passphrase. New protocols for quality-of-service (WMM) make Wi-Fi more
suitable for latency-sensitive applications (such as voice and video); and power saving mechanisms (WMM Power
Save) improve battery operation.

Limitations
Spectrum assignments and operational limitations are not consistent worldwide: most of Europe allows for an
additional two channels beyond those permitted in the U.S. for the 2.4 GHz band (1–13 vs. 1–11), while Japan has
one more on top of that (1–14). Europe, as of 2007, was essentially homogeneous in this respect.
A Wi-Fi signal occupies five channels in the 2.4 GHz band; any two channels whose channel numbers differ by five
or more, such as 2 and 7, do not overlap. The oft-repeated adage that channels 1, 6, and 11 are the only
non-overlapping channels is, therefore, not accurate; channels 1, 6, and 11 do, however, comprise the only group of
three non-overlapping channels in the U.S.
Equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) in the EU is limited to 20 dBm (100 mW).
The current 'fastest' norm 802.11n uses double the radio spectrum compared to 802.11a or 802.11g. This means there
can only be one 802.11n network on 2.4 GHz band without interference to other WLAN traffic, or none, if there
already is an AP on any of the mid channels.
The on-coming 802.11ac will jam all the current WLAN bands, if allowed on same bands. There might be a chance
the 802.11ac would be allocated a new band, perhaps on UHF TV white space.

Reach
Wi-Fi networks have limited range. A typical wireless router using 802.11b or 802.11g with a stock antenna might
have a range of 32 m (120 ft) indoors and 95 m (300 ft) outdoors. The IEEE 802.11n however, can exceed that range
by more than two times.[30] Range also varies with frequency band. Wi-Fi in the 2.4 GHz frequency block has
slightly better range than Wi-Fi in the 5 GHz frequency block. Outdoor ranges - through use of directional antennas can be improved with antennas located several kilometres or more from their base. In general, the maximum amount
of power that a Wi-Fi device can transmit is limited by local regulations, such as FCC Part 15[31] in USA.
Due to reach requirements for wireless LAN applications, Wi-Fi has fairly high power consumption compared to
some other standards. Technologies such as Bluetooth (designed to support wireless PAN applications) provide a
much shorter propagation range of <10m[32] and so in general have a lower power consumption. Other low-power
technologies such as ZigBee have fairly long range, but much lower data rate. The high power consumption of Wi-Fi
makes battery life in mobile devices a concern.
Researchers have developed a number of "no new wires" technologies to provide alternatives to Wi-Fi for
applications in which Wi-Fi's indoor range is not adequate and where installing new wires (such as CAT-5) is not
possible or cost-effective. For example, the ITU-T G.hn standard for high speed Local area networks uses existing
home wiring (coaxial cables, phone lines and power lines). Although G.hn does not provide some of the advantages
of Wi-Fi (such as mobility or outdoor use), it's designed for applications (such as IPTV distribution) where indoor
range is more important than mobility.
Due to the complex nature of radio propagation at typical Wi-Fi frequencies, particularly the effects of signal
reflection off trees and buildings, algorithms can only approximately predict Wi-Fi signal strength for any given area
in relation to a transmitter.[33] This effect does not apply equally to long-range Wi-Fi, since longer links typically
operate from towers that broadcast above the surrounding foliage.
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Mobility
The very limited practical range of Wi-Fi essentially confines mobile
use to such applications as inventory-taking machines in warehouses or
in retail spaces, barcode-reading devices at check-out stands, or
receiving/shipping stations. Mobile use of Wi-Fi over wider ranges is
limited, for instance, to uses such as in an automobile moving from one
hotspot to another (known as Wardriving). Other wireless technologies
are more suitable as illustrated in the graphic.

Data security risks

Speed vs. Mobility of wireless systems: Wi-Fi,
HSPA, UMTS, GSM

The most common wireless encryption-standard, Wired Equivalent
Privacy (WEP), has been shown to be easily breakable even when correctly configured. Wi-Fi Protected Access
(WPA and WPA2) encryption, which became available in devices in 2003, aimed to solve this problem. Wi-Fi
access points typically default to an encryption-free (open) mode. Novice users benefit from a zero-configuration
device that works out-of-the-box, but this default does not enable any wireless security, providing open wireless
access to a LAN. To turn security on requires the user to configure the device, usually via a software graphical user
interface (GUI). On unencrypted Wi-Fi networks connecting devices can monitor and record data (including
personal information), but such networks may use other means of protection, such as a VPN or secure Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTPS) over Transport Layer Security.

Population
Many 2.4 GHz 802.11b and 802.11g access-points default to the same channel on initial startup, contributing to
congestion on certain channels. To change the channel of operation for an access point requires the user to configure
the device. Yet, regular users selecting a "free" channel usually leads to even worse congestion, due to the
overlapping channel system. Observations during the year 2010 have shown pretty acceptable spreading of by far
most of the devices being on one of the "good" channels: 1, 6 or 11.

Channel pollution
Market forces may drive a process of standardization. Interoperability issues between non-Wi-Fi brands or
proprietary deviations from the standard can still disrupt connections or lower throughput speeds on all devices
within range, including any non-Wi-Fi or proprietary product. Moreover, the usage of the ISM band in the 2.45 GHz
range is also common to Bluetooth, WPAN-CSS, ZigBee, and any new system will take its share.
Wi-Fi pollution, or an excessive number of access points in the area, especially on the neighboring channel, can
prevent access and interfere with other devices' use of other access points, caused by overlapping channels in the
802.11g/b spectrum, as well as with decreased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between access points. This can become a
problem in high-density areas, such as large apartment complexes or office buildings with many Wi-Fi access points.
Additionally, other devices use the 2.4 GHz band: microwave ovens, security cameras, ZigBee devices, Bluetooth
devices and (in some countries) Amateur radio, video senders, cordless phones and baby monitors, all of which can
cause significant additional interference. It is also an issue when municipalities[34] or other large entities (such as
universities) seek to provide large area coverage.
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Hardware
Standard devices
A wireless access point (WAP) connects a group of
wireless devices to an adjacent wired LAN. An access
point resembles a network hub, relaying data between
connected wireless devices in addition to a (usually)
single connected wired device, most often an ethernet
hub or switch, allowing wireless devices to
communicate with other wired devices.
Wireless adapters allow devices to connect to a
wireless network. These adapters connect to devices
using various external or internal interconnects such as
PCI, miniPCI, USB, ExpressCard, Cardbus and PC
Card. As of 2010, most newer laptop computers come
equipped with internal adapters. Internal cards are
generally more difficult to install.
Wireless routers integrate a Wireless Access Point,
ethernet switch, and internal router firmware
application that provides IP routing, NAT, and DNS
forwarding through an integrated WAN-interface. A
wireless router allows wired and wireless ethernet LAN
devices to connect to a (usually) single WAN device
such as a cable modem or a DSL modem. A wireless
router allows all three devices, mainly the access point
and router, to be configured through one central utility.
This utility is usually an integrated web server that is
accessible to wired and wireless LAN clients and often
optionally to WAN clients. This utility may also be an
application that is run on a desktop computer such as
Apple's AirPort.

An embedded RouterBoard 112 with U.FL-RSMA pigtail and R52
mini PCI Wi-Fi card widely used by wireless Internet service
providers (WISPs) in the Czech Republic

OSBRiDGE 3GN - 802.11n Access Point and
UMTS/GSM Gateway in one device

Wireless network bridges connect a wired network to a
USB wireless adapter
wireless network. A bridge differs from an access
point: an access point connects wireless devices to a
wired network at the data-link layer. Two wireless bridges may be used to connect two wired networks over a
wireless link, useful in situations where a wired connection may be unavailable, such as between two separate
homes.
Wireless range-extenders or wireless repeaters can extend the range of an existing wireless network. Strategically
placed range-extenders can elongate a signal area or allow for the signal area to reach around barriers such as those
pertaining in L-shaped corridors. Wireless devices connected through repeaters will suffer from an increased latency
for each hop. Additionally, a wireless device connected to any of the repeaters in the chain will have a throughput
limited by the "weakest link" between the two nodes in the chain from which the connection originates to where the
connection ends.

Distance records
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Distance records (using non-standard devices) include 382 km (237 mi) in June 2007, held by Ermanno Pietrosemoli
and EsLaRed of Venezuela, transferring about 3 MB of data between the mountain-tops of El Águila and
Platillon.[35] [36] The Swedish Space Agency transferred data 420 km (260 mi), using 6 watt amplifiers to reach an
overhead stratospheric balloon.[37]

Embedded systems
Increasingly in the last few years (particularly as of 2007), embedded
Wi-Fi modules have become available that incorporate a real-time
operating system and provide a simple means of wirelessly enabling
any device which has and communicates via a serial port.[38] This
allows the design of simple monitoring devices. An example is a
portable ECG device monitoring a patient at home. This Wi-Fi-enabled
device can communicate via the Internet.[39]
These Wi-Fi modules are designed so that implementers need only
minimal Wi-Fi knowledge to provide Wi-Fi connectivity for their
products.

Network security

Embedded serial-to-Wi-Fi module

The main issue with wireless network security is its simplified access to the network compared to traditional wired
networks such as ethernet. With wired networking one must either gain access to a building (physically connecting
into the internal network) or break through an external firewall. Most business networks protect sensitive data and
systems by attempting to disallow external access. Enabling wireless connectivity provides an attack vector,
particularly if the network uses inadequate or no encryption.[40]
An attacker who has gained access to a Wi-Fi network router can initiate a DNS spoofing attack against any other
user of the network by forging a response before the queried DNS server has a chance to reply.[41]

Securing methods
A common but unproductive measure to deter unauthorized users involves suppressing the access point's SSID
broadcast. This is ineffective as a security method because the SSID is broadcast in the clear in response to a client
SSID query. Another unproductive method is to only allow computers with known MAC addresses to join the
network.[42] But intruders can defeat this method because they can often (though not always) set MAC addresses
with minimal effort (MAC spoofing). If eavesdroppers have the ability to change their MAC address, then they may
join the network by spoofing an authorized address.
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) encryption was designed to protect against casual snooping, but is now deprecated.
Tools such as AirSnort or Aircrack-ng can quickly recover WEP encryption keys. Once it has seen 5-10 million
encrypted packets, AirSnort can determine the encryption password in under a second;[43] newer tools such as
aircrack-ptw can use Klein's attack to crack a WEP key with a 50% success rate using only 40,000 packets.
To counteract this in 2002, the Wi-Fi Alliance approved Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) which uses TKIP as a
stopgap solution for legacy equipment. Though more secure than WEP, it has outlived its designed lifetime and has
known attack vectors.
In 2004, the IEEE ratified the full IEEE 802.11i (WPA2) encryption standards. If used with a 802.1X server or in
pre-shared key mode with a strong and uncommon passphrase WPA2 is still considered secure, as of 2009.

Wi-Fi

Piggybacking
Piggybacking refers to access to a wireless Internet connection by bringing one's own computer within the range of
another's wireless connection, and using that service without the subscriber's explicit permission or knowledge.
During the early popular adoption of 802.11, providing open access points for anyone within range to use was
encouraged to cultivate wireless community networks,[44] particularly since people on average use only a fraction of
their downstream bandwidth at any given time.
Recreational logging and mapping of other people's access points has become known as wardriving. Indeed, many
access points are intentionally installed without security turned on so that they can be used as a free service.
Providing access to one's Internet connection in this fashion may breach the Terms of Service or contract with the
ISP. These activities do not result in sanctions in most jurisdictions; however, legislation and case law differ
considerably across the world. A proposal to leave graffiti describing available services was called warchalking.[45]
A Florida court case determined that owner laziness was not to be a valid excuse.[46]
Piggybacking often occurs unintentionally, most access points are configured without encryption by default, and
operating systems can be configured to connect automatically to any available wireless network. A user who happens
to start up a laptop in the vicinity of an access point may find the computer has joined the network without any
visible indication. Moreover, a user intending to join one network may instead end up on another one if the latter has
a stronger signal. In combination with automatic discovery of other network resources (see DHCP and Zeroconf) this
could possibly lead wireless users to send sensitive data to the wrong middle-man when seeking a destination (see
Man-in-the-middle attack). For example, a user could inadvertently use an insecure network to log in to a website,
thereby making the login credentials available to anyone listening, if the website uses an insecure protocol such as
HTTP.
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Service set (802.11 network)
Service Set means all the devices associated with a specific local or enterprise 802.11 wireless LAN(s). There are a
few interrelated terms associated with service sets.

Service Set identifier (SSID)
Service set identifier, or SSID, is a name that identifies a particular 802.11 wireless LAN. A client device receives
broadcast messages from all access points within range advertising their SSIDs. The client device can then either
manually or automatically—based on configuration—select the network with which to associate. The SSID can be
up to 32 characters long. As the SSID displays to users, it normally consists of human-readable characters. However,
the standard does not require this. The SSID is defined as a sequence of 1–32 octets each of which may take any
value.
It is legitimate for multiple access points to share the same SSID if they provide access to the same network as part
of an extended service set.
Some wireless access points support broadcasting multiple SSIDs, allowing the creation of Virtual Access Points,
partitioning a single physical access point into several virtual access points, each of which can have a different set of
security and network settings. This is not yet part of the 802.11 standard.

Basic service set
The basic service set (BSS) is the basic building block of an IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN (according to the IEEE
802.11-1999 standard). In Infrastructure mode a single access point (AP) together with all associated stations (STAs)
is called a BSS.[1] This is not to be confused with the coverage of an AP, which is called Basic Service Area (BSA).
An AP acts as a master to control the stations within that BSS. In ad hoc mode a set of synchronized STAs, one of
which acts as master, forms a BSS. Each BSS is identified by a BSSID. The most basic BSS consists of one AP and
one STA.
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Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS)
With 802.11 it is possible to create an ad-hoc network of client devices without a controlling Access Point called an
Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS), in which case the SSID is chosen by the client device that starts the network,
and broadcasting of the SSID is performed in a pseudo-random order by all devices that are members of the network.

Extended service set
An Extended Service Set (ESS) is a set of one or more interconnected BSSs and integrated local area networks
(LANs) that appear as a single BSS to the logical link control layer at any station associated with one of those BSSs.
The set of interconnected BSSs must have a common service set identifier (SSID). They can work on the same
channel, or work on different channels to boost aggregate throughput.

Basic service set identifier (BSSID)
A related field is the BSSID or Basic Service Set Identifier, which uniquely identifies each BSS (the SSID however,
can be used in multiple, possibly overlapping, BSSs). In an infrastructure BSS, the BSSID is the MAC address of the
wireless access point (WAP). In an IBSS, the BSSID is a locally administered MAC address generated from a 46-bit
random number. The individual/group bit of the address is set to 0. The universal/local bit of the address is set to 1.
A BSSID with a value of all 1s is used to indicate the broadcast BSSID. A broadcast BSSID may only be used
during probe requests.

Security of broadcasting SSID
Many access points allow a user to turn off the broadcast of the SSID. With many network client devices, this results
in the detected network displaying as an unnamed network and the user would need to manually enter the correct
SSID to connect to the network.
Unfortunately, turning off the broadcast of the SSID may lead to a false sense of security. The method discourages
only casual wireless snooping, but does not stop a person trying to attack the network.[2]
It is not secure against determined crackers, because every time someone connects to the network, the SSID is
transmitted in cleartext even if the wireless connection is otherwise encrypted. An eavesdropper can passively sniff
the wireless traffic on that network undetected (with software like Kismet), and wait for someone to connect,
revealing the SSID. Alternatively, there are faster (albeit detectable) methods where a cracker spoofs a "disassociate
frame" as if it came from the wireless bridge, and sends it to one of the clients connected; the client immediately
re-connects, revealing the SSID.[3]
As disabling SSID doesn't offer protection against determined crackers, proven security methods should be used
such as requiring 802.11i/WPA2.[4]
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Wireless access point
In computer networking, a wireless access point (WAP) is a device that
allows wireless devices to connect to a wired network using Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth or related standards. The WAP usually connects to a router (via a
wired network), and can relay data between the wireless devices (such as
computers or printers) and wired devices on the network.
Industrial grade WAPs are rugged, with a metal cover and a DIN rail
mount. During operations they can tolerate a wider temperature range, high
humidity and exposure to water, dust, and oil. Wireless security includes:
WPA-PSK, WPA2, IEEE 802.1x/RADIUS, WDS, WEP, TKIP, and CCMP
(AES) encryption. Unlike home consumer models, industrial wireless
access points can also be used as a bridge, router, or a client.

Industrial Wireless Access Point

Introduction
Prior to wireless networks, setting up a computer network in a
business, home, or school often required running many cables through
walls and ceilings in order to deliver network access to all of the
network-enabled devices in the building. With the advent of the
Wireless Access Point, network users are now able to add devices that
access the network with few or no cables. Today's WAPs are built to
support a standard for sending and receiving data using radio
frequencies rather than cabling. Those standards, and the frequencies
they use are defined by the IEEE. Most WAPs use IEEE 802.11
standards.

Linksys WAP54G 802.11g Wireless Access Point

Common WAP Applications
A typical corporate use involves attaching several WAPs to a wired
network and then providing wireless access to the office LAN. The
wireless access points are managed by a WLAN Controller which
handles automatic adjustments to RF power, channels, authentication,
and security. Further, controllers can be combined to form a wireless
mobility group to allow inter-controller roaming. The controllers can
be part of a mobility domain to allow clients access throughout large or
regional office locations. This saves the clients time and administrators
overhead because it can automatically re-associate or re-authenticate.

embedded RouterBoard 112 with U.FL-RSMA
pigtail and R52 mini PCI Wi-Fi card widely used
by wireless Internet service providers (WISPs)
across the world

Wireless access point
A Hot Spot is a common public application of WAPs, where wireless clients can connect to the Internet without
regard for the particular networks to which they have attached for the moment. The concept has become common in
large cities, where a combination of coffeehouses, libraries, as well as privately owned open access points, allow
clients to stay more or less continuously connected to the Internet, while moving around. A collection of connected
Hot Spots can be referred to as a lily-pad network.
The majority of WAPs are used in Home wireless networks. Home networks generally have only one WAP to
connect all the computers in a home. Most are wireless routers, meaning converged devices that include the WAP, a
router, and, often, an ethernet switch. Many also include a broadband modem. In places where most homes have
their own WAP within range of the neighbors' WAP, it's possible for technically savvy people to turn off their
encryption and set up a wireless community network, creating an intra-city communication network without the need
of wired networks.
A WAP may also act as the network's arbitrator, negotiating when each nearby client device can transmit. However,
the vast majority of currently installed IEEE 802.11 networks do not implement this, using a distributed
pseudo-random algorithm called CSMA/CA instead.

Wireless Access Point vs. Ad Hoc Network
Some people confuse Wireless Access Points with Wireless Ad Hoc networks. An Ad Hoc network uses a
connection between two or more devices without using a wireless access point: the devices communicate directly
when in range. An Ad Hoc network is used in situations such as a quick data exchange or a multiplayer LAN game
because setup is easy and does not require an access point. Due to its peer-to-peer layout, Ad Hoc connections are
similar to Bluetooth ones and are generally not recommended for a permanent installation.
Internet access via Ad Hoc networks, using features like Windows' Internet Connection Sharing, may work well with
a small number of devices that are close to each other, but Ad Hoc networks don't scale well. Internet traffic will
converge to the nodes with direct internet connection, potentially congesting these nodes. For internet-enabled nodes,
Access Points have a clear advantage, with the possibility of having multiple access points connected by a wired
LAN.

Limitations
One IEEE 802.11 WAP can typically communicate with 30 client systems located within a radius of 100 m.
However, the actual range of communication can vary significantly, depending on such variables as indoor or
outdoor placement, height above ground, nearby obstructions, other electronic devices that might actively interfere
with the signal by broadcasting on the same frequency, type of antenna, the current weather, operating radio
frequency, and the power output of devices. Network designers can extend the range of WAPs through the use of
repeaters and reflectors, which can bounce or amplify radio signals that ordinarily would go un-received. In
experimental conditions, wireless networking has operated over distances of several kilometers.
Most jurisdictions have only a limited number of frequencies legally available for use by wireless networks. Usually,
adjacent WAPs will use different frequencies (Channels) to communicate with their clients in order to avoid
interference between the two nearby systems. Wireless devices can "listen" for data traffic on other frequencies, and
can rapidly switch from one frequency to another to achieve better reception. However, the limited number of
frequencies becomes problematic in crowded downtown areas with tall buildings using multiple WAPs. In such an
environment, signal overlap becomes an issue causing interference, which results in signal droppage and data errors.
Wireless networking lags behind wired networking in terms of increasing bandwidth and throughput. While (as of
2010) typical wireless devices for the consumer market can reach speeds of 300 Mbit/s (megabits per second) (IEEE
802.11n) or 54 Mbit/s (IEEE 802.11g), wired hardware of similar cost reaches 1000 Mbit/s (Gigabit Ethernet). One
impediment to increasing the speed of wireless communications comes from Wi-Fi's use of a shared communications
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medium, so a WAP is only able to use somewhat less than half the actual over-the-air rate for data throughput. Thus
a typical 54 MBit/s wireless connection actually carries TCP/IP data at 20 to 25 Mbit/s. Users of legacy wired
networks expect faster speeds, and people using wireless connections keenly want to see the wireless networks catch
up.
By 2008 draft 802.11n based access points and client devices have already taken a fair share of the market place but
with inherent problems integrating products from different vendors.

Security
Wireless access has special security considerations. Many wired networks base the security on physical access
control, trusting all the users on the local network, but if wireless access points are connected to the network, anyone
on the street or in the neighboring office could connect.
The most common solution is wireless traffic encryption. Modern access points come with built-in encryption. The
first generation encryption scheme WEP proved easy to crack; the second and third generation schemes, WPA and
WPA2, are considered secure if a strong enough password or passphrase is used.
Some WAPs support hotspot style authentication using RADIUS and other authentication servers.

Wired Equivalent Privacy
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is a deprecated security algorithm for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.
Introduced as part of the original 802.11 protocol in 1997, it was intended to provide confidentiality comparable to
that of a traditional wired network, but is susceptible to eavesdropping. [1]
Since 2001, several serious weaknesses in the protocol have been identified by cryptanalysts with the result that
today a WEP connection can be cracked with readily available software within minutes.[2] In response to
vulnerabilities the IEEE created a new 802.11i task force, by 2003 the Wi-Fi Alliance announced that WEP had been
superseded by Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA), which was a subset of then upcoming 802.11i amendment. Finally in
2004, with the ratification of the full 802.11i standard (i.e., WPA2), the IEEE declared that both WEP-40 and
WEP-104 "have been deprecated as they fail to meet their security goals".[3] Despite its weaknesses, WEP is still
widely in use and is often the first security choice presented to users by router configuration tools.[4] [5]
WEP is often inaccurately referred to as Wireless Encryption Protocol.

Encryption details
WEP was included as the privacy of the original IEEE 802.11 standard ratified in September 1999.[1] WEP uses the
stream cipher RC4 for confidentiality,[6] and the CRC-32 checksum for integrity.[7] It was deprecated as a wireless
privacy mechanism in 2004, but for legacy purposes is still documented in the current standard.[1]
Standard 64-bit WEP uses a 40 bit key (also known as WEP-40),
which is concatenated with a 24-bit initialization vector (IV) to form
the RC4 traffic key. At the time that the original WEP standard was
being drafted, U.S. Government export restrictions on cryptographic
technology limited the key size. Once the restrictions were lifted, all of
the major manufacturers eventually implemented an extended 128-bit
WEP protocol using a 104-bit key size (WEP-104).
Basic WEP encryption: RC4 keystream XORed
with plaintext

Wired Equivalent Privacy
A 128-bit WEP key is almost always entered by users as a string of 26 hexadecimal (base 16) characters (0-9 and
A-F). Each character represents four bits of the key. 26 digits of four bits each gives 104 bits; adding the 24-bit IV
produces the final 128-bit WEP key.
A 256-bit WEP system is available from some vendors, and as with the 128-bit key system, 24 bits of that is for the
IV, leaving 232 actual bits for protection. These 232 bits are typically entered as 58 hexadecimal characters. (58 × 4
= 232 bits) + 24 IV bits = 256-bit WEP key.
Key size is not the only major security limitation in WEP.[8] Cracking a longer key requires interception of more
packets, but there are active attacks that stimulate the necessary traffic. There are other weaknesses in WEP,
including the possibility of IV collisions and altered packets,[6] that are not helped at all by a longer key.

Authentication
Two methods of authentication can be used with WEP: Open System authentication and Shared Key authentication.
For the sake of clarity, we discuss WEP authentication in the Infrastructure mode (that is, between a WLAN client
and an Access Point), but the discussion applies to the ad-Hoc mode as well.
In Open System authentication, the WLAN client need not provide its credentials to the Access Point during
authentication. Thus, any client, regardless of its WEP keys, can authenticate itself with the Access Point and then
attempt to associate. In effect, no authentication (in the true sense of the term) occurs. After the authentication and
association, WEP can be used for encrypting the data frames. At this point, the client needs to have the right keys.
In Shared Key authentication, the WEP key is used for authentication. A four-way challenge-response handshake is
used:
1. The client station sends an authentication request to the Access Point.
2. The Access Point sends back a clear-text challenge.
3. The client has to encrypt the challenge text using the configured WEP key, and send it back in another
authentication request.
4. The Access Point decrypts the material, and compares it with the clear-text it had sent. Depending on the success
of this comparison, the Access Point sends back a positive or negative response.
After the authentication and association, the pre-shared WEP key is also used for encrypting the data frames using
RC4.
At first glance, it might seem as though Shared Key authentication is more secure than Open System authentication,
since the latter offers no real authentication. However, it is quite the reverse. It is possible to derive the keystream
used for the handshake by capturing the challenge frames in Shared Key authentication.[2] Hence, it is advisable to
use Open System authentication for WEP authentication, rather than Shared Key authentication. (Note that both
authentication mechanisms are weak.)

Flaws
Because RC4 is a stream cipher, the same traffic key must never be used twice. The purpose of an IV, which is
transmitted as plain text, is to prevent any repetition, but a 24-bit IV is not long enough to ensure this on a busy
network. The way the IV was used also opened WEP to a related key attack. For a 24-bit IV, there is a 50%
probability the same IV will repeat after 5000 packets.
In August 2001, Scott Fluhrer, Itsik Mantin, and Adi Shamir published a cryptanalysis of WEP that exploits the way
the RC4 cipher and IV is used in WEP, resulting in a passive attack that can recover the RC4 key after
eavesdropping on the network. Depending on the amount of network traffic, and thus the number of packets
available for inspection, a successful key recovery could take as little as one minute. If an insufficient number of
packets are being sent, there are ways for an attacker to send packets on the network and thereby stimulate reply
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packets which can then be inspected to find the key. The attack was soon implemented, and automated tools have
since been released. It is possible to perform the attack with a personal computer, off-the-shelf hardware and freely
available software such as aircrack-ng to crack any WEP key in minutes.
Cam-Winget et al. (2003) surveyed a variety of shortcomings in WEP. They write "Experiments in the field indicate
that, with proper equipment, it is practical to eavesdrop on WEP-protected networks from distances of a mile or
more from the target." They also reported two generic weaknesses:
• the use of WEP was optional, resulting in many installations never even activating it, and
• WEP did not include a key management protocol, relying instead on a single shared key among users.
In 2005, a group from the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation gave a demonstration where they cracked a
WEP-protected network in 3 minutes using publicly available tools.[9] Andreas Klein presented another analysis of
the RC4 stream cipher. Klein showed that there are more correlations between the RC4 keystream and the key than
the ones found by Fluhrer, Mantin and Shamir which can additionally be used to break WEP in WEP-like usage
modes.
In 2006, Bittau, Handley, and Lackey showed[4] that the 802.11 protocol itself can be used against WEP to enable
earlier attacks that were previously thought impractical. After eavesdropping a single packet, an attacker can rapidly
bootstrap to be able to transmit arbitrary data. The eavesdropped packet can then be decrypted one byte at a time (by
transmitting about 128 packets per byte to decrypt) to discover the local network IP addresses. Finally, if the 802.11
network is connected to the Internet, the attacker can use 802.11 fragmentation to replay eavesdropped packets while
crafting a new IP header onto them. The access point can then be used to decrypt these packets and relay them on to
a buddy on the Internet, allowing real-time decryption of WEP traffic within a minute of eavesdropping the first
packet.
In 2007, Erik Tews, Andrei Pychkine, and Ralf-Philipp Weinmann were able to extend Klein's 2005 attack and
optimize it for usage against WEP. With the new attack [10] it is possible to recover a 104-bit WEP key with
probability 50% using only 40,000 captured packets. For 60,000 available data packets, the success probability is
about 80% and for 85,000 data packets about 95%. Using active techniques like deauth and ARP re-injection, 40,000
packets can be captured in less than one minute under good conditions. The actual computation takes about 3
seconds and 3 MB of main memory on a Pentium-M 1.7 GHz and can additionally be optimized for devices with
slower CPUs. The same attack can be used for 40-bit keys with an even higher success probability.
In 2008, Payment Card Industry (PCI) Security Standards Council’s latest update of the Data Security Standard
(DSS), prohibits the use of the WEP as part of any credit-card processing after 30 June 2010, and prohibit any new
system from being installed that uses WEP after 31 March 2009. The use of WEP contributed to the T.J. Maxx
parent company network invasion[11] .

Remedies
Use of encrypted tunneling protocols (e.g. IPSec, Secure Shell) can provide secure data transmission over an
insecure network. However, replacements for WEP have been developed with the goal of restoring security to the
wireless network itself.

802.11i (WPA and WPA2)
The recommended solution to WEP security problems is to switch to WPA2 or with older equipment the less
resource intensive WPA. Either is much more secure than WEP.[12] To add support for WPA or WPA2, some old
Wi-Fi access points might need to be replaced or have their firmware upgraded. WPA was designed as an interim
software-implementable solution for WEP that could forestall immediate deployment of new hardware.[13] However,
TKIP (the basis of WPA) has reached the end of its designed lifetime, and has been deprecated in the next full
release of the 802.11 standard.[14]
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Implemented non-standard fixes
WEP2
This stopgap enhancement to WEP was present in some of the early 802.11i drafts. It was implementable on some
(not all) hardware not able to handle WPA or WPA2, and extended both the IV and the key values to 128 bits.[15] It
was hoped to eliminate the duplicate IV deficiency as well as stop brute force key attacks.
After it became clear that the overall WEP algorithm was deficient (and not just the IV and key sizes) and would
require even more fixes, both the WEP2 name and original algorithm were dropped. The two extended key lengths
remained in what eventually became WPA's TKIP.
WEPplus
WEPplus, also known as WEP+, is a proprietary enhancement to WEP by Agere Systems (formerly a subsidiary of
Lucent Technologies) that enhances WEP security by avoiding "weak IVs".[16] It is only completely effective when
WEPplus is used at both ends of the wireless connection. As this cannot easily be enforced, it remains a serious
limitation. It is possible that successful attacks against WEPplus will eventually be found. It also does not necessarily
prevent replay attacks.
Dynamic WEP
Dynamic WEP refers to the combination of 802.1x technology and the EAP.[17] Dynamic WEP changes WEP keys
dynamically. It is a vendor-specific feature provided by several vendors such as 3Com.
The dynamic change idea made it into 802.11i as part of TKIP, but not for the actual WEP algorithm.
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Wi-Fi Protected Access
Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) and Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2) are the names of security protocols and
security certification programs developed by the Wi-Fi Alliance to secure wireless computer networks. The Alliance
defined these in response to serious weaknesses researchers had found in the previous system, WEP (Wired
Equivalent Privacy).[1]
The WPA protocol implements the majority of the IEEE 802.11i standard. The Wi-Fi Alliance intended WPA as an
intermediate measure to take the place of WEP pending the preparation of 802.11i. Specifically, the Temporal Key
Integrity Protocol (TKIP), was brought into WPA. TKIP encryption replaces WEP's small 40-bit encryption key that
must be manually entered on wireless access points and devices and does not change. TKIP is a 128-bit per-packet
key, meaning that it dynamically generates a new key for each packet and thus prevents collisions.[2] TKIP could be
implemented on pre-WPA wireless network interface cards that began shipping as far back as 1999 through
firmware upgrades. However, since the changes required in the wireless access points (APs) were more extensive
than those needed on the network cards, most pre-2003 APs could not be upgraded to support WPA with TKIP.
Researchers have since discovered a flaw in TKIP that relied on older weaknesses to retrieve the keystream from
short packets to use for re-injection and spoofing.[3]
WPA also includes a Message Integrity Check. This is designed to prevent an attacker from capturing, altering
and/or resending data packets. This replaces the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) that was used and implemented
by the WEP standard. CRC's main flaw was that it did not provide a sufficiently strong data integrity guarantee for
the packets it handled. MIC solved these problems. MIC uses an algorithm to check the integrity of the packets, and
if it does not equal, it drops the packet.[4]
The later WPA2 certification mark indicates compliance with the full IEEE 802.11i standard. This advanced protocol
will not work with some older network cards.[5]

WPA2
WPA2 has replaced WPA; WPA2 requires testing and certification by the Wi-Fi Alliance. WPA2 implements the
mandatory elements of 802.11i. In particular, it introduces CCMP, a new AES-based encryption mode with strong
security.[6] Certification began in September, 2004; from March 13, 2006, WPA2 certification is mandatory for all
new devices to bear the Wi-Fi trademark.[7]

Security & Insecurity in pre-shared key mode
Pre-shared key mode (PSK, also known as Personal mode) is designed for home and small office networks that don't
require the complexity of an 802.1X authentication server.[8] Each wireless network device encrypts the network
traffic using a 256 bit key. This key may be entered either as a string of 64 hexadecimal digits, or as a passphrase of
8 to 63 printable ASCII characters.[9] If ASCII characters are used, the 256 bit key is calculated by applying the
PBKDF2 key derivation function to the passphrase, using the SSID as the salt and 4096 iterations of
HMAC-SHA1.[10]
Shared-key WPA remains vulnerable to password cracking attacks if users rely on a weak passphrase.[11] [12] To
protect against a brute force attack, a truly random passphrase of 13 characters (selected from the set of 95 permitted
characters) is probably sufficient.[13] To further protect against intrusion the network's SSID should not match any
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entry in the top 1000 SSIDs[14] as downloadable rainbow tables have been pre-generated for them and a multitude of
common passwords.[15]
In November 2008 Erik Tews and Martin Beck - researchers at two German technical universities (TU Dresden and
TU Darmstadt) - uncovered a WPA weakness[16] which relied on a previously known flaw in WEP that could be
exploited only for the TKIP algorithm in WPA. The flaw can only decrypt short packets with mostly known
contents, such as ARP messages. The attack requires Quality of Service (as defined in 802.11e) to be enabled, which
allows packet prioritization as defined. The flaw does not lead to key recovery, but only a keystream that encrypted a
particular packet, and which can be reused as many as seven times to inject arbitrary data of the same packet length
to a wireless client. For example, this allows someone to inject faked ARP packets which makes the victim send
packets to the open Internet. This attack was further optimised by two Japanese computer scientists Toshihiro
Ohigashi and Masakatu Morii.[17] Their attack doesn't require Quality of Service to be enabled. In October 2009,
Halvorsen with others made further progress, enabling attackers to inject larger malicious packets (596 bytes, to be
more specific) within approximately 18 minutes and 25 seconds.[18] In February 2010, a new attack was found by
Martin Beck that allows an attacker to decrypt all traffic towards the client. The authors say that the attack can be
defeated by deactivating QoS, or by switching from TKIP to AES-based CCMP.[19]
The vulnerabilities of TKIP are significant in that WPA-TKIP was, up until the proof-of-concept discovery, held to
be an extremely safe combination. WPA-TKIP is still a configuration option upon a wide variety of wireless routing
devices provided by many hardware vendors.

EAP extensions under WPA- and WPA2- Enterprise
The Wi-Fi alliance has announced the inclusion of additional EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) types to its
certification programs for WPA- and WPA2- Enterprise certification programs. This was to ensure that
WPA-Enterprise certified products can interoperate with one another. Previously, only EAP-TLS (Transport Layer
Security) was certified by the Wi-Fi alliance.
As of 2010 the certification program includes the following EAP types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EAP-TLS (previously tested)
EAP-TTLS/MSCHAPv2
PEAPv0/EAP-MSCHAPv2
PEAPv1/EAP-GTC
PEAP-TLS
EAP-SIM
EAP-AKA
EAP-FAST

802.1X clients and servers developed by specific firms may support other EAP types. This certification is an attempt
for popular EAP types to interoperate; their failure to do so is currently one of the major issues preventing rollout of
802.1X on heterogeneous networks.

Hardware support
Most newer certified Wi-Fi devices support the security protocols discussed above, out-of-the-box: compliance with
this protocol has been required for a Wi-Fi certification since September 2003.[20]
The protocol certified through Wi-Fi Alliance's WPA program (and to a lesser extent WPA2) was specifically
designed to also work with wireless hardware that was produced prior to the introduction of the protocol[5] which
usually had only supported inadequate security through WEP. Many of these devices support the security protocol
after a firmware upgrade. Firmware upgrades are not available for all legacy devices.
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Furthermore, many consumer Wi-Fi device manufacturers have taken steps to eliminate the potential of weak
passphrase choices by promoting an alternative method of automatically generating and distributing strong keys
when users add a new wireless adapter or appliance to a network. The Wi-Fi Alliance has standardized these
methods and certifies compliance with these standards through a program called Wi-Fi Protected Setup.
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Power over Ethernet
Power over Ethernet or PoE technology describes a
system to pass electrical power safely, along with data,
on Ethernet cabling. PoE requires category 5 cable or
higher for high power levels, but can operate with
category 3 cable for low power levels.[1] Power can
come from a power supply within a PoE-enabled
networking device such as an Ethernet switch or can be
injected into a cable run with a midspan power supply.
The original IEEE 802.3af-2003[2] PoE standard
provides up to 15.4 W of DC power (minimum 44 V
DC and 350 mA[3] [4] ) to each device.[5] Only 12.95 W
is assured to be available at the powered device as
some power is dissipated in the cable.[6]

Wireless LAN access point, powered by a PoE splitter

The updated IEEE 802.3at-2009[7] PoE standard also known as PoE+ or PoE plus, provides up to 25.5 W of
power.[8] Some vendors have announced products that claim to comply with the 802.3at standard and offer up to 51
W of power over a single cable by utilizing all four pairs in the Cat.5 cable.[9] Numerous non-standard schemes had
been used prior to PoE standardization to provide power over Ethernet cabling. Some are still in active use.

Advantages over other integrated data and power standards
This technology is especially useful for powering IP telephones, wireless LAN access points, cameras with pan tilt
and zoom (PTZ), remote Ethernet switches, embedded computers, thin clients and LCDs.
All these require more power than USB offers and very often must be powered over longer runs of cable than USB
permits. In addition, PoE uses only one type of connector, an 8P8C modular connector, whereas there are numerous
types of USB connectors.
PoE is presently deployed in applications where USB is unsuitable and where AC power would be inconvenient,
expensive[10] or infeasible to supply. However, even where USB or AC power could be used, PoE has several
advantages over either, including the following:
• Cheaper cabling — even category 5 cable is cheaper than USB repeaters, and the task of meeting building code
requirements to run AC power cable is eliminated.
• A Gigabit of data per second to every device is possible, which exceeds 2009 USB and the AC powerline
networking capabilities.
• Global organizations can deploy PoE everywhere without concern for any local variance in AC power standards,
outlets, plugs, or reliability.
• Direct injection from standard 48 V DC battery power arrays; this enables critical infrastructure to run more
easily in outages, and make power rationing decisions centrally for all the PoE devices.
• Symmetric distribution is possible. Unlike USB and AC outlets, power can be supplied at either end of the cable
or outlet. This means the location of the power source can be determined after cables and outlets are installed.
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Uses for PoE
Uses for Power over Ethernet include:
• Network routers
• A mini network switch installed in distant rooms, to support a small cluster of
ports from one uplink cable. (These ports on the mini-switch do not themselves
provide PoE.)
• Network webcams
• Network Intercom / Paging / Public address systems and hallway speaker
amplifiers
• VoIP phones

PoE 1140E VoIP Phone

• Wall clocks in rooms and hallways, with time set using Network Time Protocol
• Wireless access points

Terminology
Power sourcing equipment
Power sourcing equipment (PSE) is a device (switch or hub for instance) that will provide power in a PoE setup.
Maximum allowed continuous output power per such device in IEEE 802.3af is 15.40 W.
When the device is a switch, it's called an endspan. Otherwise, if it's an intermediary device between a non PoE
capable switch and a PoE device, it's called a midspan.

Powered device
A powered device (PD) is a device powered by a PSE and thus consumes energy. Examples include wireless access
points, IP Phones, and IP cameras. The IEEE 802.3af standard specifies a minimum available power of 12.95 W.
Many powered devices have another connector for an optional auxiliary power supply. If used, this gives backup
power to the device if the power to the Ethernet connector is inadequate or suddenly fails.[11]

Power management features and integration
Most advocates expect PoE to become a
global longterm DC power cabling standard
and replace "wall wart" converters, which
cannot be easily centrally managed, waste
energy, are often poorly designed, and are
Avaya ERS-5520 switch with 48 Power over Ethernet ports
easily vulnerable to damage from surges and
brownouts. A combination of G.9960 networking on existing AC power lines to an outlet where a PoE router is
plugged in is capable of moving a gigabit per second to every device, with minimal wiring and participating fully in
both AC and DC device power demand management.
Integration with the IEEE 802.3az standard, the energy management capabilities of the combined standard are
expected to be formidable. However, that integration has not yet occurred.
There are several PoE implementations, including ad-hoc techniques, but using the IEEE standard for supplying
power over Ethernet is strongly recommended.[12]
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Standard implementation
Standards-based power over Ethernet is implemented following the specifications in IEEE 802.3af-2003 (which was
later incorporated as clause 33 into IEEE 802.3-2005) or the 2009 update, IEEE 802.3at. A phantom power
technique is used to allow the powered pairs to also carry data. This permits its use not only with 10BASE-T and
100BASE-TX, which use only two of the four pairs in the cable, but also with 1000BASE-T (gigabit Ethernet),
which uses all four pairs for data transmission. This is possible because all versions of Ethernet over twisted pair
cable specify differential data transmission over each pair with transformer coupling; the DC supply and load
connections can be made to the transformer center-taps at each end. Each pair thus operates in common mode as one
side of the DC supply, so two pairs are required to complete the circuit. The polarity of the DC supply may be
inverted by crossover cables; the powered device must operate with either pair: spare pairs 4-5 and 7-8 or data pairs
1-2 and 3-6. Polarity is required on data pairs, and ambiguously implemented for spare pairs, with the use of a diode
bridge.

Standard PoE parameters and comparison
Property
[13]

802.3af (802.3at Type 1)

802.3at Type 2

Power available at PD

12.95 W

25.50 W per mode

Maximum power delivered by PSE

15.40 W

34.20 W per mode

Voltage range (at PSE)

44.0 - 57.0 V

Voltage range (at PD)

37.0 - 57.0 V

Maximum current

350 mA

600 mA

Maximum cable resistance

20 Ω (Category 3)

12.5 Ω (Category 5)

Power management

Three power class levels negotiated at
initial connection

Four power class levels negotiated at initial connection or 0.1
W steps negotiated continuously

De rating of maximum cable ambient
operating temperature

None

5°C with one mode (two pairs) active, 10°C with two modes
(four pairs) simultaneously active

Supported cabling

Category 3 and Category 5

Category 5

Supported modes

Mode A (endspan), Mode B
(midspan)

Mode A, Mode B, Mode A and Mode B operating
simultaneously

[14]

[14]

50.0 - 57.0 V

[15]

[15]

42.5 - 57.0 V

[16]

[16]

[1]

per mode

[1] [17]

Powering devices
Two modes, A and B, are available. Mode A delivers phantom power on the data pairs of 100BASE-T or
10BASE-T. Mode B delivers power on the spare pairs. PoE can also be used on 1000BASE-T Ethernet in which
case, there are no spare pairs and all power is delivered using the phantom technique.
Mode A has two alternate configurations (MDI and MDI-X), using the same pairs but with different polarities. In
mode A, pins 1 and 2 (pair #2 in T568B wiring) form one side of the 48 V DC, and pins 3 and 6 (pair #3 in T568B)
form the other side. These are the same two pairs used for data transmission in 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX,
allowing the provision of both power and data over only two pairs in such networks. The free polarity allows PoE to
accommodate for crossover cables, patch cables and auto-MDIX.
In mode B, pins 4-5 (pair #1 in both T568A and T568B) form one side of the DC supply and pins 7-8 (pair #4 in
both T568A and T568B) provide the return; these are the "spare" pairs in 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX. Mode B,
therefore, requires a 4-pair cable.
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The PSE, not the powered device (PD), decides whether power mode A or B shall be used. PDs that implement only
Mode A or Mode B are disallowed by the standard.
The PSE can implement mode A or B or both. A PD indicates that it is standards-compliant by placing a 25 kΩ
resistor between the powered pairs. A major difference between IEEE802.3af and IEEE802.3at is that while
IEEE802.3af clearly precluded collocating two PD interfaces on a single RJ45 connector, IEEE802.3at changes the
definition of a PD, and therefore allows two PDs collocation, one mode A and the other mode B. If the PSE detects a
resistance that is too high or too low (including a short circuit), no power is applied. This protects devices that do not
support PoE. An optional "power class" feature allows the PD to indicate its power requirements by changing the
sense resistance at higher voltages. To stay powered, the PD must continuously use 5–10 mA for at least 60 ms with
no less than 400 ms since last use or else it will be unpowered by the PSE.[18]
There are two types of PSEs: endspans and midspans. Endspans are Ethernet switches that include the power over
Ethernet transmission circuitry. Endspans are commonly called PoE switches. Midspans are power injectors that
stand between a regular Ethernet switch and the powered device, injecting power without affecting the data.
Endspans are normally used on new installations or when the switch has to be replaced for other reasons (such as
moving from 10/100 Mbit/s to 1 Gbit/s or adding security protocols), which makes it convenient to add the PoE
capability. Midspans are used when there is no desire to replace and configure a new Ethernet switch, and only PoE
needs to be added to the network.

Stages of powering up a PoE link
Stage

Action

Volts specified
[V]
802.3af

802.3at

Detection

PSE detects if the PD has the correct signature resistance of 15 - 33 kΩ

2.7 - 10.0

Classification

PSE detects resistor indicating power range (see below)

14.5 - 20.5

Mark 1

Signals PSE is 802.3at capable. PD presents a 0.25 - 4 mA load.

-

7 - 10

Class 2

PSE output classification voltage again to indicate 802.3at capability

-

14.5 - 20.5

Mark 2

Signals PSE is 802.3at capable. PD presents a 0.25 - 4 mA load.

-

7 - 10

Startup

Startup voltage

> 42

> 37.2

44 - 57

50 - 57

Normal operation Supply power to device

[19]
[19]

IEEE 802.3at capable devices are also referred to as "type 2". An 802.3at PSE may also use layer2 communication to
signal 802.3at capability.[19]

Power levels available[20]
Class

Usage

Classification
current
[mA]

Class description

0.44 - 12.94

Classification unimplemented

0

Default

1

Optional 9 - 12

0.44 - 3.84

Very Low power

2

Optional 17 - 20

3.84 - 6.49

Low power

3

Optional 26 - 30

6.49 - 12.95

Mid power

4

Reserved 36 - 44

12.95 - 25.50 High power

PSEs classify as Class 0[20]

0-4

Power
range
[Watt]
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For IEEE 802.3at (type 2) devices class 4 instead of Reserved has a power range of 12.95 - 25.5 W.[19]

Configuration via Ethernet layer 2 LLDP
LLDP-MED Advanced Power Management[21]
TLV Header

MED Header

Type
(7
bits)

Extended power via MDI
subtype
(1 octet)

Power
type
(2 bits)

Power source
(2 bits)

Power
priority
(4 bits)

Power value
(2 octets)

4

PSE or PD

Normal or Backup
conservation

Critical,
High,
Low

0 - 102.3 W in 0.1 W
steps

Length TIA OUI
(9 bits) (3 octets)

127

7

00-12-BB

Extended power via MDI

The setup phases are as follows:
• PSE (provider) tests PD (consumer) physically using 802.3af phase class 3.
• PSE powers up PD.
• PD sends to PSE: I'm a PD, max power = X, max power requested = X.
• PSE sends to PD: I'm a PSE , max power allowed = X.
• PD may now use the amount of power as specified by the PSE.
The rules for this power negotiation are:
•
•
•
•
•

PD shall never request more power than physical 802.3af class
PD shall never draw more than max power advertised by PSE
PSE may deny any PD drawing more power than max allowed by PSE
PSE shall not reduce power allocated to PD, that is in use
PSE may request reduced power, via conservation mode

[21]

Non-standard implementations
Cisco
Cisco manufactured WLAN access points and IP phones many years before there was an IEEE standard for
delivering PoE. Cisco's original PoE implementation is not software upgradeable to the IEEE 802.3af standard.
Cisco's original PoE equipment was capable of delivering up to 10 W per port. The amount of power to be delivered
is negotiated between the endpoint and the Cisco switch based on a power value that was added to the Cisco
proprietary Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP). CDP is also responsible for dynamically communicating the Voice
VLAN value from the Cisco switch to the Cisco IP Phone.
Under Cisco's pre-standard scheme, the PSE (switch) will send a Fast Link Pulse (FLP) on the transmit pair. The PD
(device) connects the transmit line to the receive line via a low pass filter. And thus the PSE gets the FLP in return.
And a common mode current between pair 1 and 2 will be provided resulting in 48 V DC[22] and 6.3 W[23] default of
allocated power. The PD has then to provide Ethernet link within 5 seconds to the auto-negotiation mode switch
port. A later CDP message with a type-length-value tells the PSE its final power requirement. A discontinued link
pulses shuts down power.[24]
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PowerDsine
PowerDsine, now a Microsemi brand, sold midspans since 1999 with its proprietary Power over LAN solution.
Several companies like Level1 , 3Com and Nortel followed PowerDsine's Power over LAN.

Notes
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

IEEE 802.3at-2009, clause 33.1.1c
802.3af-2003, June 2003
IEEE 802.3-2005, section 2, table 33-5, item 1
IEEE 802.3-2005, section 2, table 33-5, item 4
IEEE 802.3-2005, section 2, table 33-5, item 14
IEEE 802.3-2005, section 2, clause 33.3.5.2
802.3at Amendment 3: Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) Power via the Media Dependent Interface (MDI) Enhancements, September 11,
2009
[8] "Amendment to IEEE 802.3 Standard Enhances Power Management and Increases Available Power" (http:/ / standards. ieee. org/
announcements/ stdbd_approves_ieee802. 3at. html). IEEE. . Retrieved 2010-06-24.
[9] "802.3at-2009 Power over Ethernet (PoE) Plus Standard Ratified" (http:/ / blog. tmcnet. com/ blog/ tom-keating/ voip/
8023at-2009-power-over-ethernet-poe-plus-standard-ratified. asp). . Retrieved 2010-06-24.
[10] Mains wiring must often be done by qualified and/or licensed electricians for legal or insurance reasons.
[11] National Semiconductor application note 1474: "The LM507X Family of PoE Devices: Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)" (http:/ / www.
national. com/ an/ AN/ AN-1474. pdf)
[12] Powered Device Controller Supports Upcoming IEEE 802.3at PoE Standard, Akros Silicon AS1135 (http:/ / power. elecdesign. com/
Articles/ index. cfm?articleid=18768& StyleName=maroon)
[13] Most switched power supplies within the powered device will lose another 10 to 25% of the available power.
[14] IEEE 802.3at-2009 Table 33-11
[15] IEEE 802.3at-2009 Table 33-18
[16] IEEE 802.3at-2009 Table 33-1
[17] More stringent cable specification allows assumption of more current carrying capacity and lower resistance (20.0 Ohms for Category 3
versus 12.5 Ohms for Category 5).
[18] Banish Those "Wall Warts" With Power Over Ethernet (http:/ / www. elecdesign. com/ Articles/ Index. cfm?ArticleID=5945& pg=3)
[19] "LTC4278 IEEE 802.3at PD with Synchronous No-Opto Flyback Controller and 12V Aux Support" (http:/ / cds. linear. com/ docs/
Datasheet/ 4278fa. pdf). . 2010-01-11 cds.linear.com
[20] IEEE 802.3-2005, section 2, table 33-3
[21] "LLDP / LLDP-MED Proposal for PoE Plus (2006-09-15)" (http:/ / www. ieee802. org/ 1/ files/ public/ docs2006/
ab-congdon-lldp-med-8023at-0906. pdf). .2010-01-10
[22] "Planning for Cisco IP Telephony > Network Infrastructure Analysis" (http:/ / www. ciscopress. com/ articles/ article. asp?p=385336&
seqNum=2& rll=1). . 2010-01-12 ciscopress.com
[23] "Power over Ethernet on the Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series Switch" (http:/ / www. conticomp. com/ PDF/ CAT6500POE_ds. pdf). . 2010-01-12
conticomp.com
[24] "Understanding the Cisco IP Phone 10/100 Ethernet In-Line Power Detection Algorithm - Cisco Systems" (http:/ / www. cisco. com/ en/
US/ products/ hw/ phones/ ps379/ products_tech_note09186a00801189b5. shtml). . 2010-01-12 cisco.com

Category 5 cable uses 24 AWG conductors, which can safely carry 360 mA at 50 V according to the latest TIA
ruling. The cable has eight conductors (only half of which are used for power) and therefore the absolute maximum
power transmitted using direct current is 50 V × 0.360 A × 2 = 36 W. Considering the voltage drop after 100 m, a
PD would be able to receive 31.6 W. The additional heat generated in the wires by PoE at this current level (4.4
watts per 100 meter cable) limits the total number of cables in a bundle to be 100 cables at 45 °C, according to the
TIA.
Drawbacks of IEEE 802.3af are:
• Excessive voltage with a peak at 60 V (many standard components are limited to ~30 V).
• Undefined polarity (requires a diode bridge which causes a voltage drop and require more board space and
components).
• Undefined wire pairs (multiple configurations must be handled which requires more board space and components)
(The diode bridge will waste 0.74 W at 25.5 W operation)
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• Unexpected AC current flow due to faulty design of the PoE source, and/or power supplied to non-differential I/O
signals such as RS232. The major cause of this problem is unaccounted for capacitance which can form a bridge
to an AC wall source. Symptoms include electrical shock when touching the case, and failure to negotiate startup
on some PoE sources, especially when non-differential I/O is connected prior to power up.
A partial solution to the input source drawbacks of IEEE 802.3af is to assume pin 4 + 5 as positive (+) and pin 7 + 8
as negative (-). This would not be standards compliant but will make PD implementation easier and not damage
anything. Any incompatibilities with IEEE 802.3af will only result in an unpowered device.
Another solution is to use an existing IEEE 802.3af compliant power supply chip, adapting its sample designs to
your specific needs. The chip will handle negotiation, slow startup, multiple auxiliary sources, and possibly provide
additional protection in the form of automatic shutdown. If possible use the fully isolated design, especially if there
is exposed metal on the outer case. The drawback can be a high component count.
PoE compatible 8P8C connectors are available with internal magnetics, input diodes, minor capacitors, and LED
indicators incorporated into the package. These can help reduce component count. Be careful when placing them
anywhere but at the edge of a circuit board, as most are designed to support a dangling cable. If the cable has a boot
protecting the end, it can press against the circuit board and produce an intermittent connection.
The 0.74 W waste in the diode bridge, above, assumes the use of standard rectifier diodes. If Schottky diodes are
used, the waste will be half that much. In either case, the waste is much less than the losses in the DC-DC converter
that must be used to convert the power to the low voltages used in the PD logic circuits.

802.3af Standards A and B
PINS on Switch

10/100 DC on Spares (mode B)

10/100 Mixed DC & Data (mode A)

Pin 1

Rx +

Rx +

DC +

TxRx A +

DC +

Pin 2

Rx -

Rx -

DC +

TxRx A -

DC +

Pin 3

Tx +

Tx +

DC -

TxRx B +

DC -

Pin 4

DC +

unused

TxRx C +

Pin 5

DC +

unused

TxRx C -

Pin 6

Tx -

Pin 7

DC -

unused

TxRx D +

Pin 8

DC -

unused

TxRx D -

Tx -

DC -

1000 (1 Gigabit) DC & Bi-Data

TxRx B -

DC -

Another modification is to limit voltage from the PSE to 30 V and thus enable the use of standard components. But
this may destroy the PD if it is connected to a PSE that isn't modified to keep the voltage low enough. It also limits
the amount of power that can be used.
When converting an existing ethernet design to accept PoE, verify that the input isolation transformer is rated to
carry PoE currents.

Power over Ethernet

See also
•
•
•
•
•

Network switch, connects network nodes with independent pipes (efficient).
Category 5 cable
Power line communication, data communication over mains electricity.
Switched-mode power supply, efficient electrical power conversion.
ITU-T G.hn, a standard that provides a way to create a high-speed (up to 1 Gigabit/s) Local area network using
existing home wiring (power lines, phone lines and coaxial cables).
• Phantom power, long established standard technique to power microphones.
• HomePlug Powerline Alliance, an industry trade group on datacommunication over mains electricity.
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• ieee802.org: Download the IEEE 802.3 standards (http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/802.3.html)
• ieee802.org: IEEE 802.3af Task Force (http://www.ieee802.org/3/af/)
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• altair.org: Power Over Ethernet (http://www.altair.org/labnotes_POE.html)
• poweroverethernet.com: PoE portal (http://www.poweroverethernet.com/)

Antenna (radio)
An antenna (or aerial) is a transducer that transmits or receives
electromagnetic waves. In other words, antennas convert
electromagnetic radiation into electric current, or vice versa. Antennas
generally deal in the transmission and reception of radio waves, and
are a necessary part of all radio equipment. Antennas are used in
systems such as radio and television broadcasting, point-to-point radio
communication, wireless LAN, cell phones, radar, and spacecraft
communication. Antennas are most commonly employed in air or outer
space, but can also be operated under water or even through soil and
rock at certain frequencies for short distances.
Physically, an antenna is an arrangement of one or more conductors,
usually called elements in this context. In transmission, an alternating
current is created in the elements by applying a voltage at the antenna
terminals, causing the elements to radiate an electromagnetic field. In
reception, the inverse occurs: an electromagnetic field from another
Television antennas in Israel. These six antennas
source induces an alternating current in the elements and a
are of a common type called a Yagi-Uda antenna,
corresponding voltage at the antenna's terminals. Some receiving
widely used at VHF and UHF frequencies.
antennas (such as parabolic and horn types) incorporate shaped
reflective surfaces to collect the radio waves striking them and direct or focus them onto the actual conductive
elements.
Some of the first rudimentary antennas were built in 1888 by Heinrich Hertz (1857–1894) in his pioneering
experiments to prove the existence of electromagnetic waves predicted by the theory of James Clerk Maxwell. Hertz
placed the emitter dipole in the focal point of a parabolic reflector. He published his work and installation drawings
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in Annalen der Physik und Chemie (vol. 36, 1889).

Terminology
The words antenna (plural: antennas[1] ) and aerial are used interchangeably; but usually a rigid metallic structure is
termed an antenna and a wire format is called an aerial. In the United Kingdom and other British English speaking
areas the term aerial is more common, even for rigid types. The noun aerial is occasionally written with a diaeresis
mark—aërial—in recognition of the original spelling of the adjective aërial from which the noun is derived.
The origin of the word antenna relative to wireless apparatus is attributed to Guglielmo Marconi. In 1895, while
testing early radio apparatuses in the Swiss Alps at Salvan, Switzerland in the Mont Blanc region, Marconi
experimented with early wireless equipment. A 2.5 meter long pole, along which was carried a wire, was used as a
radiating and receiving aerial element. In Italian a tent pole is known as l'antenna centrale, and the pole with a wire
alongside it used as an aerial was simply called l'antenna. Until then wireless radiating transmitting and receiving
elements were known simply as aerials or terminals. Marconi's use of the word antenna (Italian for pole) would
become a popular term for what today is uniformly known as the antenna.[2]
A Hertzian or half-wave dipole antenna is a set of terminals that does not require the presence of a ground for its
operation. A Marconi, Tesla, or quarter-wave monopole antenna is grounded.[3] A loaded antenna is an active
antenna having an elongated portion of appreciable electrical length and having additional inductance or capacitance
directly in series or shunt with the elongated portion so as to modify the standing wave pattern existing along the
portion or to change the effective electrical length of the portion. An antenna grounding structure is a structure for
establishing a reference potential level for operating the active antenna. It can be any structure closely associated
with (or acting as) the ground which is connected to the terminal of the signal receiver or source opposing the active
antenna terminal.
In colloquial usage, the word antenna may refer broadly to an entire assembly including support structure, enclosure
(if any), etc. in addition to the purely functional components.

"Rabbit ears" dipole
antenna for television
reception

Cell phone base
station antennas

Parabolic antenna for
communicating with spacecraft,
Canberra, Australia

Yagi antenna used for
mobile military
communications station,
Dresden, Germany, 1955
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"Super
Turnstile"
type
transmitting
antenna for
VHF low
band
television
broadcasting
station,
Germany.
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Folded dipole
antenna

Large Yagi antenna used by
amateur radio hobbyist

A vertical
mast radiator,
Chapel Hill,
North Carolina

Overview
Antennas have practical uses for the transmission and reception of radio frequency signals such as radio and
television. In air, those signals travel very quickly and with a very low transmission loss. The signals are absorbed
when moving through more conductive materials, such as concrete walls or rock. When encountering an interface,
the waves are partially reflected and partially transmitted through.
A common antenna is a vertical rod a quarter of a wavelength long. Such antennas are simple in construction, usually
inexpensive, and both radiate in and receive from all horizontal directions (omnidirectional). One limitation of this
antenna is that it does not radiate or receive in the direction in which the rod points. This region is called the antenna
blind cone or null.
There are two fundamental types of antenna directional patterns, which, with reference to a specific two dimensional
plane (usually horizontal [parallel to the ground] or vertical [perpendicular to the ground]), are either:
1. Omni-directional (radiates equally in all directions), such as a vertical rod (in the horizontal plane) or
2. Directional (radiates more in one direction than in the other).
In colloquial usage "omnidirectional" usually refers to all horizontal directions with reception above and below the
antenna being reduced in favor of better reception (and thus range) near the horizon. A "directional" antenna usually
refers to one focusing a narrow beam in a single specific direction such as a telescope or satellite dish, or, at least,
focusing in a sector such as a 120° horizontal fan pattern in the case of a panel antenna at a cell site.
All antennas radiate some energy in all directions in free space but careful construction results in substantial
transmission of energy in a preferred direction and negligible energy radiated in other directions. By adding
additional elements (such as rods, loops or plates) and carefully arranging their length, spacing, and orientation, an
antenna with desired directional properties can be created.
An antenna array is two or more simple antennas combined to produce a specific directional radiation pattern. In
common usage an array is composed of active elements, such as a linear array of parallel dipoles fed as a "broadside
array". A slightly different feed method could cause this same array of dipoles to radiate as an "end-fire array".
Antenna arrays may be built up from any basic antenna type, such as dipoles, loops or slots.
The directionality of the array is due to the spatial relationships and the electrical feed relationships between
individual antennas. Usually all of the elements are active (electrically fed) as in the log-periodic dipole array which
offers modest gain and broad bandwidth and is traditionally used for television reception. Alternatively, a
superficially similar dipole array, the Yagi-Uda Antenna (often abbreviated to "Yagi"), has only one active dipole
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element in a chain of parasitic dipole elements, and a very different performance with high gain over a narrow
bandwidth.
An active element is electrically connected to the antenna terminals leading to the receiver or transmitter, as opposed
to a parasitic element that modifies the antenna pattern without being connected directly. The active element(s)
couple energy between the electromagnetic wave and the antenna terminals, thus any functioning antenna has at least
one active element. A careful arrangement of parasitic elements, such as rods or coils, can improve the radiation
pattern of the active element(s). Directors and reflectors are common parasitic elements.
An antenna lead-in is the medium, for example, a transmission line or feed line for conveying the signal energy
between the signal source or receiver and the antenna. The antenna feed refers to the components between the
antenna and an amplifier.
An antenna counterpoise is a structure of conductive material most closely associated with ground that may be
insulated from or capacitively coupled to the natural ground. It aids in the function of the natural ground, particularly
where variations (or limitations) of the characteristics of the natural ground interfere with its proper function. Such
structures are usually connected to the terminal of a receiver or source opposite to the antenna terminal.
An antenna component is a portion of the antenna performing a distinct function and limited for use in an antenna, as
for example, a reflector, director, or active antenna.
An electromagnetic wave refractor is a structure which is shaped or positioned to delay or accelerate transmitted
electromagnetic waves, passing through such structure, an amount which varies over the wave front. The refractor
alters the direction of propagation of the waves emitted from the structure with respect to the waves impinging on the
structure. It can alternatively bring the wave to a focus or alter the wave front in other ways, such as to convert a
spherical wave front to a planar wave front (or vice-versa). The velocity of the waves radiated have a component
which is in the same direction (director) or in the opposite direction (reflector) as that of the velocity of the
impinging wave.
A director is a parasitic element, usually a metallic conductive structure, which re-radiates into free space impinging
electromagnetic radiation coming from or going to the active antenna, the velocity of the re-radiated wave having a
component in the direction of the velocity of the impinging wave.
A reflector is a parasitic element, usually a metallic conductive structure (e.g., screen, rod or plate), which re-radiates
back into free space impinging electromagnetic radiation coming from or going to the active antenna. The velocity of
the returned wave has a component in a direction opposite to the direction of the velocity of the impinging wave. The
reflector modifies the radiation of the active antenna.
An antenna coupling network is a passive network (which may be any combination of a resistive, inductive or
capacitive circuit(s)) for transmitting the signal energy between the active antenna and a source (or receiver) of such
signal energy.

Reciprocity
It is a fundamental property of antennas that the characteristics of an antenna described in the next section, such as
gain, radiation pattern, impedance, bandwidth, resonant frequency and polarization, are the same whether the
antenna is transmitting or receiving. For example, the "receiving pattern" (sensitivity as a function of direction) of an
antenna when used for reception is identical to the radiation pattern of the antenna when it is driven and functions as
a radiator. This is a consequence of the reciprocity theorem of electromagnetics. Therefore in discussions of antenna
properties no distinction is usually made between receiving and transmitting terminology, and the antenna can be
viewed as either transmitting or receiving, whichever is more convenient.
A necessary condition for the above reciprocity property is that the materials in the antenna and transmission
medium are linear and reciprocal. Reciprocal (or bilateral) means that the material has the same response to an
electric or magnetic field, or a current, in one direction, as it has to the field or current in the opposite direction. Most
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materials used in antennas meet these conditions, but some microwave antennas use high-tech components such as
isolators and circulators, made of nonreciprocal materials such as ferrite or garnet. These can be used to give the
antenna a different behavior on receiving than it has on transmitting, which can be useful in applications like radar.

Parameters
There are several critical parameters affecting an antenna's performance that can be adjusted during the design
process. These are resonant frequency, impedance, gain, aperture or radiation pattern, polarization, efficiency and
bandwidth. Transmit antennas may also have a maximum power rating, and receive antennas differ in their noise
rejection properties. All of these parameters can be measured through various means.

Resonant frequency
Many types of antenna are tuned to work at one particular frequency, and are effective only over a range of
frequencies centered on this frequency, called the resonant frequency. These are called resonant antennas. The
antenna acts as an electrical resonator. When driven at its resonant frequency, large standing waves of voltage and
current are excited in the antenna elements. These large currents and voltages radiate intense electromagnetic waves,
so the power radiated by the antenna is maximum at the resonant frequency.
In antennas made of thin linear conductive elements, the length of the driven element(s) determines the resonant
frequency. To be resonant, the length of a driven element should typically be either half or a quarter of the
wavelength at that frequency; these are called half-wave and quarter-wave antennas. The length referred to is not the
physical length, but the electrical length of the element, which is the physical length divided by the velocity factor
(the ratio of the speed of wave propagation in the wire to c0, the speed of light in a vacuum). Antennas are usually
also resonant at multiples (harmonics) of the lowest resonant frequency.
Some antenna designs have multiple resonant frequencies, and some are relatively effective over a very broad range
of frequencies. or bandwidth. One commonly known type of wide band antenna is the logarithmic or log-periodic
antenna.
The resonant frequency also affects the impedance of the antenna. At resonance, the equivalent circuit of an antenna
is a pure resistance, with no reactive component. At frequencies other than the resonant frequencies, the antenna has
capacitance or inductance as well as resistance. An antenna can be made resonant at other frequencies besides its
natural resonant frequency by compensating for these reactances by adding a loading coil or capacitor in series with
it. Other properties of an antenna change with frequency, in particular the radiation pattern, so the antenna's
operating frequency may be considerably different from the resonant frequency to optimize other important
parameters.

Gain
Gain is a parameter which measures the degree of directivity of the antenna's radiation pattern. An antenna with a
low gain emits radiation with about the same power in all directions, whereas a high-gain antenna will preferentially
radiate in particular directions. Specifically, the antenna gain, directive gain, or power gain of an antenna is defined
as the ratio of the intensity (power per unit surface) radiated by the antenna in the direction of its maximum output,
at an arbitrary distance, divided by the intensity radiated at the same distance by a hypothetical isotropic antenna.
The gain of an antenna is a passive phenomenon - power is not added by the antenna, but simply redistributed to
provide more radiated power in a certain direction than would be transmitted by an isotropic antenna. An antenna
designer must take into account the application for the antenna when determining the gain. High-gain antennas have
the advantage of longer range and better signal quality, but must be aimed carefully in a particular direction.
Low-gain antennas have shorter range, but the orientation of the antenna is relatively inconsequential. For example, a
dish antenna on a spacecraft is a high-gain device that must be pointed at the planet to be effective, whereas a typical
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Wi-Fi antenna in a laptop computer is low-gain, and as long as the base station is within range, the antenna can be in
any orientation in space. It makes sense to improve horizontal range at the expense of reception above or below the
antenna. Thus most antennas labelled "omnidirectional" really have some gain.[4]
In practice, the half-wave dipole is taken as a reference instead of the isotropic radiator. The gain is then given in
dBd (decibels over dipole):
NOTE: 0 dBd = 2.15 dBi. It is vital in expressing gain values that the reference point be included.
Failure to do so can lead to confusion and error.

Radiation pattern
The radiation pattern of an antenna is the geometric pattern of the
relative field strengths of the field emitted by the antenna. For the ideal
isotropic antenna, this would be a sphere. For a typical dipole, this
would be a toroid. The radiation pattern of an antenna is typically
represented by a three dimensional graph, or polar plots of the
horizontal and vertical cross sections.
The radio waves emitted by different parts of an antenna typically
interfere, causing maxima of radiation at some angles where the radio
waves arrive in phase, and zero radiation at other angles where the the
radio waves arrive out of phase. So the radiation of most antennas
shows a pattern of maxima or "lobes" at various angles. In a directional
antenna designed to project radio waves in a particular direction, the
lobe in that direction is larger than the others and is called the "main
lobe". The other lobes represent unwanted radiation and are called
"sidelobes". The axis through the main lobe is called the "principle
axis" or "boresight axis".

polar plots of the horizontal cross sections of a
(virtual) Yagi-Uda-antenna. Outline connects
points with 3db field power compared to an ISO
emitter.

Impedance
As an electro-magnetic wave travels through the different parts of the antenna system (radio, feed line, antenna, free
space) it may encounter differences in impedance (E/H, V/I, etc.). At each interface, depending on the impedance
match, some fraction of the wave's energy will reflect back to the source,[5] forming a standing wave in the feed line.
The ratio of maximum power to minimum power in the wave can be measured and is called the standing wave ratio
(SWR). A SWR of 1:1 is ideal. A SWR of 1.5:1 is considered to be marginally acceptable in low power applications
where power loss is more critical, although an SWR as high as 6:1 may still be usable with the right equipment.
Minimizing impedance differences at each interface (impedance matching) will reduce SWR and maximize power
transfer through each part of the antenna system.
Complex impedance of an antenna is related to the electrical length of the antenna at the wavelength in use. The
impedance of an antenna can be matched to the feed line and radio by adjusting the impedance of the feed line, using
the feed line as an impedance transformer. More commonly, the impedance is adjusted at the load (see below) with
an antenna tuner, a balun, a matching transformer, matching networks composed of inductors and capacitors, or
matching sections such as the gamma match.
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Efficiency
Efficiency is the ratio of power actually radiated to the power put into the antenna terminals. A dummy load may
have an SWR of 1:1 but an efficiency of 0, as it absorbs all power and radiates heat but very little RF energy,
showing that SWR alone is not an effective measure of an antenna's efficiency. Radiation in an antenna is caused by
radiation resistance which can only be measured as part of total resistance including loss resistance. Loss resistance
usually results in heat generation rather than radiation, and reduces efficiency. Mathematically, efficiency is
calculated as radiation resistance divided by total resistance.

Bandwidth
The bandwidth of an antenna is the range of frequencies over which it is effective, usually centered on the resonant
frequency. The bandwidth of an antenna may be increased by several techniques, including using thicker wires,
replacing wires with cages to simulate a thicker wire, tapering antenna components (like in a feed horn), and
combining multiple antennas into a single assembly (array) and allowing the natural impedance of suitable inductive
RF filter traps to select the correct antenna. All these attempts to increase bandwidth by adding capacitance to the
surface area have a detrimental effect on efficiency by reducing the Q factor. They also have an adverse effect on the
rejection of unwanted harmonics, on both received and transmitted signal frequencies. Small antennas are usually
preferred for convenience, but there is a fundamental limit relating bandwidth, size and efficiency.

Polarization
The polarization of an antenna is the orientation of the electric field (E-plane) of the radio wave with respect to the
Earth's surface and is determined by the physical structure of the antenna and by its orientation. It has nothing in
common with antenna directionality terms: "horizontal", "vertical" and "circular". Thus, a simple straight wire
antenna will have one polarization when mounted vertically, and a different polarization when mounted horizontally.
"Electromagnetic wave polarization filters" are structures which can be employed to act directly on the
electromagnetic wave to filter out wave energy of an undesired polarization and to pass wave energy of a desired
polarization.
Reflections generally affect polarization. For radio waves the most important reflector is the ionosphere - signals
which reflect from it will have their polarization changed unpredictably. For signals which are reflected by the
ionosphere, polarization cannot be relied upon. For line-of-sight communications for which polarization can be
relied upon, it can make a large difference in signal quality to have the transmitter and receiver using the same
polarization; many tens of dB difference are commonly seen and this is more than enough to make the difference
between reasonable communication and a broken link.
Polarization is largely predictable from antenna construction but, especially in directional antennas, the polarization
of side lobes can be quite different from that of the main propagation lobe. For radio antennas, polarization
corresponds to the orientation of the radiating element in an antenna. A vertical omnidirectional WiFi antenna will
have vertical polarization (the most common type). An exception is a class of elongated waveguide antennas in
which vertically placed antennas are horizontally polarized. Many commercial antennas are marked as to the
polarization of their emitted signals.
Polarization is the sum of the E-plane orientations over time projected onto an imaginary plane perpendicular to the
direction of motion of the radio wave. In the most general case, polarization is elliptical, meaning that the
polarization of the radio waves varies over time. Two special cases are linear polarization (the ellipse collapses into a
line) and circular polarization (in which the two axes of the ellipse are equal). In linear polarization the antenna
compels the electric field of the emitted radio wave to a particular orientation. Depending on the orientation of the
antenna mounting, the usual linear cases are horizontal and vertical polarization. In circular polarization, the antenna
continuously varies the electric field of the radio wave through all possible values of its orientation with regard to the
Earth's surface. Circular polarizations, like elliptical ones, are classified as right-hand polarized or left-hand
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polarized using a "thumb in the direction of the propagation" rule. Optical researchers use the same rule of thumb,
but pointing it in the direction of the emitter, not in the direction of propagation, and so are opposite to radio
engineers' use.
In practice, regardless of confusing terminology, it is important that linearly polarized antennas be matched, lest the
received signal strength be greatly reduced. So horizontal should be used with horizontal and vertical with vertical.
Intermediate matchings will lose some signal strength, but not as much as a complete mismatch. Transmitters
mounted on vehicles with large motional freedom commonly use circularly polarized antennas so that there will
never be a complete mismatch with signals from other sources.

Transmission and reception
All of the antenna parameters are expressed in terms of a transmission antenna, but are identically applicable to a
receiving antenna, due to reciprocity. Impedance, however, is not applied in an obvious way; for impedance, the
impedance at the load (where the power is consumed) is most critical. For a transmitting antenna, this is the antenna
itself. For a receiving antenna, this is at the (radio) receiver rather than at the antenna. Tuning is done by adjusting
the length of an electrically long linear antenna to alter the electrical resonance of the antenna.
Antenna tuning is done by adjusting an inductance or capacitance combined with the active antenna (but distinct and
separate from the active antenna). The inductance or capacitance provides the reactance which combines with the
inherent reactance of the active antenna to establish a resonance in a circuit including the active antenna. The
established resonance being at a frequency other than the natural electrical resonant frequency of the active antenna.
Adjustment of the inductance or capacitance changes this resonance.
Antennas used for transmission have a maximum power rating, beyond which heating, arcing or sparking may occur
in the components, which may cause them to be damaged or destroyed. Raising this maximum power rating usually
requires larger and heavier components, which may require larger and heavier supporting structures. This is a
concern only for transmitting antennas, as the power received by an antenna rarely exceeds the microwatt range.
Antennas designed specifically for reception might be optimized for noise rejection capabilities. An antenna shield is
a conductive or low reluctance structure (such as a wire, plate or grid) which is adapted to be placed in the vicinity of
an antenna to reduce, as by dissipation through a resistance or by conduction to ground, undesired electromagnetic
radiation, or electric or magnetic fields, which are directed toward the active antenna from an external source or
which emanate from the active antenna. Other methods to optimize for noise rejection can be done by selecting a
narrow bandwidth so that noise from other frequencies is rejected, or selecting a specific radiation pattern to reject
noise from a specific direction, or by selecting a polarization different from the noise polarization, or by selecting an
antenna that favors either the electric or magnetic field.
For instance, an antenna to be used for reception of low frequencies (below about ten megahertz) will be subject to
both man-made noise from motors and other machinery, and from natural sources such as lightning. Successfully
rejecting these forms of noise is an important antenna feature. A small coil of wire with many turns is more able to
reject such noise than a vertical antenna. However, the vertical will radiate much more effectively on transmit, where
extraneous signals are not a concern.
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Basic antenna models
There are many variations of antennas. Below are a few basic models.
More can be found in Category:Radio frequency antenna types.
• The isotropic radiator is a purely theoretical antenna that radiates
equally in all directions. It is considered to be a point in space with
no dimensions and no mass. This antenna cannot physically exist,
but is useful as a theoretical model for comparison with all other
antennas. Most antennas' gains are measured with reference to an
isotropic radiator, and are rated in dBi (decibels with respect to an
isotropic radiator).

Typical US multiband TV antenna (aerial)

• The dipole antenna is simply two wires pointed in opposite
directions arranged either horizontally or vertically, with one end of each wire connected to the radio and the
other end hanging free in space. Since this is the simplest practical antenna, it is also used as a reference model
for other antennas; gain with respect to a dipole is labeled as dBd. Generally, the dipole is considered to be
omnidirectional in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the antenna, but it has deep nulls in the directions of the
axis. Variations of the dipole include the folded dipole, the half wave antenna, the ground plane antenna, the
whip, and the J-pole.
• The Yagi-Uda antenna is a directional variation of the dipole with parasitic elements added which are
functionality similar to adding a reflector and lenses (directors) to focus a filament light bulb.
• The random wire antenna is simply a very long (at least one quarter wavelength) wire with one end connected to
the radio and the other in free space, arranged in any way most convenient for the space available. Folding will
reduce effectiveness and make theoretical analysis extremely difficult. (The added length helps more than the
folding typically hurts.) Typically, a random wire antenna will also require an antenna tuner, as it might have a
random impedance that varies non-linearly with frequency.
• The horn is used where high gain is needed, the wavelength is short (microwave) and space is not an issue. Horns
can be narrow band or wide band, depending on their shape. A horn can be built for any frequency, but horns for
lower frequencies are typically impractical. Horns are also frequently used as reference antennas.
• The parabolic antenna consists of an active element at the focus of a parabolic reflector to reflect the waves into a
plane wave. Like the horn it is used for high gain, microwave applications, such as satellite dishes.
• The patch antenna consists mainly of a square conductor mounted over a groundplane. Another example of a
planar antenna is the tapered slot antenna (TSA), as the Vivaldi-antenna.

Practical antennas
Although any circuit can radiate if driven with a signal of high
enough frequency, most practical antennas are specially designed
to radiate efficiently at a particular frequency. An example of an
inefficient antenna is the simple Hertzian dipole antenna, which
radiates over wide range of frequencies and is useful for its small
size. A more efficient variation of this is the half-wave dipole,
which radiates with high efficiency when the signal wavelength is
twice the electrical length of the antenna.
One of the goals of antenna design is to minimize the reactance of
the device so that it appears as a resistive load. An "antenna

Very common "rabbit ears" set-top antenna
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inherent reactance" includes not only the distributed reactance of the active antenna but also the natural reactance
due to its location and surroundings (as for example, the capacity relation inherent in the position of the active
antenna relative to ground). Reactance diverts energy into the reactive field, which causes unwanted currents that
heat the antenna and associated wiring, thereby wasting energy without contributing to the radiated output.
Reactance can be eliminated by operating the antenna at its resonant frequency, when its capacitive and inductive
reactances are equal and opposite, resulting in a net zero reactive current. If this is not possible, compensating
inductors or capacitors can instead be added to the antenna to cancel its reactance as far as the source is concerned.
Once the reactance has been eliminated, what remains is a pure resistance, which is the sum of two parts: the ohmic
resistance of the conductors, and the radiation resistance. Power absorbed by the ohmic resistance becomes waste
heat, and that absorbed by the radiation resistance becomes radiated electromagnetic energy. The greater the ratio of
radiation resistance to ohmic resistance, the more efficient the antenna.

Effect of ground
Antennas are typically used in an environment where other objects are present that may have an effect on their
performance. Height above ground has a very significant effect on the radiation pattern of some antenna types.
At frequencies used in antennas, the ground behaves mainly as a dielectric. The conductivity of ground at these
frequencies is negligible. When an electromagnetic wave arrives at the surface of an object, two waves are created:
one enters the dielectric and the other is reflected. If the object is a conductor, the transmitted wave is negligible and
the reflected wave has almost the same amplitude as the incident one. When the object is a dielectric, the fraction
reflected depends (among others things) on the angle of incidence. When the angle of incidence is small (that is, the
wave arrives almost perpendicularly) most of the energy traverses the surface and very little is reflected. When the
angle of incidence is near 90° (grazing incidence) almost all the wave is reflected.
Most of the electromagnetic waves emitted by an antenna to the ground below the antenna at moderate (say < 60°)
angles of incidence enter the earth and are absorbed (lost). But waves emitted to the ground at grazing angles, far
from the antenna, are almost totally reflected. At grazing angles, the ground behaves as a mirror. Quality of
reflection depends on the nature of the surface. When the irregularities of the surface are smaller than the wavelength
reflection is good.
This means that the receptor "sees" the real antenna and, under the
ground, the image of the antenna reflected by the ground. If the ground
has irregularities, the image will appear fuzzy.
If the receiver is placed at some height above the ground, waves
reflected by ground will travel a little longer distance to arrive to the
receiver than direct waves. The distance will be the same only if the
receiver is close to ground.
The wave reflected by earth can be considered as
emitted by the image antenna

In the drawing at right, we have drawn the angle
image is .

far bigger than in reality. Distance between the antenna and its

The situation is a bit more complex because the reflection of electromagnetic waves depends on the polarization of
the incident wave. As the refractive index of the ground (average value
) is bigger than the refractive index of the
air (
), the direction of the component of the electric field parallel to the ground inverses at the reflection. This is
equivalent to a phase shift of radians or 180°. The vertical component of the electric field reflects without
changing direction. This sign inversion of the parallel component and the non-inversion of the perpendicular
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component would also happen if the ground were a good electrical conductor.
This means that a receiving antenna "sees" the image antenna with the
current in the same direction if the antenna is vertical or with the
current inverted if the antenna is horizontal.
For a vertical polarized emission antenna the far electric field of the
electromagnetic wave produced by the direct ray plus the reflected ray
is:
The vertical component of the current reflects
without changing sign. The horizontal component
reverses sign at reflection.

The sign inversion for the parallel field case just changes a cosine to a sine:

In these two equations:
•
•
•
•

is the electrical field radiated by the antenna if there were no ground.
is the wave number.
is the wave length.
is the distance between antenna and its image (twice the height of the center of the antenna).

For emitting and receiving antenna situated near the ground (in a
building or on a mast) far from each other, distances traveled by direct
and reflected rays are nearly the same. There is no induced phase shift.
If the emission is polarized vertically the two fields (direct and
Radiation patterns of antennas and their images
reflected) add and there is maximum of received signal. If the emission
reflected by the ground. At left the polarization is
is polarized horizontally the two signals subtracts and the received
vertical and there is always a maximum for
signal is minimum. This is depicted in the image at right. In the case of
. If the polarization is horizontal as at right, there
is always a zero for
.
vertical polarization, there is always a maximum at earth level (left
pattern). For horizontal polarization, there is always a minimum at
earth level. Note that in these drawings the ground is considered as a perfect mirror, even for low angles of
incidence. In these drawings the distance between the antenna and its image is just a few wavelengths. For greater
distances, the number of lobes increases.
Note that the situation is different–and more complex–if reflections in the ionosphere occur. This happens over very
long distances (thousands of kilometers). There is not a direct ray but several reflected rays that add with different
phase shifts.
This is the reason why almost all public address radio emissions have vertical polarization. As public users are near
ground, horizontal polarized emissions would be poorly received. Observe household and automobile radio
receivers. They all have vertical antennas or horizontal ferrite antennas for vertical polarized emissions. In cases
where the receiving antenna must work in any position, as in mobile phones, the emitter and receivers in base
stations use circular polarized electromagnetic waves.
Classical (analog) television emissions are an exception. They are almost always horizontally polarized, because the
presence of buildings makes it unlikely that a good emitter antenna image will appear. However, these same
buildings reflect the electromagnetic waves and can create ghost images. Using horizontal polarization, reflections
are attenuated because of the low reflection of electromagnetic waves whose magnetic field is parallel to the
dielectric surface near the Brewster's angle. Vertically polarized analog television has been used in some rural areas.
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In digital terrestrial television reflections are less obtrusive, due to the inherent robustness of digital signalling and
built-in error correction.

Mutual impedance and interaction between antennas

Mutual impedance between parallel

dipoles

not staggered. Curves Re and Im are the resistive
and reactive parts of the impedance.

Current circulating in any antenna induces currents in all others. One can postulate a mutual impedance
between two antennas that has the same significance as the
in ordinary coupled inductors. The mutual
impedance
between two antennas is defined as:

where

is the current flowing in antenna 1 and

is the voltage that would have to be applied to antenna 2–with

antenna 1 removed–to produce the current in the antenna 2 that was produced by antenna 1.
From this definition, the currents and voltages applied in a set of coupled antennas are:

where:
•
•
•

is the voltage applied to the antenna
is the impedance of antenna
is the mutual impedance between antennas

and

Note that, as is the case for mutual inductances,

This is a consequence of Lorentz reciprocity. If some of the elements are not fed (there is a short circuit instead a
feeder cable), as is the case in television antennas (Yagi-Uda antennas), the corresponding
are zero. Those
elements are called parasitic elements. Parasitic elements are unpowered elements that either reflect or absorb and
reradiate RF energy.
In some geometrical settings, the mutual impedance between antennas can be zero. This is the case for crossed
dipoles used in circular polarization antennas.
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Antenna gallery
Antennas and antenna arrays

A Yagi-Uda beam antenna.

A multi-band rotary directional
antenna for amateur radio use.

Rooftop TV
antenna. It is
actually three
Yagi antennas.
The longest
elements are
for the low
band, while
the medium
and short
elements are
for the high
and UHF
band.

A
terrestrial
microwave
radio
antenna
array.

Examples of US 136-174 MHz
base station antennas.

Low cost LF time signal
receiver, antenna (left)
and receiver (right).

Rotatable log-periodic
array for VHF and UHF.

Shortwave antennas in
Delano, California.

An old VHF-band
Yagi-type television
antenna.

A T2FD broadband antenna,
covering the 5-30MHz band.

A US multiband "aerial"
TV antenna.

"Rabbit ears" antenna

AM loop antenna
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Antennas and supporting structures

A building rooftop supporting
numerous dish and sectored
mobile telecommunications
antennas (Doncaster, Victoria,
Australia).

A water tower in Palmerston,
Northern Territory with radio
broadcasting and
communications antennas.

A three-sector telephone site in
Mexico City.

Telephone site concealed as a
palm tree.

Diagrams as part of a system

Antennas may be connected through a
multiplexing arrangement in some
applications like this trunked two-way radio
example.

Antenna network for an emergency medical services base station.
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Notes
[1] In the context of engineering and physics, the plural of antenna is antennas, and it has been this way since about 1950 (or earlier), when a
cornerstone textbook in this field, Antennas, was published by John D. Kraus of the Ohio State University. Besides the title, Dr. Kraus noted
this in a footnote on the first page of his book. Insects may have "antennae", but this form is not used in the context of electronics.
[2] "Salvan: Cradle of Wireless, How Marconi Conducted Early Wireless Experiments in the Swiss Alps", Fred Gardiol & Yves Fournier,
Microwave Journal, February 2006, pp. 124-136.
[3] Tesla said during the development of radio that "One of the terminals of the source would be connected to Earth [as a electric ground
connection ...] the other to an insulated body of large surface. For more information, see " On Light and Other High Frequency Phenomena
(http:/ / www. tfcbooks. com/ tesla/ 1893-02-24. htm)". Delivered before the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, February 1893, and before the
National Electric Light Association, St. Louis, Missouri, March 1893.
[4] "Guide to Wi-Fi Wireless Network Antenna Selection." (http:/ / networkbits. net/ wireless-printing/ wireless-network-antenna-guide/ ).
NetworkBits.net. . Retrieved April 8, 2008.
[5] Impedance is caused by the same physics as refractive index in optics, although impedance effects are typically one dimensional, where
effects of refractive index is three dimensional.
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